
MARIANAS TURKEY SHOOT 
(BATTLE OF THE PHILIPPINE SEA) 

* 19-20 JUNE'. SHOT DOWN 424 
JAP PLANES: SANK 3 CVs, 2 AOs: 
DAMAGED I BB, 4 CVs, 3 OTHER 
SHIPS. US LOSSES BY ENEMY 

ACTION: 33 PLANES. 
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This warship is something more than a "floating 
platform." Its turbine-engined power plant is a 
marvel of marine engineering, capable of 40,000 to 
60,000 horsepower. Compressed in the steel hull are 
82 compartments, storerooms, lockers, ~nd cubicles. 
Through this vessel runs a maze of air, oil, and water 
lines. Another maze of electrical lines and cables car
ries light and motor-power and the sensory means of 
communication to the various nerve centers of the 
ship-to the navigational instruments, fire-control in
struments, electronic gear for the operation of radio 
and radar and sonar. 

Providing accommodations for anywhere from 200 
to 350 officers and men, the ship contains living 
quarters, mess rooms, galley, refrigerators, laundry, 
showers, post office, and store. Its hospital (sick bay) 
is equipped to handle any case requiring emergency 
medicine or surgery. Space is found and apparatus is 
made . available for classroom instruction (the ship 
maintains various schools), for recreation (boxing 
matches, movies), for chapel. 

Smaller than some private yachts, the destroyer 
bristles with armament. Every superfluous item of 
gear is eliminated; every available foot of deck space 
that can be so devoted is utilized for gun mounts, 
fire-control apparatus, depth-charge gear, torpedo 
tubes, and munitions storage. 

The vessel's hull is streamlined to the nth practical 
degree. Armor is sacrificed for speed, the cruising 
range is sacrificed for speed. Fastest ship afloat, the 
destroyer depends for protection chiefly on speed, 
maneuverability, the use of smoke screens, and, of 
course, fire-power. 

Destroyer Organization during World War II 

In common with all warships, a destroyer's organi
zation is designed to meet the man-of-war's primary 
imperative-battle efficiency. 

There are no supernumeraries in a destroyer's 
company. The average U.S. destroyer's complement 
in World War II contained the following officers: 

Commanding Officer-the ship's captain. Regard
less of rank (he inay be a Commander, Lieutenant 
Commander, even a Lieutenant) he is always ad
dressed as "Captain," and he has full authority over 
all hands serving in his vessel. He is also fully re
sponsible for the safety and operation of the ship, 
and the performance and welfare of the crew. In
formally referred to as "Skipper" -"Old Man" to 
junior officers and bluejackets-his average age was 
thirty to forty. 

Executive Officer-the Captain's chief assistant. He 
might be called "ship's general manager." He is 
charged with the maintenance of upkeep, good order, 
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and efficiency of both vessel and crew. He is broadly 
responsible for execution of the Captain's orders, and 
he stands ready to step into the Captain's shoes and 
serve as relief Commanding Officer. Among other du
ties he is in charge of the C.I.C. It takes a good officer 
to qualify as "Exec." 

(For the purposes of administration and operation, 
men-of-war are departmentally organized. The de
stroyer organization of World War II contained a 
Gunnery Department, Navigation Department, Engi
neering Department, Construction and Repair [C. 
and R.] Department, and Supply Department. Re
porting to the Commanding Officer are the officers as
signed to head these departments. They are listed 
below.) 

Gunnery Officer-responsible for the maintenance 
and employment of the ship's guns, fire-control gear, 
A/S weapons, torpedoes, munitions. His subordinate 
assistants are the Assistant Gunnery Officer, Assistant 
Fire-control Officer, Torpedo Officer (in charge of 
torpedoes, A/S weapons, and smoke generators), and 
other officers detailed to gunnery and fire-control. 

Navigating Officer, or Navigator-responsible for 
all navigating gear (except electrical) and for fixing 
the position of the ship at all times. Usually acts as 
the ship's tactical officer. Among other duties, he 
keeps the ship's log and war diary. 

Engineer Officer (commonly known as the "Chief 
Engineer")-charged with the maintenance and opera
tion of the power plant, all of the ship's machinery, 
and all electrical apparatus with the exception of 
radio, radar, and sonar gear. He is assisted by the 
Assistant Engineer Officer and other subordinates. 

Damage-Control Officer and First Lieutenant-in 
charge of the Construction and Repair Department. 
He is responsible for placing the ship in material 
readiness for battle, for all damage-control equip
ment and work, and for emergency repairs. As "First 
Lieutenant" he assists the Executive Officer in ar
ranging the ship's work and drills. His immediate 
subordinate is the Assistant Damage-Control Officer. 

Supply Officer-charged with the maintenance and 
distribution of the ship's supplies. Commissary pro
visions, stores, bunker fuel, material equipment are 
his responsibility. He is also in charge of accounts 
and disbursement of ship's funds. 

Communication Officer-not a department head, 
but with comparably important duties. He is re
sponsible for all radio and sound equipment, all 
visual signalling apparatus, and for the recording 
and appropriate relay of routine dispatches. In his 
custody are the code books, all secret and confidential 
documents, and related material. 

Medical Officer-the ship's doctor. Not a depart-
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ment head on a destroyer, but with a full share of 
responsibilities. He is in charge of health and sani
tation, and the treatment of battle casualties. 

To each department are assigned divisions of the 
ship's company. Under charge of a division officer, 
each division is composed of the petty officers and 
non-rated men who are trained for the work of that 
particular department. 

A World War II destroyer's Ordnance Division, 
for example, contained Gunner's Mates, Torpedo
men, Fire-Controlmen, Radarmen, - and Ordnance 
strikers-the men who manned the guns, director 
gear, depth-charge projectors, and related ordnance 
equipment. 

In the Communication Division of the Navigation 
Department were Radiomen and Radio Technicians, 
Sonarmen, Quartermasters, ~ignalmen, Yeomen, 
Pharmacist's Mates, and strikers. 

The Engineer Division contained Machinist's 
Mates, Motor-Machinist's Mates, Electrician's Mates, 
f iremen, Water Tenders, and Metalsmiths. 

In the First and Second Deck Divisions of the 
Construction and Repair (C and R) Department 
\(! rved Boatswain's Mates, Coxswains, Carpenter's 
Mates, Shipfitters, Seamen, and apprentices. 

The Supply Division was manned by Commissary 
Stewards, Ship's Cooks, Bakers, Storekeepers, Officer's 
~teward, Officer's Cook, Mess Attendants, Supply 
n rikers. 

In war-time the crew members of a naval vessel 
re always "on call," like fire-fighters ready to answer 

11n alarm. But for the performance of routine duty, 
·nd to suit messing and sleeping arrangements, the 

crew works in shifts. Or, to ptit it nautically, it 
t d ivided into sections for watch-standing. 

On a modern United States destroyer there are 

f or the uninitiated, a word on naval time-keeping and 
l h periods. Naval time is recorded by the European 

t)'Jl cm which counts the hours consecutively from 0000 
(tttidflight) through to 2400 (the following midnight). For 
' to nee, 0700 is 7 :00 A.M., and 1400 is 2:00 P.M. 

nautical day is divided into six 4-hour watch periods. 

1 11 1 MID-WATCH 
(midnight to 4:00 A. M.-Navy time, 0000 to 0400). 

- ff • MORNING WATCH 
(4:00 A. M . to 8:00 A.M.-Navy time, 0800 to 1200). 

H I FORENOON WATCH 
(8:00 A. M . to noon-Navy time, 0800 to 1200). 

1'"11 APT!R.NOON WATCH 
(nooo to 4:00 P.M.-Navy time, 1200 to 1600). 

Ill OG WAT CH 
(4: 00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.-Navy time, 1600 to 2000). 

·t1f~ H RST WAT CH 
(8:00 P .M. to midnight-Navy time, 2000 to 2400). 

three watch sections; the normal duty watch is ;\ 
four hours duration, and the crew stands watch '\/" 
"four hours on and eight off." With the exception 
of Commanding Officer and Executive Officer, every· 
one in the ship is placed in a watch section. 

When the destroyer goes into action, all hands 
go into action with it. Such routine duties as swab
bing down, inspecting the "head," tinkering with 
a faulty gun-mechanism, and trying to_ degarble the 
latest "ALNA V," are instantly abandoned. When 
the alarm, "GeneraLQuarters" (Battle Condition I), 
is sounded, the crew gets set to fight. On or off watch, 
all hands report at once to their battle stations. 
- Every officer and man in the ship has his particular 

battle station. And ·in so far as it can be arranged, 
all hands work at posts and occupy quarters in the 
vicinity of those stations. ~ 

As the primary ship-control station is on the de
stroyer's bridge-there the ship is steered, or "conned," 
to use the Navy term-the bridge is the Command
ing Officer's battle station. And during World War II 
the battle station of the Executive Officer w~s the 
Combat Information Center; Gunn.ery Officer's battle 
station, the main battery director; Navigation Offi
cer's battle station, the bridge, where he relieved the 
Officer of the Deck. Engineer Officer's battle station 
was the forward engine-room; Damage Control offi-
cer's battle station, ,No. I repair station; Suep!J o .. ffi- ? 
cer's battle station, Coding Board. The Commumca-
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tion om'.ce? s=battle st-auon was me communication 
office, C.I.C., or signal bridge; the Medical Officer's 
battle station was the. primary dressing station 

(usually the wardroom). ~ 
All division officers and men report to their various 

posts-gunners to their mounts, fire-controlmen to 
their instruments, torpedomen to torpedo and depth
charge stations, and so on. Every man fits into the 
ship's fighting team somewhere. Mess attendants 
may take station as ammunition eassers, and the ,,. 
ship's storekeeper ma man a searchli ht. 

enera uarters" (with the exception of drills) 
is only sounded when the ship makes contact with the 
enemy, or is approached by an unidentified vessel or 
planes. Or at dawn or dusk when twilight is dan
gerous. 

Under Battle Condition II or III (for war cruising) 
ship-control and lookout stations are fully manned ; 
all detection apparatus is manned; the watertight 
integrity watch is posted; half of the armament is 
manned. 

Destroyer Group Organization 

During World War II the Navy's destroyers were 
under the over-all command of Admiral E. J. King, 
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ENTER THE SU/CIDERS 

DD's Versus Death-Divers at Leyte 

On November I, 1944, the Japs made an "all-out" effort to blast 
the Seventh Fleet's Covering Forces out of Leyte Gulf. By that da t 
the Imperial Navy was finished. But the Japanese air forces-land ~ 
based and carrier remnants-constituted a hawk which retained 
deadly talons .. As the American warships in Leyte Gulf learned on ·. 
the first day of November. 

Covering Leyte on that date was Task Group 77 .1, under Rear 
Admiral G. L. Weyler. The group consisted of battleships M1sst1· . 
SIPPI, CALIFORNIA, and PENNSYLVANIA; cruisers PHOENIX, Bo1st, 
NASHVILLE, and H.M.A.S. SHROPSHIRE; and, when fully compl . . 

mented, 19 destroyers. The destroyers were NEWCOMB 
(flagship of Captain R. N. Smoot, Screen Commander, 
and ComDesRon 56), KILLEN, ABNER READ (flagship 
of Captain J. B. McLean, ComDesDiv 48), AMMEN, 
LEUTZE, ROBINSON (flagship of Captain T. F. Conley, 
Jr., ComDesDiv 112), BRYANT, CLAXTON, FLUSSER (flag
ship of Captain W. M. Cole, ComDesRon 5), MAHAN, 
SMITH, JENKINS, DRAYTON, and EDWARDS. Destroyers 
BUSH, BENNION, H.M.A.S. ARUNTA, HEYWOOD L. ED
WARDS, and RICHARD P. LEARY-members of the task 
group-were stationed as A/S guards and radar pick
ets at the entrance to Leyte Gulf. 

The mission of this powerful aggregation of ships 
was "to cover, protect, and defend Leyte Gulf and 
the invasion forces and ships engaged in the Leyte 
operations against attack by enemy surface forces." 
As far as Japanese surface forces were concerned, most 
of those in the Philippines theater were currently rest-

~ing on the bottom, but Weyler's task group had some 
anti-aircraft work on its hands. 

Early in the morning of November 1 the group was 
cruising in the Gulf entrance. Several snoopers ap
proached the formation. An all-night air alert 
strained the nerves of the American sailors, _and day
break did not relieve the tension. It was obvious that 

the enemy was gathering information and muscle for · 
a strike. 

At 0916 in the morning the air alert was re-broad· 
cast as the radar watches reported Jap planes in dit ':. 
offing. Zigzagging, the task group stepped up speed t 
15 knots, and the screen contracted. All ships were at - · 
Condition of Readiness to repel air attack, with th. 
gun crews tense at their mounts and C.I.C. teamt 
working at full speed, when the plot indicated enemy · 
aircraft on various bearings, closing rapidly. 

Action began at 0940 when destroyer BuSH (Cotn· · 
mander R. E. Westholm), on patrol in South Surig (J 

Strait, opened fire with all batteries on a "Betty" 
which came in on the ship's starboard beam. Drop· 
ping a torpedo, the plane veered off to the righ . 
With a fast dash and hard right rudder, BusH avoided 
the torpedo. A burst of 40 mm. fire hit the plane. 

Four minutes later another "Betty" attacked Bu H~ 

Roaring in on the destroyer's port beam, the plane 
flung _a "fish" at 800 yards. BuSH dodged by swervin -
left with hard rudder, and her guns brought tbf' 
plane down in a swirl of fire 100 yards from the ship 

At 0951 a third "Betty" attacked BuSH. The do· 
stroyer gunners poured fire into the plane, but dr 
aircraft got close enough to drop a 500-pound bomb 
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which exploded about 60 feet from the ship's star
board quarter. Flying shrapnel gave the ship a claw
ing. The plane also escaped. 

At 1007 BusH dove off a fourth "Betty." At 1044 
two more "Bettys" attacked the destroyer, and the 
ship dodged another aerial torpedo. One of the 
"Bettys" roared down BuSH's starboard side, the tail 
gunner lashing at the vessel ·. with machine-gun fire. 
Two sailors fell wounded. But the plane got a belly 
full of automatic fire for her pains. 

Ten minutes later two "Zekes" pounced on the 
DD. After she hit one of them with 5-inch, the pair 
hit for the clouds. At 1100 a "Zeke" (apparently the 
one which had been hit) came down in what appeared 
to be a suicide dive on the ship. The plane dropped 
a small bomb which missed. BusH's sharpshooters did 
not miss. Riddled, the "Zeke" plunged into the sea 
50 yards astern. 

At 1111 the indomitable BUSH drove off still an
other "Betty." This was her last air battle of the day. 
The skies over her vicinity cleared at noon, and her 
crew took time out to mop fevered brows. That had 
been a busy morning for BuSH. A "Betty" and a 
''Zeke" shot down, two "Bettys" badly damaged, a 
"Betty" moderately damaged-three torpedoes dodged 
-not a bad day's work before lunch! In fact, it was 
such a good day's work that Commander Rollin E. 
Westholm won special commendation from Rear 
Admiral Weyler. BuSH's performance also won special 
mention by Tokyo Rose. Going on the air with her 
daily broadcast on November 2, that siren of the mike 
paid BUSH this compliment: uour aircraft attacked a 
lone American destroyer which had automatic 5-inch 
guns." 

Meantime, Weyler's task force in Leyte Gulf fought 
a battle royal against attacking Jap aircraft. The Gulf 
battle began at 0950, ten minutes after the first on
slaught on BusH. A flight of Jap torpedo-planes wing
ing over the Gulf drew a thunderstorm AA barrage 
from the ready warships. Two planes were shot down, 
and an attack on cruiser SHROPSHIRE was beaten off. 
One of the planes which attacked the Australian ship, 
however, climbed into a cloud, and then dropped 
like a meteor on destroyer CLAXTON (Commander 
M. H. Hubbard). 

CLAXTON's gunners lashed the plane with 40 mm., 
forcing it to take a tangent which brought it down 
irao the sea. But the plane struck close aboard and 
exploded with a shattering blast which killed four of 
CLAXTON's crew, wounded 24, and severely damaged 
the ship. In spite of these injuries, the DD stayed in 
the fight, and by 1200 was able to steam at 15 knots, 
thanks to efficient damage-control measures. 

At 0951 destroyer KILLEN was · struck by a bomb. 

With fire topside and flood below, the KILLEN fell 
out of formation. Her skipper, Commander H. G. 
Corey, and her crew fought extensive battle damage 
with extensive grit. And the ship, escorted by de
stroyer ROBINSON, steamed to a safe anchorage in the 
Gulf. Three or four Jap planes were seen to go down 
under fire from KILLEN's guns. 

Then, at 0952, destroyer AMMEN (Commander J. 
H. Brown) was crashed by a Jap plane. As will be 
seen, this smash was probably a deliberate suicide. 
When, early in the afternoon, a plane smashed into 
ABNER READ, the suicide tactic was obvious. The 
Navy's Pacific destroyermen realized they were up 
against something new in the grim book of warfare
the Kamikaze. 

Loss of U.S.S. Abner Read 

The aerial onslaught on Rear Admiral G. L. Wey
ler's Task Group 77.1 gave the Seventh Fleet destroy
ermen a bitter taste of what was to come-the employ
ment of self-destruction as a combat tactic. And by 
November 1, 1944, the curtain was rising on a horror 
drama that had no equal in the bloody history of war
fare. 

The Jap aircraft which was riddled by CLAXTON's 
40 mm. fire and crashed close aboard, blasting the 
destroyer, may have been a suicider. The J ap 
"Frances" which crashed into AMMEN seems to have 
been more deliberate. But the strike on ABNER READ, 
which occurred early in the afternoon, seems to have 
been undoubtedly purposeful. 

Screening damaged CLAXTON, ABNER READ (Com
mander A. M. Purdy), flagship of Captain J. B. Mc
Lean, ComDesDiv 48, was conducting a circular 
patrol. About 1339 the radar watch reported two 
enemy aircraft about 11 miles distant, and coming 
fast. ABNER READ opened fire with main battery and 
automatic guns. Down from the sky plunged a "Val" 
dive-bomber, dragging a tail of smoke. Evidently hit 
by ABNER READ'S scorching fire, the plane was burn
ing, but the pilot drove straight for the destroyer. 

It happened fast-three minutes after the initial 
radar contact. ABNER READ's guns were slamming, 
chattering, and roaring. It seemed impossible that an 
aircraft could penetrate the lacework of flame, 
machine-gun lead, and flak. All hands on the bridge 
watched in a freeze of dread as the dive-bomber 
came on, nearer and nearer, growing in size as eyes 
stared in dilated appallment. 

Someone shouted, "Oh, my God!" 
Men were thrown to the deck as the "Val" crashed 

into the destroyer's starboard side, smashing in a 
splatter against the after stack. A wave of fire blew 
across the superstructure. Blazing gasoline showered 
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the wreckage with Bame. At once the ship was an 
inferno topside. Then the conflagration ignited a 
magazine. Ready ammunition exploded near a gun 
mount. Sailors were struck down by Hying shrapnel 
and whistling scraps of debris. The Hames ran below 
decks and touched off a series of explosions. ABNER 
READ, listing and shaken by interior blasting, lay dy
ing in the sea. Torpedoes were jettisoned, and 
damage-control parties fought a desperate battle to 
save the ship,-but the Hood swept in through her rup
tured hull, and her abandonment had to be ordered. 
Thirty-six minutes after the plane crash, ABNER READ 
plunged for the bottom of Leyte Gulf. For several 
hours an ugly oil fire burned on the sea where she 
went down. 

Lost with the ship were 19 men and three officers. 
Among the survivors picked up by the rescue vessels 
were a wounded officer and 55 injured men. While 
rescue work was going forward, the air battle raged 
on. A suicide plane plummeted at destroyer RICHARD 
P. LEARY. Torn to pieces by AA fire from LEARY and 
CLAXTON, this plane crashed in the sea. The attack 
indicated all too clearly that Japan's airmen were in 
a hari-kiri mood. The suspicion of deliberate suicid
ing was confirmed that evening by the report that 
destroyer ANDERSON (Lieutenant Commander R. H. 
Benson, Jr.) had been crashed by a plane in Cabalian 
Bay. 

After fighting off numerous air attacks near Panaon 
Island that day, ANDERSON had been struck at 1812 by 
one of three attacking J ap fighters. The plane crashed 
into the ship's motor whaleboat aft, and the shatter
ing of the boat undoubtedly absorbed much of the 
blast. As it was, ANDERSON suffered 18 fatalities, and 
21 of the crew were wounded. The ship's boilers were 
damaged, it was necessary to jettison the torpedoes, 
and the crew had a hard fight extinguishing wild 
fires and keeping the ship under way. Destroyer BusH 
stood by to screen the damaged vessel and offer medi
cal aid. At 2030 ANDERSON fought off an attacking 
torpedo-plane. Pluckily she made San Pedro Bay 
under her own power. 

Altogether, November 1 was a rough day for the 
destroyermen in the Leyte area. Six ships were struck, 
of which four-CLAXTON, AMMEN, ANDERSON, and 
ABNER READ-were victims of suicide onslaughts. Of 
these ABNER READ was the first United States de
stroyer to die at the hands of the homicidal Japanese 
suiciders. 

Leyte Backlash (Collett in Action; Aulick and Saufley 
Damaged) 

Throughout November the Third Fleet continued 
to strike the enemy's airdromes and harbors in the 

northern Philippines. The Japs could not catch UJ 
with fast-moving McCain and Halsey, but on th 
evening of November 19, four "Bettys" pounced n 
destroyer COLLETT (Commander J. D. Collett) as sh 
patrolled a picket station some 20 miles from th 
center of Task Force 38. 

The planes launched a two-section coordinat d 
attack. Speeding up to 30 knots, COLLETT shingled t h ~ 

sky with Bak, and dodged a torpedo that was dropp ·d 
at 800 yards. The destroyer shot down one "Betty" 
and drove another off wobbling. The third pla nr 
crossed CoLLETT's stern and dropped a torpedo at 
1,500 yards. As the DD swerved hard right to avoid, 
her portside automatic guns crashed this "Betty" ut 
500 yards. The fourth plane, discouraged, Bitted awa 
in the dusk. 

"COLLETT," wrote Admiral McCain, "forceful/ • 
demonstrated the invaluable service rendered by . . . 
destroyer strike-pickets in disorganizing enemy a1 r 
attacks threatening the main body of a task force, and 
in giving early warning of the approach of the attad · 
ing planes." 

Evidently the "Bettys" which struck at CoLLE'f'f 
were not suicidally inclined, but in the Leyte GuH 
area the homicidal self-killers subjected Seventh Fl t 

destroyermen to a number of ferocious assaults. Ou 
the evening of November 29, destroyers AuucK and 
SAUFLEY fought off a nasty suicide attack. 

Patrolling between Homonhon and Dinagat Islamt 
the ships were on A/S guard at the entrance to Ley 
Gulf. At 1750 AuucK (Commander J. D. Andrt 
made radar contact with a Hight of Jap aircraft. S 
"Oscars" were sighted and taken under fire. Diving At 
the ship, one of the planes clipped the SC rad r 
antenna, and crashed in the sea about 20 yards off 
AuucK's port bow. Another plane, roaring in, strutl 
the starboard guy on the mast and slammed into tht 
windshield of the bridge. The aircraft and its bomb 
exploded just above the main deck near the ward· 
room. The blast killed 32 of AuucK's crew, wounded 
64, and tore ragged gaps in the ship's superstructu .· -

Meantime, SAUFLEY was hot in action. She sh ~ 
down what looked like two "Vais" and a "Zero! ' B · 
agile maneuvering, her skipper, Commander D. 
Cochran, dodged one suicide-diving "Val" whLh 
struck close aboard. The explosion in the sea gave t.J · 
ship a scorching. Sixty seconds later SAUFLEY waJ h 't 
by a "Zero" which struck her a glancing blow on th . 
port side near the forward boat davit. About 17J J 
another "Val'' swooped in astern and released t 
bombs which exploded close aboard, sent a wave l)J 
green water over the starboard weather decks, _n•I 
injured a number of the crew. Struck by burst ol 
fire, the "Val" crashed in the sea about 50 yard• t 
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starboard. With minor damage and 21 wounded. 
SAUFLEY dodged away. 

AuucK continued her patrol until relieved by 
destroyer PRINGLE, after which she limped off to San 
Pedro Bay. SAUFLEY remained on the A/S job. And 
as December came up on the calendar, the American 
destroyermen in the Philippines were grimly aware 
that Leyte Gulf was only the first round of a knock- . 
down, drag-out death match. 

Nicholas Kills 1-37 

Early in the evening of November 12, 1944, the 
destroyer NICHOLAS (Commander R. T. S. Keith). in 
company with destroyer TAYLOR, was escorting the 
cruiser ST. Louis from Ulithi to the Pelews. At 2003, 
NICHOLAS made radar contact with a surface target 
at 21,300 yards. Steaming to investigate, NICHOLAS 
saw the "pip" disappear from the radar screen as the 
range closed to 8,100 yards. This disappearance had 
all the earmarks of a diving submarine, and the de
stroyer picked up sound contact at 2047. 

Between 2053 and 2230 NICHOLAS delivered two 
deliberate depth-charge attacks on the submersible. 
Five minutes after the last barrage went down, a 
great explosion roared under the sea. Tangible evi
dence of a submarine's demolition was found on the 
surface the following morning. The evidence con
sisted of the usual flotsam, in which was found a 
piece of lung tissue. (This anatomical item was fre
quently found in the wake of an exploded sub
marine.) 

Post-war inquest disclosed the identity of NICHOLAS' 
victim. The submarine was the I-37. She was the 
second I-boat downed by this destroyer, a veteran DD 
with a distinguished battle record. 

Rockford and Ardent Sink 1-38 

The day after NICHOLAS sank I-37, a frigate and a 
minesweeper followed through with arithmetical pro
gression far across the Pacific to get the number of 
1-~8. 

The two ships were escorts conducting a convoy 
from Pearl Harbor to San Francisco. Frigate RocK
FORD (Commander D. H. Bartlett, U.S.C.G.) was a 
1,430-tonner. Minesweeper ARDENT (Lieutenant Com
mander A. D. Curtis, U.S.N.R.) was an 890-tonner. 
The submarine in question weighed almost as much 
as these two ships put together. 

ARDENT made the first sonar contact at 1225, range 
2, 100 yards. She delivered three hedgehog attacks. 
When the patterns sank in silence, RocKFORD stepped 
in (at 1308) to fire a salvo. Three explosions echoed 
RocKFoRD's shooting. Then the minesweeper fired a 
fourth salvo at 1315. Hit by the frigate's hedgehogs, 

the submarine exploded with a detonation that lit
tered the sea with rubbish. ROCKFORD thereupon 
dropped thirteen depth charges, perhaps to suit the 
date-which was November 13, 1944. Bottom up, the 
sub rose to the surface, then sank like a dead whale. 
Its number-1-38-was found in the records of the 
Japanese Submarine Force after VJ-Day. 

Lawrence C. Taylor and Aircraft Kill 1-26 

From Ulithi on November 4, 1944, sailed a hunter
killer team built around the escort-carrier ANZIO, 
flagship of Captain P. W. Watson, ComTaskGroup 
30.7. Five DE's steamed with the ANZIO. The DE's 
were led by Commander A. Jackson, Jr., U.S.N.R., 
ComCortDiv 72, whose pennant flew in LAWRENCE C. 
TAYLOR. The TAYLOR was skippered by Commander 
R. Cullinan, Jr. On November 18, this task group was 
conducting an A/S patrol around the perimeter of 
the Third Fleet fuelling area. 

Turn the calendar back to the last day of August, 
1942. Put the clock at 0330. And shift the scene to the 
Coral Sea. At ,that date, time, and place, battleship 
NORTH CAROLINA and carrier SARATOGA made radar 
contact with what might have been a submarine. 
Destroyer FARRAGUT, sent to investigate, could find 
nothing but empty sea. But in that same vicinity at 
0706 a Japanese periscope had its eye trained on the 
"SARA." At 0746 a torpedo jumped from the foam in 
destroyer MAcDONOUGH's wake, and a second later a 
submarine grazed the destroyer's hull. That same sub
marine pumped a torpedo into the SARATOGA. And, 
escaping reprisal, that submarine, on November 13, 
1942, sank the light cruiser JUNEAU. The number of 
that deadly undersea boat was I-26. 

Coincidence-at about 0330 in the morning of No
vember 18, 1944, an ANZIO plane reported radar con
tact with a submarine on the surface which promptly 
dived. A second ANZIO plane was vectored to the 
position. Float lights were dropped, and so were sono
buoys. The latter registered definite submarine indi
cation, and the planes bombed the spot. 

Meanwhile, destroyer-escorts LAWRENCE C. TAYLOR 
and MELVIN R. NAWMAN were rushed to the scene. 
At 0559 TAYLOR established sound contact with the 
submersible, and fired hedgehogs, which missed. TAY
LOR stood in to throw a second salvo, which produced 
one explosion. A third attack netted three medium 
explosions an<;l a huge blast which jarred the teeth of 
TAYLOR'S crew. She followed up with four more at
tacks on a doubtful contact which finally faded into 
oblivion. By that time daylight was on the water, and 
so was a large blotch of oil as well as cork, deck plank
ing, and shards of red-lacquered wood. 

In an action described by a veteran destroyer officer 
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as "a fine example of cooperation between air and 
surface craft," ANzm's airmen, teamed up w~th TAY
LOR, had settled the score for SARATOGA and JUNE/\.U. 
At the bottom of the Philippine Sea off Samar lay the 
bones of the I-26-a burial long overdue. 

Conklin and McCoy Reynolds Kill 1-177 

When the "Aussies" were playing leapfrog along 
the New Guinea coast in December, 1943, they by
passed 12,000 Jap troops encamped in a coastal mud
hole at Sio, and pushed on to capture an airstrip at 
Saidor. A Japanese submarine was dispatched as a 
taxi to carry General Hatazo Adachi from Madang 
to Sio where the General was· to extricate the sur
rounded garrison. But at Sio four American PT-boats 
detected the underwater hack, and she escaped a 
depth-charge thrashing by the skin of her teeth. The 
sub finally got into Sio, and General Adachi marched 
the local garrison down the coast to Gali, hoping to 
find evacuation ships. Instead, he found the beach 
bombarded on January 8, 1944, by destroyers REID, 
MAHAN, BEALE, and MUGFORD. On the 15th the beach 
was once more shelled, destroyers BusH, AMMEN, and 
MULLANY doing the job. What was left of the hag
gard garrison and weary General was left in the 
bush, stranded and forgotten. As for the I-177, in 
evading the depth charges at Sio, she had only de
ferred her demise. 

On November 19, 1944, Task Unit 57.18.14, com
posed of destroyer-escorts CONKLIN (Lieutenant Com
mander E. L. McGibbon, U.S.N.R.) and McCoy 
REYNOLDS (Lieutenant Commander E. K. Winn, 
U.S.N.R.), was anchored at Kossol Passage, Palau. 
At 0914 that day both these ships were ordered to 
speed to a position outside of the western passage · 
to participate in a hunter-killer action against a sub 
which had been sighted at 0858. The ships reached 
the scene at 1055, and cruised across the seascape 
"echo-ranging." Aircraft were already searching. 

The hunt went on through the noon hour-on into 
mid-afternoon. At 1500 McCoy REYNOLDS and CONK
LIN put sonar fingers on the hiding sub. For the next 
two hours the DE's pelted the target with hedgehog, 
McCoy REYNOLDS delivering the first three attacks 
with negative results, then CONKLIN following up with 
attacks four and five. The fifth salvo thrown by 
CONKLIN missed. REYNOLDS' next attack was a hit. 
Up came an enormous air bubble; then, at 1700, the 
sea echoed to a monstrous explosion. 

The blast put REYNOLDS' sound-gear out of tune. 
Three minutes later she dropped charges set for a 
deep-sea level. Dull explosions clambered up out of 
the deep. A gush of oil and debris rose to the surface, 
and fragments of a human body. 

The submarine thus disposed of was the for 
mentioned I-177. This was the McCoy REYN 1 -

second kill of that autumn. As one destroyerrn -
fr:~uded her, she was "the real McCoy." 

Waller, Renshaw, Saufiey, and Pringle 

Late in November, the remnant Imperial N11 
tried to establish a "Tokyo Express" between nort _ 
em Philippine bases and invaded Leyte. Reinfor 
ment trains were sent chugging down through l _ 

archipelago to Ormoc Bay on Leyte's west o 
Supply and transport submarines were enlisted ft 
this service. Coast watr:hers promptly reported t - -

activity at the Ormoc terminal, and the Seventh fl 
was called upon to put a stop to this Jap interferen 

On November 27, 1944, DesDiv 43 was dispatd -_ 
to Ormoc Bay to bombard shore installations :ial 

to sweep through the Camotes Sea on an anti-shippl 
mission. The Division consisted of WALLER (<At 
mander H. L. Thompson, Jr.), RENSHAW (Command 
G. H. Cairnes), SAUFLEY (Commander D. E. ·Ji$-
ran), and PRINGLE (Lieutenant Commander J. l<fl 
Kelley, Jr.). Officer in Tactical Command was 
tain Robert Hall Smith, ComDesRon 22, riding 
WALLER. 

The passage through Surigao Strait was 
without incident. The ships ran into Ormoc Bay I 
showered the designated targets with 5-inch shol 
after which they swept westward across the Carn 
Sea. 

Meanwhile, a PBY patrol plane had repor ted . -
Japanese submarine approaching Ormoc Bay. 

At 0127 next morning, DesDiv 43 was crui_ 
north of Ponson Island, when WALLER made rad -
contact with a surface target at 10,200 yards. , - _ 
destroyer lit up the seascape with starshells, 
Division headed directly for the sub, and the f 
ships took the silhouette under fire. Reckl
enough, the I-boat stayed on the surface to ret11 _ __ 
the shots. The submarine gunners missed the Dtr -, ~ 

and in turn took a pounding which damaged 
submersible. 

At 0138, when WALLER set a course to ram. I 
sub was seen to be badly damaged, and Capllffl 
Smith decided to shoot it out with the woun 
undersea boat. Accordingly, WALLER passed the -- -
at a range of 50 yards abeam, while the DD _ 
crews pumped 40 mm. armor-piercing shellt ltf 
the conning tower and pressure hull. Under th_ 
fierce barrage the I-boat became an incand -
mass of explosions. 

Coming about for a second run past the sub, WAI-# 
LER saw her target make a sizzling dive for the -
tom. Bow slanted against the sky, the I-boat n-
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on her tail, and then slid under, stern first. Half a 
dozen Jap swimmers _in the water might have been 
picked up, but several made threatening gestures with 
what looked like hand grenades. Captain Smith did 
not delay to discuss the matter with the hostile swim
mers. The Division had been ordered to quit the 
Camotes Sea by 0330, and it seemed more sensible 
to follow this directive than argue with illogical Japs. 

The submarine gunned to the bottom of that sea 
was the I-46. 

Midget Sideshow at Ulithi 

Not long after the Battle for Leyte Gulf, Admiral 
Miwa tried to divert American attention to Ulithi. 
The diversion featured a special type of miniature 
submarine-a model described by Miwa as a "one
man torpedo sub." Apparently the one-man torpedo 
sub was a 1944 innovation-an undersized midget 
packed with high explosive and an expendable op
erator. This sea-going "sewer pipe" was carried to the 
target area by a large submarine. Released from the 
undersea transport, the torpedo-sub was thereafter on 
its own. It seems to have differed from the "human 
torpedo" in one minor aspect-the operator had an 
infinitesmal chance to abandon through an escape 
hatch. Miwa sent eight of these aquatic dwarfs to 
Ulithi. 

The eight Lilliputians were piggy-backed to the 
objective by two I-boats. They were released off 
Ulithi some time during the night of November 19-
20, and nine minutes before sunrise an American 
lookout sighted one of the periscopes off the channel 
entrance. 

It so happened that at that moment U.S. Task 
Group 57.9 (three heavy cruisers and four DD.s) was 
outside the lagoon, just getting under way for Saipan. 
The submarine alarm sent all hands to General 
Quarters, and excitement mounted when destroyers 
CUMMINGS (Lieutenant Commander W. J. Collum, 
Jr.) and CASE (Lieutenant Commander R. S. Willey) 
rushed a periscope which was slipping through the 
water near cruiser PENSACOLA. At 0538, CASE rammed 
this menace. There was a watery crash, and the 
dwarf went plunking to the bottom. 

Inside the lagoon the anchorage was crowded with 
shipping-war-battered vessels in for repair, tenders, 
transports, and the supply ships of Commodore W. 
R. Carter·s service fleet. At 0550 the tanker M1ss1s
SINEWA, anchored inside the lagoon, was stabbed by 
a torpedo. With a great shattering roar the oiler 
blew up, Hinging a cloud of flame against the sky. 
One of Miwa's freaks had scored. 

The blast touched off one of the liveliest A/S 
hunts of the Pacific War. Outside the channel en-

trance destroyers CASE and CUMMINGS were combing 
the seascape. Now, in response to a general TBS 
summons from destroyer CorrEN, three DE's began 
a search for a dwarf detected in the vicinity of the 
cruiser MOBILE at anchor in the lagoon. The de
stroyer-escorts were U.S.S. RALL (Lieutenant Com
mander C. B. Taylor, U.S.N.R.), flagship of Com
mander H. Reich, U.S.N.R., ComCortDiv 61; HAL
LORAN (Lieutenant Commander J. G. Scripps, 
U.S.N.R.); and WEAVER (Lieutenant Commander W. 
A. Taylor, U.S.N.R.), flagship of Commander R. H. 
Groff, U .S.N .R., ComCortDiv 32. 

Presently RALL's lookouts sighted a swirl in the 
water near the MOBILE. The DE dropped one depth 
charge set to blow at 50 feet and two charges set for 
75 feet. HALLORAN and WEAVER also dropped shal
low-set charges. Stacks of brine rose and fell, and two 
Jap faces were seen in the churning foam. They were 
not there for long. The sub (or subs) spotted near 
the MOBILE simultaneously vanished. The dwarf 
attack on Ulithi was over. 

Compared with the Battle for Leyte, the Ulithi 
"diversion" was a picayune affair, but it did cost the 
Service Force an oil tanker, and the Navy consider
able effort, fuel, and time. For this Miwa seems to 
have paid several one-man subs, for that same morn
ing two American patrol planes bombed and sank 
what looked like another midget sub in Ulithi waters. 
An oil slick marked the grave of this specimen, and 
a boxlike object bobbed to the surface as a target 
token. And three days later the body of a Japanese 
sailor (undoubtedly a submariner) was fished up in 
a berth near the scene of the MoBILE attacks. 

But coming up shortly on the calendar were events 
which for neither side could be called a "diversion." 

Breaking into Ormoc Bay 

The Japs had a powerful ally-General Weather. 
Ordinarily Nature refuses to take sides, but in the 

late autumn of 1944 the forces of Nature operated 
to the advantage of the Japanese. In November the 
monsoon rains set in, and MacArthur's troops on 
Leyte bogged down in a quagmire. And while Ameri
can aircraft were grounded by the sluicing downpour 
and while Krueger's infantrymen struggled through 
drowned jungles, the Japs ran a steady stream of re
inforcements down to the invaded island. 

The Navy worked 'round-the-dock to cut the 
enemy's supply lines to Leyte and slow the transport 
of Yamashita's reinforcements. American submarines 
maintained non-stop China Sea patrols, but J ap 
transports and warships scuttled down through the 
islands with persistent frequency, landing troops on 
the western coast of Leyte. So U.S. destroyers were 
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sent through Surigao Strait to sweep enemy shipping 
out of Ormoc Bay. 

These were hazardous m1ss10ns. And the fourth 
Ormoc sweep, conducted by DD's early in December, 
cost the Seventh Fleet a fighting ship. 

In the evening of December 2, 1944, three de
stroyers left Leyte Gulf and headed through Surigao 
Strait for Ormoc. The destroyers were ALLEN M. 
SUMNER (Commander N. J. Sampson), flagship of 
Commander J. C. Zahm, ComDesDiv 120; MoALE 
(Commander W. M. Foster), and CooPER (Command
er M. A. Peterson). The ships were ordered to seek 
out and destroy five Japanese vessels which had been 
reported landing troops in the Ormoc area. 

Entering Ormoc Bay early next morning the de
stroyers were immediately attacked by enemy aircraft, 
and air attacks continued without let-up until the 
following morning. The Division fired intermittently 
at radar-detected surface targets, at J ap planes, and 
at shore installations. They sank the Jap destroyer 
KuwA, downed several small marus, and shot nine 
or ten Jap planes out of the air. In return, destroyers 
SUMNER and MoALE suffered minor damage, SUMNER 
being injured by a near miss and strafing, and MoALE 
losing two men from a strafing which also wounded 
22. Harassed by aircraft, fired at by naval guns and 
shore batteries, and menaced by submarines, the 
ALLEN M. SuMNER and MoALE finally battled their 
way out of the redhot spot. And, commenting on the 
action, MoALE's Commanding Officer wrote: 

Operations of this sort should not be entered 
into unless air coverage is assured. Enemy planes 
continually tracked and attacked our group for one 
hour prior to the surface engagement until one 
hour after our retirement. The enemy was thor
oughly alerted and had only to wait until our ar
rival to fire torpedoes at us. This strike was de
signed as an offensive; however, there was a strong 
feeling of being on the defensive throughout. 

As proof of his words there was the fact that only 
SUMNER and MoALE had returned. Be!_iind them they 
had left Coo PER forever. ""· 

Loss of U.S.S. Cooper 

Entering Ormoc Bay with SUMNER and MoALE, 
the CooPER had made surface contact with a target 
at 12,200 yards range just minutes after midnight. 
Commander M. A. Peterson gave the order to open 
fire. For nine minutes the destroyer's guns pumped 5-
inch at the target. Then the ship, evidently a large 
destroyer, was seen to be burning-sinking under a 
cloud of flame. This was the Jap DD KuwA. She had 
been transporting reinforcements for Yamashita's 

Leyte garrison. Many of those infantrymen n · 
made it. About 250 of them floated in to the Orm 
beaches for hasty burial. 

CooPER immediately shifted fire to a second targ t.
but was unable to learn the results of her gunnery, f 
only a minute or two later she was struck by u 
undersea weapon just as she completed a turn . 

A huge explosion heeled the CooPER on her sidf' 
Fire and water swept over her superstructure, am 
within 30 seconds of the blast she broke in two. Th _ 
survivors swam in swirling oil and hot foam undrt 
a fog of smoke. Division Commander Zahm on S 
NER was faced with a bitterly difficult decision-to ri · 
air attack and fire from shore batteries in an effOft 
to save CooPER's men, or pull out to assure the safo l 
of his two remaining ships. Reviewing the case, 
experienced destroyer officer wrote: "It was a tou It 
decision. But, in deciding not to make the r e,f t1I 

attempt, the Division Commander did the rigltl 
thing." 

Most of the CooPER survivors were picked up 1 
tween mid-afternoon and dusk of that day by 
Navy "Black Cat" planes. While swimming in tl 
Bay, the afflicted destroyermen noted the fire of h -
shore batteries. They also saw several submarhr 
sneak out through the entrance. The presence flt 
subs in Ormoc Bay suggested that CooPER might h11 . 
been the victim of a giant "Long Lance" torp I 
Down with the ship went IO officers and 181 men. 
Some 168 of CooPER's crew were saved. 

Amphibs to Ormoc 

By the opening days of December, Yamashita's 
rison on Leyte had been increased by some 30,0C 
troops, but this transport effort had cost the J p 
eight destroyers, a cruiser, six smaller warships, _ · 
at least ten transports. 

Soon after the sweep conducted in Onnoc Bay by 
DesDiv 120, the Navy was called upon to undert1\• '; 
an amphibious landing at Ormoc; the ulcer wa. ' 
be cut out of the Jap defense ~ystem. On short nodt 
Rear Admiral A. D. Struble was ordered to 0 
Bay with Task Group 78.3. The group consist 
eight fast transports and 43 landing craft, carryl _ 
General A. D. Bruce's 77th Division. Admiral Stn1b -
flew his flag in the destroyer HUGHES (Cornman 
E. B. Rittenhouse). Twelve destroyers screened _ 
task group. They were: BARTON (flying the b 
command pennant of Captain W. L. Freseman, _. 
DesRon 60), WALKE, LAFFEY, O'BRIEN, Fwssn (II 
ship of Captain W. M. Cole, ComDesRon 5), DUY· 
TON, LAMSON, EowARDs, SMITH (flagship of Capt I 
H.F. STOUT, ComDesDiv 10), REID, CONYNGHAM, 
MAHAN. 
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The way into the harbor was cleared by a mine
sweeping unit, and a Control and Fire-Support Unit 
abetted the amphibious work. After a 20-minute 
shore bombardment by DD's and rocket craft, the 
troops started in at 0707 in the morning of December 
7. Opposition to the landings was nil. But the re
tiring ships were attacked by enemy aircraft. 

The air assault began about 0820. U.S. fighters 
Hew to intercept the Jap planes, but a number of 
Japs broke through the CAP cover and dodged the 
AA barrage. By midday several ships had been hit by 
crash-diving suicide planes. Among ·those struck 
were destroyer MAHAN (Commander E. G. Campbell), 
destroyer-transport WARD (Commander R. E. Farwell, 
U.S.N.R.), and destroyer-transport LIDDLE (Lieuten
ant Commander L. C. Brogger, U.S.N.R.). Four land
ing ships were also damaged, one of them fatally. 
The suicide attacks proved a horror to the destroyer
men. MAHAN's Commanding Officer noted that it 
was probably the first time the death-diving Japs 
unleashed multiple suicide attacks while employing 
torpedo-plane tactics. 

The attacks continued throughout the day. About 
1400 a plane plummeted on destroyer LAMSON (Com
mander J. V. Noel, Jr.), and crashed forward of the 
stack. Twenty-one men were killed by the smash and 
50 were wounded. As flames roared through LAM
soN's superstructure, destroyer FLUSSER (Commander 
T. R. Vogeley), flagship of Captain Cole, stood by to 
cover the stricken vessel. While FLussER's gun crews 
hurled flak at enemy aircraft, the rescue tug ATR-31 
assisted the LAMSON men. All hands were forced to 
leave the burning ship, but the rescue tug finally suc
ceeded in extinguishing the flames, and LAMSON was 
saved. FLUSSER picked up about 20 men (most of them 
wounded) who had jumped off the bridge and di
rector platform when the plane ploughed into the 
ship. Later beating off an air attack, she shot down 
a "Dinah." This efficient work won for FLUSSER a 
word of high commendation from Admiral Kinkaid. 

At 1745 the Japs made their final air attack; after 
this onslaught the battle was over. Having fought off 
16 air raids since that morning, Struble's men wel
comed the advent of nightfall. At 2130 the task group 
was joined by destroyers ALLEN M. SUMNER, MoALE, 
HOPEWELL, and PRINGLE. Thus reinforced, the tired 
warships made the run back to San Pedro Bay in 
safety. 

In the waters off Ormoc, Struble's ships had taken 
gruelling punishment. Destroyer-transport LIDDLE had 
been crippled. Destroyer LAMSON, paralyzed, had to 
be towed into Leyte Gulf. LSM-318 had been 
downed. And an ex-DD and a DD had been lost. 

The ex-DD was destroyer-transport WARD. Sorely 

hit, she had to be abandoned, and her burning hulk 
was buried in the sea by friendly gunfire. The task 
was assigned to destroyer O'BRIEN-a strange turn of 
fate. O'BRIEN'S captain, Commander W. W. Outer
bridge, was the same Outerbridge who had been 
skipper of the WARD when she fired the first Jap
killing shot of the Pacific War at Pearl Harbor. And 
that shot, which sank · a midget submarine off the 
harbor entrance, had been fired just three years pre
viously to the day. 

The destroyer which was fatally damaged by a Jap 
suicide plane, and which had to be abandoned and 
sunk in Ormoc Bay by friendly fire, was the U.S.S. 
MAHAN. Here is the MAHAN story-

Loss of U.S.S. Mahan 

Serving in the Escort Unit of Rear Admiral 
Struble's Ormoc Attack Group, MAHAN was one of 
the two fighter-director ships in amphibious Task 
Group 78.3. When, shortly after the troops began 
going ashore in the Ormoc landings, enemy planes 
were detected, MAHAN's fighter-director team had 
gone to work the moment the Jap planes appeared 
on the radar screen. She was joined in this work by 
the team on board destroyer SMITH (Commander F. 
V. List). Gaptain Freseman, the Escort Commander, 
reported that the two ships " ... turned in an out
standing per/ ormance." 

For MAHAN the performance was all too brief. 
About 0948 her gunners opened fire on a flight of 
nine enemy bombers escorted by four fighter planes. 
While the destroyermen banged away with AA weap
ons, three U.S. P-38's were guided in to the attack. 
The American planes shot down three Jap fighters 
and damaged two bombers. Four Jap planes were shot 
down by MAHAN's guns. But the enemy airmen, 
launching a coordinated suicide assault, penetrated 
the defense. Skimming in across the water, three of 
the Jap planes crashed into MAHAN. 

The ship shuddered and reeled under the impact 
of these stunning blows. Drenched with burning 
gasoline, . the destroyer's wrecked superstructure was 
enveloped in flames. Fire vomited from the explod
ing forward magazine. Thirteen minutes after the 
third crash, Commander E. G. Campbell, MAHAN's 
skipper, ordered the crew to start abandoning. By 
1025 the last man was off. Destroyers WALKE and 
LAMSON moved in to pick up the survivors, thirteen 
of whom were seriously wounded or burned. Five 
men and an officer had disappeared in the burning 
ship. 

Nothing could be done to save the wrecked and 
exploding destroyer, and at 1150 MAHAN was sunk 
by gun and torpedo fire from destroyer WALKE. 
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About the performance of his officers and men 
MAHAN's captain had this to say: 

The strain of standing there and battling back 
as one after another of the bombers came roaring 
in was terrific .. Even so, not a single man jumped 
overboard to escape what at times looked like in
evitable death . ... The fact that four of the nine 
planes were shot down, that no one abandoned 
ship until the word was given, that the entire 
Engineering Force stayed at their stations through
out the action, in spite of no information ... that 
the damage control parties continued to function 
... that gun captains shifted promptly to local con
trol when the main-battery director was disabled, 
and that the ship was abandoned in an orderly 
manner, all testify to the high state of discipline 
and courage displayed by the entire crew. 

Loss of U.S.S. Reid 

Ormoc Bay claimed still another Seventh Fleet de
stroyer, the U .S.S. REID (Commander S. A. McCor
nock). On December 11, the REID was operating with 
Task Unit 78.3.8, a re-supply echelon which was dis
patched to the Ormoc beachhead. The task unit, 
under command of Captain J. F. Newman, Jr., Com
DesRon 14, contained 13 landing craft and six de
stroyers. The destroyers were CALDWELL (flagship of 
Captain Newman) REID, CONYNGHAM, SMITH (flag
ship of Captain H. F. Stout, ComDesDiv 10), COGH
LAN, and EDWARDS. 

Carrying vital and urgently needed supplies to the 
land forces in the Ormoc area, the ships hauled out 
of Tarraguna and raced through Surigao Strait. About 
1700 in the evening of the 11th a flight of 12 "Jills" 
attacked. Newman's ships had fighter cover of only 
four Corsairs. Guided by fighter-director ship SMITH, 
they shot down two planes. But the leading planes 
broke through the defense and swooped down at 
REID and CALDWELL. The assailed DD's lashed at the 
"Jills" with AA fire. In the ensuing scrimmage four 
planes were shot down by the destroyer barrage, and 
at least four others were damaged. But five of the 
"Jills" crash-dived. 

Four of the diving planes concentrated on the 
REID. One "Jill" raced in and hooked a wing on the 
destroyer's starboard whaleboat, then collided at the 
waterline abreast of the No. 2 gun, the smash detonat
ing the aircraft's bomb. A moment later a second 
plane caromed off the No. 3 gun, skidded into a 
40 mm. tub, and exploded. The explosions set off the 
after magazines. Her superstructure aflame, her lower 
compartments gutted by internal blasts, the REID 
heeled over and went down by the stern. The ship 

sank swiftly; two minutes after she was hit by the 
first plane, she was rumbling down under the sea. 
Loss of life, heavy in this action, was typical of the 
toll exacted by suicide crashes. Some 152 of REm's 
crew escaped death. 

The battle was fought off Limasawa Island near the 
western end of Surigao Strait. After shooting its way 
out from under the aerial assault, Newman's task 
unit steamed on to arrive at the Ormoc beachhead 
about midnight. They were continually harried by 
enemy aircraft, and after daylight another full-scale 
air attack developed. Bombers pelted the destroyers 
in conventional fashion, and then the suiciders dived 
in. A plane crashed into CALDWELL'S radio room; 29 
of her crew were killed, and 40 were wounded, four o( 

the wounded dying later. The blasting put her for· 
ward guns out of commission, and started a confla· 
gration, which swept her forecastle. But the fires were 
eventually extinguished, and she managed to get 
home under her own power. 

REID was the last destroyer lost in the battle for 
Ormoc. She had been at Pearl Harbor when the 
Japanese thunderbolt struck from the blue to star t 
the war. Since that day she had participated in I ! 
landings, 18 shore bombardments, and innumerable 
missions. She had shot down 12 Japanese planes, sunk 
a Japanese submarine, and bagged eight Jap prisonert. 
All told, she had fired nearly 10,000 rounds of 5-inch 
at enemy targets. And it cost the Japs seven planCJ 
to sink her. 

REID was one of DesPac's ace destroyers-a "small 
boy" with a man-sized war record. 

Mugford, Drayton, and Hughes Versus Suiciders 

While the battle for Ormoc Bay was going on, sup
porting forces were landed at Baybay, on the Leyt 
west coast, by Task Unit 78.3.IO, under command 
of Captain W. M. Cole, ComDesRon 5. The task 
unit included the DD's of DesDiv 9-FwssER (Com~ 

mander T. R. Vogeley), Captain Cole's flagship; 
DRAYTON (Commander R. s. Craighill); LAMSON 
(Commander J. v. ·Noel, Jr.); and SHAW (Lieutenant 
Commander V. B. Graff). Eleven landing craft wen 
in the convoy. 

The equipment was unloaded at Baybay without 
difficulty, and the ships set out on the return run for 
San Pedro Bay at 0300 in the morning of December 
5. Just before daybreak an enemy bomber scored. 
near-miss which killed two men and caused minor 
damage on board DRAYTON. After daylight, friend!' 
fighter cover arrived. But at 1100, eight Jap bombetl 
roared down out of the clouds. They were undetected 
by radar, and they gave the task unit a rough goin8 
over. 
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Two destroyers, stationed as pickets in Surigao 
Strait, joined the assailed unit. These DD's were 
MUGFORD (Commander M. A. Shellabarger), flagship 
of Captain K. F. Poehlmann, ComDesDiv 12, and 
LA VALLETTE (Commander W. Thompson). The latter 
shot down one plane. Another was shot down by 
FLUSSER. The assault was broken up by sharp de
stroyer gunnery, and the unit continued its eastward 
run. 

That afternoon the J ap aircraft tried again. At 
1715 an enemy suicide plane made a strafing run on 
MUGFORD and then crashed into the port side of the 
ship. Two men were killed instantly. Eight subse
quently died of burns, and 16 others were agoniz
ingly burned. A fierce conflagration ravaged the de
stroyer. But the flames were quelled within half an 
hour, and the battered ship finally made port under 
her own steam. 

"The MUGFORD," wrote Captain Cole, "was 
handled with skill . ... Even though damaged and 
burning, she maintained gunfire against enemy planes 
that were threatening the task unit. This command 
has only praise for her vigorous and intrepid ac
tions." 

DRAYTON also had been grazed by a suicide plane 
which sideswiped her during the morning battle. 
She steamed out of action with eight dead and 19 
wounded. 

Another destroyer to suffer damage from a suicide 
assault that December was the HUGHES (Commander 
E. B. Rittenhouse). The ship was patrolling a station 
off Dinagat Island on the Leyte front on the 10th, 
when the Jap planes glided in on bombing runs and 
straddled the ship with five bombs. One of the 
bomb-carrying planes crashed on the destroyer's port 
side amidships. The blast killed 18 men and wounded 
22. Showered with blazing gasoline and burning 
wreckage, HUGHES was severely damaged. After the 
crash several Jap planes hovered over the ship, eyeing 
the destruction. Apparently satisfied that the de
stroyer was done in, they flew away. 

HUGHES had been operating without fighter cover. 
After she was struck she radioed for cover, and Ameri-

can fighters came to her support at 1715, a little late. 
Expert damage control by the destroyermen quickly 
quelled the fires, and that evening destroyer LAFFEY 
came up to take the disabled ship in tow. That night 
the tug QUAPAW arrived, and the tugmen completed 
the tow to San Pedro Bay. 

HUGHES' Commanding Officer noted that long hours 
of drill paid off in short hours of emergency repair 
work and fire-fighting. His report also emphasized 
three other measures that paid off-insistence that the 
crew wear helmets, life jackets, and long-sleeved shirts 
when topside. He reported that a man in a kapok 
jacket blown overside by a blast which flung him 300 
yards from the ship, managed to swim back to the 
destroyer "under his own power." Another man had 
his helmet split down the middle-something better 
than having a similar split in his head. And long 
sleeves saved more than one man from serious flash 
burns. 

Courage was a common denominator supporting 
the HUGHES crew. 

Excerpt from t11:e destroyer's Action Report: 

Carl D. Baumeister, Water Tender First Class, re
mained on his station as check.man in the after fireroom 
after the plane had crashed through the deck, starting 
a large fire and cutting live steam lines. He was badly 
burned by steam and flames caused by the burning 
plane. In spite of this he secured his feed check valve 
and tried to secilre fire main cut-out going aft because 
he thought it was probably shot away aft in the for
ward engine-room. Finding this jammed, he ran to the 
forward fireroom while his clothes were in flames, and 
informed personnel in the forward fireroom of the dam
age. He told them to secure everything going aft. He 
then attempted to return to the after fireroom to fight 
the fire, but was forcibly restrained while the fire on his 
clothes was put out. He then ran topside and was on 
his way down into the after fireroom when he collapsed. 
His quick action saved much valuable equipment and 
aided in saving the ship. This was accomplished while 
enemy planes were still in attacking position and re
attack was expected. He was seriously burned and was 
in critical condition for two days before he began to 
recover. 
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CHAPfBR 3 5 

TY PHO ON-MAN I LA BAY CONG L USION 

Typhoon! 

While the Mindoro invasion was going forward, the Third Fleet 
stood off the Philippines to send carrier aircraft roaring westward in 
a series of strikes at targets in the Manila area. Halsey planned to 
fuel his ships on December 17 and to launch a three-day strike seri 8 

on the 19th. But the day chosen for fuelling operations proved on 
of the darkest in Third Fleet history. Trouble began during the fore~ 

noon watch of.the 17th. When the calendar turned on December 19. 
the Third Fleet had lost three ships, 790 men, and about 200 
planes.Twenty-eight ships were damaged, and nine of the damaged 
were so badly battered they had to be sent into port for major 

overhauls. The enemy was that "Ole Devil Sea." 
On the morning of the 17th the ships were about 

500 miles east of Luzon. Begun during the forenoon 
watch, fuelling work was made increasingly difficult 
by a moderate cross-swell and rising winds which 
varied from 20 to 30 knots. The destroyers were soon 
harassed by the jumping seas. Attempting to take 
on oil from the NEW JERSEY, destroyer SPENCE was 
hard put to it to avoid collision, and the forward 
and after hoses snapped. Alongside the WISCONSIN, 
destroyer COLLETT had similar difficulty, both fuelling 
hoses carrying away. STEPHEN POTTER, LYMAN K. 
SWENSON, PRESTON, and THATCHER were unable to 
fuel. And the MANSFIELD had to give up the attempt. 

Upon receiving word that the weather would 
worsen, Halsey ordered the fuelling operation sus
pended, and headed the Fleet northwestward to 
evade the storm, which was advancing from the east. 
Later that afternoon the storm changed course, and 
so did Halsey in another effort to evade. That night 
the Third Fleet ran southwest. But the storm, strange
ly vindictive, refused to take the expected tack, and 
gradually caught up with the retiring ships. During 
the morning of December 18 the weather relentlessly 
deteriorated. An attempt to fuel, begun at 0700, had 
to be canceled. The glass fell steadily, and by 0830 

the storm had grown into a monster typhoon, iu 
center only 150 miles from the ocean-blown Third 
Fleet. 

For the remainder of that morning and most of 
the afternoon, the Third Fleet fought a battle againJt 
an enemy which neither guns nor bombs could quell. 
Throughout this combat in which marksmanship had 
no part, only seamanship and leadership were of 
avail. Buffeted by 70-foot seas, the American battl · · 
ships rolled like canoes in a rapids. Light carriers 
MONTEREY and CowPENS, heaving like hammock!. 
suffered damage when aircraft broke loose, and spun. 

- ing gasoline started fires. Fire broke out on the flight 
deck of escort-carrier CAPE ESPERANCE. Escort-carrier 
KWAJALEIN lost steering control. Escort-carrier Ru 
YARD BAY went dead in the water. By mid-afternoon 
the wind was shrieking at 93-knot velocity. At 18' 
the typhoon's center was only 35 miles distant, and 
the sea and sky were berserk. 

Rough on battleships and carriers, the typhoon 
was unmitigated hell for the destroyers, some of 
which, low on fuel, had pumped out water ballut 
preparatory to fuelling and were consequently riding 
high in the water. During the peak of the storm, -
number of the DD's were rolled on their beams and 
pinned down with their stacks almost flat against the 
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sea.. In such a roll to leeward, destroyer DEWEY lay 
over in a cant which registered 75° on the ship's 
inclinometer. The AYLWIN, another FARRAGUT-class 
destroyer, rolled 70°. With their beam ends buried 
and giant waves sweeping over forecastle and super
structure, the destroyers endured excruciating mo
ments of jeopardy. Water plunged into ventilators 
and intakes. Electrical installations were swamped 
and short-circuited. With loss of electric power, lights 
gave out, steering gear failed, and the ships, without 
means of communication, were left to wallow feebly 
in deaf-and-dumb desolation. 

The destroyermen could only batten down, lash 
such items of unstable gear as could be captured and 
hogtied, and cling to handholds and bulkheads. On 
the pounded decks, life rafts were swept away, lines 
were snapped, boats were ripped out of their davits, 
antennas were twisted into bedsprings, and deck gear 
was uprooted. Typical damage was suffered by the 
destroyer HICKOX (Commander J. H. Wesson), whose 
skipper reported her steering motors out of com
mission, her main switchboard and emergency Diesel 
boards ruined, power panels wrecked, radar antenna 
torn away, a searchlight stripped, and a depth-charge 
rack smashed like a stepped-on tinker toy. Salt water 
"poisoned" one of the ship's boilers; the overhead of 
the after deckhouse was buckled; the carpenter shop 
and another compartment aft were flooded; and the 
motor whaleboat was whisked overside. 

Destroyers BRUSH, FRANKS, CUSHING, MADDOX, CoLA
HAN, and MANSFIELD were among the DD's which 
suffered minor storm damage, while riding out hell 
and high water. The little DE's with the Third Fleet 
dug in and hove to as best they could-orphans of the 
tempest. But one of the destroyer-escorts did more 
than that-a whole lot more. She was the U .S.S. TAB
BERER (Lieutenant Commander Henry L. Plage, 
U.S.N.R.). And she ran to the rescue of the three 
Third Fleet ships which were lost in the typhoon
three destroyers. 

Loss of U.S.S. Hull, U.S.S. Spence, and U.S.S. Mon
aghan 

They come under the same heading, for theirs was 
a common grave. 

HULL 
SPENCE 
MONAGHAN 

Lt. Comdr. ]. A. Marks. 
Lt. Comdr. ]. P. Andrea. 

Lt. Comdr. F. B. Garrett, Jr. 

Somewhere in the immediate vicinity of lat. 14-57 
N., long. 127-58 E., they were erased by mountainous 
seas-battered under by a foe more relentless than any 
human agency. 

HULL and MONAGHAN were screening vessels for a 
Third Fleet fuelling unit which was servicing Task 
Force 38. SPENCE was a screening vessel attached to 
Halsey's fleet. When the typhoon struck on that morn
ing of the 18th, HULL had 70 per cent of her fuel ca
pacity aboard; MoNAGHAN's tanks contained 76 per 
cent. Both ships were without water ballast. SPENCE, 

carrying only 15 per cent of her fuel capacity, and 
caught with only a little water ballast, was riding like 
an empty tanker. 

The storm came how ling down from the north; the 
ocean surged up to meet the sagging sky; the seascape 
blurred out in a gray-white opacity of flying spume. 
And somewhere in that screaming limbo of wind and 
water the three ships went down. Apparently first 
to go, SPENCE capsized after her rudder jammed full 
right shortly after 1100. Only 23 of her crew lived to 
tell the story of her final hour. Lost with his ship was 
Lieutenant Commander Andrea. 

HULL went down during the noon hour. The wind 
had driven her over on her starboard side until her 
inclometer went "out of sight." A sudden gust forced 
her beyond the point of recovery; a hill of water 
avalanched across her decks; she rolled over and sank. 
Fifty-five men and seven officers, among them Lieu
tenant Commander Marks, managed to escape the 
vessel and survive the raving ocean. 

The exact moment of MoNAGHAN's demise is un
known, but she went down at midday in company 
with HULL and SPENCE. About 300 officers and men 
went down with the ship when it capsized. Lost with -
the destroyer was Lieutenant Commander Garrett. 
Only six of the crew survived. 

About 1400 of that dark day the weather began to 
mend. By 1600 the wind had decreased to 35 knots 
and the barometer had climbed to 29.46. Halsey had 
word of the missing ships, and a search for survivors 
was begun before darkness set in. After nightfall 
there were several reports of lights glimpsed and 
whistles heard, but destroyers dispatched on the hunt 
were unable to locate the sources of these signals in 
the blowing dark. 

Throughout that night and the ensuing two days, 
the ships and planes of the Third Fleet conducted 
what Halsey described as "the most exhaustive search 
in Navy history." Four ships were believed lost, for 
the destroyer-escort T ABBERER had disappeared and 
did not answer radio calls. Here and there a few 
swimmers were picked up, and several rafts were lo
cated. Then word came in from the T ABBERER. The 
little DE had lost her foremast. Her radio had been 
knocked out and her radar ruined. But she was very 
much afloat, and she was bringing with her 55 de
stroyermen, survivors she had rescued from the ty-
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phoon's wrath. A number of these survivors-men 
from the HULL-said they had never seen such sea
manship as that exhibited by TABBERER's skipper 
when he jockeyed his ship through giant seas to 
snatch drowning men from the water. That skipper, 
Lieutenant Commander Plage, promptly received 
from Halsey the message, "Well done for a sturdy 
performance." Recalling the incident in Admiral 
Halsey's Story, the leader of the Third Fleet remarked 
that he expected to learn that Plage was a veteran 
mariner who had "cut his teeth on a marlinspike." 
Halsey was overwhelmed to discover that Plage was a 
Reserve Officer at sea for his second cruise-a sailor 
who had "cut his teeth" in the ROTC at Georgia 
Tech. 

From the survivors rescued by T ABBERER, by de
stroyer-escort SWEARER, destroyer BROWN, and other 
lifesavers, the Navy learned the details of the HULL, 
SPENCE, and MONAGHAN sinkings. Typical were the 
stories told by Lieutenant (jg) A. S. Krauchunas, 
U.S.N.R., sole surviving officer of SPENCE, and Water 
Tender Second Class Joseph C. McCrane, U.S.N.R., 
highest ranking of the six MONAGHAN survivors. 

Lieutenant (jg) Krauchunas recalled the ordeal in 
the following testimony: 

The typhoon began its fury on the (18th) ... and 
it was impossible .•. to fuel. Orders were given to 
ballast ship at 0900 since the ship had only 12 per 
cent fuel and was rolling heavily. These rolls ex
ceeded 50 degrees. At 1100 the power was gone due 
to water seeping into the fireroom through vents. 
The ship was caught in the huge swells. The first 
huge swell rolled the ship 75 degrees, from which 
it recovered, but the next one rolled her over, 
trapping all those below the main deck, passage
ways, radio shack, C.I.C., wardroom, and so forth. 
Fi/ ty to 60 men managed to get off into the water 
from their stations topside. They clutched to life 
rafts, floater nets, life jackets or whatever they man
aged to get ahold of. The wind blew them out of 
sight of ship within a few minutes. None saw the 
ship sink, and it was last seen floating upside down. 
The gale lasted for another eight hours be/ ore it 
subsided, and during this time many were drowned, 
being in a shocked and dazed condition. The gale, 
approximately 115 knots, subsided that evening to 
about 15 to 20 knots. There were four groups of 
men floating in the darkness, some in the water, 
some on a life raft, and some on a floater net. 

Krauchunas stated that the nine men on the floater 
net 

had many unusual experiences. The men began 
to suffer from the hot sun that burned any exposed 

areas of the skin. The floater net had two kegs O/ 
water, no flare, no medicine kit, and no food ltiU, 
all of which broke off during the vicious typhoon 
Water was given out once every three hours in 
order that it would last longer. A can of vegetablf 
shortening was picked up and spread over tla1 
men's sunburned areas. Two search planes {ieiJJ 
overhead but did not see us. One of the men b 
came unconscious and slipped from the net severttl 
times before he was missed. Of the three men to 
die, he was the first. His name was Ensign Georg 
W. Poer. At midnight, December 20, 1944, Lieuttrt· 
ant (jg) John Whalen slipped from the net. TJr1 
other man had become unconscious some timd 
before, but was held on the net by Charles Woh l
leb, Water Tender Third Class, but it becam1 
necessary to let him go. 

At 0300 on the morning of December 20, an air· 
era/ t carrier slipped into view on the horizon. 

The men on the net shouted, whistled, and waved. 
The carrier heard us and dropped smoke bomb1 

and flares to mark our approximate position, and 
it continued on its way. Within a half an hour, a 
destroyer appt-ared from the other direction bul 
we were not successful in attracting its attention. 
Shortly another ship appeared and it found the 
flares which the carrier had dropped. This ship wOJ 
the U.S.S. SWEARER, which eventually picked us up. 

Another group of men, unknown to us at thu 
time, were drifting some distance away. One man 
distinguished himself by saving men on five diff tr· 
ent occasions, but lost his own life when he at· 
tempted to save the last man. He was Henry Oliver 
Tagg, First Class Machinist's Mate, and he haJ 
been recommended for citation. 

Three other men were picked up after having 
drifted for two days and nights. They were tied 
together with five li/ e jackets, lines, and floater 
ring. Two of them had been unconscious for somt 
time but were held by David Moore, Steward First 
Class, who is credited with saving their lives. U.S.S . 
T ABBERER was the rescue ship. 

William Keith, Seaman First, was picked up by 
the U.S.S. GATLING after he had been floating by 
himself for two days and nights. He was delirious, 
and his . . . experience . . . was interesting. He 
claimed that drowning was not his way of dying 
. . . and that a Japanese torpedo was floating by, 
and he chased it for some time. He wanted to set it 
off and blow up with it . •.. 
Water Tender McCrane of the MONAGHAN tells 

this stark story: 
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. . . I went back to the engineers' compartment 
and the ship was rolling so heavy that all of u.s 
decided to go topside into the a/ ter gun shelter . ... 

I managed to work myself to within about ten 
feet of the door on the port side. There were about 
40 men in the shelter. One of the fellows was pray
ing aloud. Every time the ship would take about a 
70 degree roll to starboard, he would cry out, 
"Please bring her back, dear Lord, don't let us 
down now/'. We must have taken about seven or 
eight rolls to the starboard before she went over on 
her side. When the ship went over some of the fel
lows tried to get the door open on the port side. It 
was a difficult job because the wind was holding 
and the waves were beating up against it, but they 
did get it opened and we started out. All the f el
lows kept their heads and there was no confusion 
or pushing and everyone was trying to help the 
other fellow. A Gunner's Mate by the name of Joe 
Guio, with absolutely no thought of his own safety, 
was standing outside of the hatch pulling everyone 
out .... 

Mccrane, himself, was knocked off the shelter into 
the churning sea. Swimming through the watery 
smother, he finally reached a raft. Guio also got to 
the raft. The Gunner's Mate was injured and shiver
ing-suffering from shock. His clothing had either 
been discarded or tom from his body, and McCrane 
held him in his arms to keep him warm. The 
wounded man lapsed into unconsciousness, while 
Mccrane chafed his wrists and hands. Then-

Guio awoke and aske_d me if I could see any
thing, and when I told him I could see the stars, 
he said that he couldn't see anything. He then 
thanked Melroy Harrison, Seaman Second, for pull
ing him aboard the raft and then he thanked me 
for trying to keep him warm. He laid his head 
back on my shoulder and went to sleep. A bout a 
half-hour later I had a funny feeling come over me 
and I tried to wake him up only to find that he 
was dead. I told the rest of the fellows and we 
decided to hold him a little longer be/ ore we 
buried him. In about 20 minutes we had our first 
burial at sea. We all said the Lord's Prayer as he 
was lowered over the side . ... 

... We were in shark-infested waters and were 
completely surrounded by them; we were plenty 
scared of them, too. Every time we opened a can 
of Spam, more sharks would appear. 

That evening there were two more burials. And 
by the evening of the 20th most of the men were in 
delirium. u. . . they thought they saw land and 

houses/' One man swam away from the raft and 
disappeared in the dark. He wu never seen again. On 
the raft another man died, and the survivors con
signed his body to the deep. 

McCrane's testimony goes on: 

We saw a large onion floating about 25 feet 
from us, and we tried to get to it. We almost had it 
when a shark about eight feet long had the same 
idea, so we decided to let him have it. 

Several ships were-sighted, and the little party on 
the raft cried itself hoarse and gestured madly in an 
effort to attract the distant vessels. At length the 
raft was spotted by two search planes. 

We were so happy we were almost speechless, so 
we could think of nothing better to do than to 
thank God, so we all said a prayer of thanks . ... 

Not long after the aircraft contact, McCrane and 
his five companions were picked up by the destroyer 
BROWN. 

In rescuing the survivors of HULL and SPENCE, the 
T ABBERER men risked their own lives in more ways 
than one. It was not easy to maneuver the little DE in 
the teeth of the storm. At one point the ship, strug
gling to make I 0 knots, was caught in the deep valley 
of a trough, and forced over on her beam in a roll of 
72 degrees. They almost caught an exhausted swim
mer who, unable to reach a life ring, was treading 
water while T ABBERER stood by. Suddenly an enor
mous shark slid down a wave and glided toward the 
man. Sighting the deadly fin, T ABBERER's sailors 
opened fire with rifles. The shark passed within six 
feet of the swimmer, then was driven off by the sharp
shooting destroyermen. The DE's "Exec," Lieutenant 
Robert M. Surdam, U.S.N.R., plunged overside to 
secure a line around the fainting man. The exhausted 
swimmer was hauled aboard and quickly revived. 

Another T ABBERER lifesaver, L. A. Purvis, Bos'n's 
Mate, First Class, almost lost his life while struggling 
in the water with a half-drowned swimmer. Too 
much slack was , left in his line, and a bight caught 
on the underwater sound dome when the DE rolled. 
Punris was dragged under the ship. Realizing what 
had happened, he wrenched off his kapok jacket, 
swam under the ship, and came up on the other side. 
Only his presence of mind and his skill as a swimmer 
saved him from a fatal keel-hauling. 

Concerning kapok jackets, TABBERER's Command
ing Officer noted that uout of the 55 men rescued, 54 
had kapok jackets. It is believed many were drowned 
during the storm because of the inadequate support 
given by the belt-type Zif e jacket." 

The typhoon of December 18 was one of the worst 
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encountered in the Pacific. During the Okinawa cam
paign in the spring of 1945, a raging typhoon would 
again strike the Third Fleet a devastating uppercut. 
Destroyer McKEE and destroyer-escort CONKLIN 
would be whipped by the backlash of this storm off 
Formosa. In this same tempest, other ships would re
ceive severe damage; the vessels in mention were only 
moderately injured. Later in 1945 a typhoon would 
delay the Japanese surrender. But no Pacific tantrum 
struck the Navy a harder blow than the one which 
downed HULL, SPENCE, and MONAGHAN. Only two 
other destroyers were storm-sunk during the war; 
TRUXTUN, driven aground by a North Atlantic, bliz
zard-blinded gale, and WARRINGTON, swamped by a 
Caribbean hurricane. 

There were contributing factors to the December 
18 tragedy. The typhoon was not accurately pre
dicted, the immediate signs of it in the operating area 
were not heeded early enough, and it traveled a 
capricious path. One of the stricken ships was low on 
fuel and the others lacked water ballast. In reviewing 
the disaster, Admiral Nimitz noted that the three 
ships lost had been maneuvering to the last in an 
attempt to maintain station. It might have been 
better had they disregarded station-keeping in an 
effort to ride out the storm. "The time for taking all 
measures for a ship's safety is while able to do so," 
wrote Admiral Nimitz. "Nothing is more dangerous 
than for a seaman to be grudging in taking precau
tions lest they turn out to be unnecessary. Safety at 
sea for a thousand years has depended on exactly the 
opposite philosophy." 

As Admiral Nimitz observed, the storm "took 
charge." And when a typhoon takes charge, the forces 
of man are all too puny against the forces of Nature. 
In conclusion, Admiral Nimitz stated that the Decem
ber 18 typhoon caused "the greatest loss that we have 
taken in the Pacific without compensatory return 
since the First Battle of Savo." 

The Road to Manila 

During the last days of December, 1944, and the 
first two months of 1945, the Allied forces in the 
Philippines forged their way toward and into Manila 
Bay. And by an odd complexity of events, the drive 
for Manila involved almost every feature of destroyer 
warfare. On the road to Manila the destroyers served 
as scouts, as escorts, as screening ships, as rescue 
vessels, and as pickets. They conducted shore bom
bardments and anti-shipping sweeps. They provided 
fire support for amphibious landings. They fought 
large submarines and midget subs, underwater snares 
and mines, conventional air attacks and suicide as
saults. An example of just one phase of this work was 

the RO-boat sunk by FLEMING as far away even as the 
Central Pacific. 

Fleming Kills R0-47 

This was the first submarine kill of the war year 
1945 for the DesPac Force. During the second week 
in January, the FLEMING (Lieutenant Commander K. 
F. Burgess, Jr., U.S.N.R.) was one of the two escorts 
for a pair of merchant tankers bound for Eniwetok 
from Ulithi. Late in the evening of the 18th she made 
radar contact with a surface target 14,000 yards dis· 
tant, and challenged it. 

The challenge went unanswered, and the "pip" 
vanished from the DE's radar scope at 1,900 yards. 
Sonar promptly picked up the vessel's undersea trail; 
Burgess maneuvered FLEMING into assault position; 
the DE delivered a depth-charge attack. She followed 
through with four hedgehog attacks, spattering the 
sea with neat patterns. Attack No. 4 did the trick. 
Sharp explosions were echoed by a grumbling basso 
blast that shook the DE and damaged her sound gear. 
A pungent odor of Diesel oil drifted across the dark 
water, and various bits of wreckage were sighted in 
the vicinity-the last vestiges of one more Japanese 
submersible. 

Post-war inquest disclosed that the submarine 
downed by FLEMING was the R0-47. 

Conklin, Corbesier, and Raby Kill 1-48 

Late in the evening of January 21, 1945, a plane 
sighted a Japanese sub on the surface 18 miles due 
west of Ulithi. The alarm brought sprinting from 
Ulithi a hunter-killer team composed of destroyer· 
escorts CONKLIN (Lieutenant Commander E. L. M 
Gibbon, U.S.N.R.), CoRBESIER (Lieutenant H. V. 
Jones, Jr., U.S.N.R.), and RABY (Lieutenant J. L. 
Slade, U.S.N.R.). CONKLIN, two months before thi1 
hunt, had teamed up with McCoy REYNOLDS to sink 
the I-177 off Leyte. RABY had been a member of the 
All-American ENGLAND team which had staged the 
greatest sub-slaughter of the war. 

The three ships conducted an expanding search 
that lasted all day and night of the 22nd. At 0310 in 
the morning of the 23rd, CONKLIN and CoRBEStU 
made radar contact with the sub. Shortly thereafter 
the submarine submerged, and CoRBESIER promptly 
tagged her with sonar contact. CONKLIN and RABY 

stood off to let CoRBESIER attack. The latter made six 
hedgehog tries without result. When the contact then 
faded out, the ships swung into an expanding box 
search. Again CoRBESIER's sonar tagged the elusive sub 
(time: 0902), and the DE tried a seventh-inning hedge. 
hog attack. When the projectiles sank in silence, 
CONKLIN stepped in with a hedgehog salvo. This tim · 
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You aren't getting overtime now, 

m don't understand." 
You say she talks?" 

n started towards the ship with . 
: darted full at MacDougall as he 
I age." He led the way up a ramp . 
from 'the vessel's midship section, 
"Here you are. Mind the paint · 

; you'll hear her talk." ~ 
her hull, cautiously at first, then, "' 
>aint, had held his cheek snug to 
~ustling of autumn leaves, distant :; 
=ore, restless whisperings, voices in : 
ss, mixed chattering in some un
Jlaces. MacDougall knew what it. 

cold, scientific terms; why then 
ear away and looked down at the 
ng a yellow telegram. "Those are ; 
hey come out slowly in a part- ' 

to be. free again, but they'll soon 1 

ood ship, I tell you.'' 
light among shadows. As . the 
Jarkling. 
J you," MacDougall said. 
" The old man took out the tele
t once more as if in unbelief, then 
tee more in his shirt pocket.· "Yo . 
md his wife - killed in an accident • 
went into the Marines, one of the 
is: died' of wounds, Guaqalcanal. ' 
this ship, things learned slow ·in a, 
· I could see my grandson sailing 
se beaches too, for she is a fortu
eeling since we laid her keel." The 
ta once more and blew his bulbous 

nnl champagne treatment - slid down greased ways to meet salt 
tcr; proud name on her cruiser stern: U.S.S. Belinda. He had made 

lf• lther voyage in the Roamer while the Belinda went to oµtfitting 
· k. In the press of following events he had nearly forgotten this 

fl w attack transport, until, volunteering for active duty, he had by 
nge coincidence been assigned to her as boat group commander. · 

Chapter 2 

As THE Belinda steamed out beyond the Farallon,: Islands 
\ her shakedown cruise from San Francisco to Pearl Harbor, Mac- . 

· ougall and the ship's boatswain completed a careful inspection of 
file ship's Weather decks. Under their watchful supervision, experi

·ed boatswain's mates led green seamen in the unfamiliar work of 
~-curing the Belinda's topsides for sea. Lashings and turnbuckles were 
__ -d liberally to · snub down anything which might go · adrift. ·Both 
tncn then climbed down the vertical rungs of fixed steel ladders, three 

.o ks down to the bottom of the after hold, where a working party 
bod just finished re-stowing hastily loaded cases of beach party equip
ment so that they now reached · snugly from side to side of the 
- Ml-like compartment. Above the throb of the propeller and intermit
B lt rumblings of the steering engine, they could hear sea wash · ~long
·dc the thin shell plating. Beneath their widespread feet the· lightly 
urdened ship pitched and rolled in a .lively manner, as if experiment

. lJ with the strange new element of salt wave through which she 
pl >wed ~t an ~asy clip of fifteen knots. . 

41Now let her roll," said the boa,tswain. "We've got our part of the 
lltip secure for sea." . 

"I'm satisfied here," said MacDougall. "Every one of those thirty
two landing craft is snubbed down to the last inch · of slack. Cargo 

ll11S are cradled . . . we're stowed wing and wing down here. Let's 
p tip and giv~ Jackso.n a hand. in. th~, storerooms. They're going to 
.,., n shambles 1f the ship starts rollmg. 

"Yes, sir- but the supply department ... " 
'

11 know. Remember, this is Jackson's first day! at sea. Something~ 
had seen her launched: watched. 1 ls me that he could use a little help." As MacDougall grasped the 
ier's bridge while this new ship-· . · - rung of the vertical ladder and began to climb out of the· aft~r . 
Jeeches by dignitar.:ies and tradi-, l.dt a peculiar shaking of the hull and an otherwise unnatural lift of· 
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the port side indicated to him that a decided change in course to 
the left was being made. "The skipper's zigzagging," he said. "Hope he 
keeps her out of the trough until we get things buttoned up." The 
Belinda took a few preliminary swings and then lurched over on her, 
port bilge and stayed there, trembling and shaking for several sec-· 
onds while loose gear thundered and crashed. Troop bunks in the: 
berthing compartment directly above clattered to the port side of 
the 'tween decks from their high stacks, paused there, then rushed 
from side to side with each succeeding roll. Three of these canvas cov
ered· pipe frames fell through the hatch opening into the lower hold, ~ 

barely missing . MacDougall. He let go the ladder and jumped back. 
out of the way, then cautiously led the way up to the berthing com_. 
partment. The place was a mess. Officers and men floundered and. 
heayed together, trying to restore order while the ship rolled violently· 
from side · to side. During the third big roll to . port a dozen large 
pasteboard cartons fell down upon them from other high stacks of 
lashed bunks. The cartons burst and their contents spilled upon and 
about them: hundreds of coat hangers. One of them hit Mac.; 
Ooug?ll on the head. He picked it up and flung it against the oppo
site bulkhead. 

"Five thousand coat hangers!" he exploded. "I wonder who ordered 
them." 

"I don't know," said the boatswain. "You see a lot of funny things 
in. the Navy these days." He listened to the sounds of smashing and · 
banging carried to his ear from all over the ship by the steel hull,, 
gr.owling softly, "Why don't the Old Man bring her up into the sea? 
It'll take three times as long to secure everything that's ·adrift whilei . 
we wallow in the trough like this. Surely the captain's no fool. Sayt 
I .wonder ... ?" 

"I've been wondering too," said MacDougall. "Perhaps the skipper.' 
is giving all hands his Object Lesson Number One." 

''That could be," agreed the boatswain. 
"Well; let's follow the rioise and bear a hand/' said MacDougall~ 

"Jackson is in trouble." 

When the Belinda took her .first violent roll, Lieutenant Jackson,. 
the supply officer. was in the c£ew's mess hall supervising details 0£ 
preparation for the first supper to be served at sea. Together with 
some of his storekeepers and with Maxwell, chief master-at-arms, and 
his mess cooks, Jackson was taking hundr~ds of water glasses from 
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In rgc cartons and stacking them or 
no longer argued with the supply 
tructions and suggestions prompt 

been swabbed clean w~th soap and 
cont of wax. · 

"I made quite a study of feedi 
ln nd," Jackson was saying. '_'I wan 
plnced." He was concentrating ha 
11 Ti bing how the lines of men wot 
then to mess table and :fin~lly to 
scraps were scraped off and rriess t 
machine before sailors and troop~ 
mcnt on the opposite side from · 
time to time he noticed that the ~ 
H c had expected this, and found 
been led to believe. 

Suddenly the ship careened to 
under him. Glasses tumbled fror 
fragments all about him. With fr 
rhc seat of his khakis the full 
brought up with a thump again 
u conglomeration of knives, for: 
nnd broken coffee mugs. Before 
hip rolled violently in the opf 

<p1ivering with a twenty-five dt: 
t rn veled on his stomach, return 
where he had originally fallen. 
fo llowed him. Again he lay in ~ 
was more of it, additional gear 
roll. Braced against a frame in t 
his footing while with a wide f 
·>fficer make the round trip ac 
r turned, face down, he help 
bled thanks and sank . to a near· 
mess table and bolted to the d< 
uts and bruises and reflectinf 

tions, including the waxing of 
he had bitter things to say, bu 
his own inexperience, he swall 
ontinued to roll and crockeJ 
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a decided change in course to 
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! get things buttoned up." The 
:s and then lurched over on her 
1g and shaking for several sec- . ·, 
l crashed. Troop bunks in the 
~ clattered to the port side of '. · 
.cks, paused there, then rushed , 
roll. Three of these canvas cov
:h opening into the lower hold, 
o the ladder and jumped back · 
e way up to the berthing com- · 
ficers and men floundered and · 
·r while the ship rolled violently, . 
big roll to port a dozen large 
iem from other high stacks of : 
:heir contents spilled upon and 
5ers. One of them hit Mac .. · 
and flung it against the oppo-

)loded. "I wonder who ordered 

~'You see a lot of funny things , 
to the sounds of smashing and 
1er the ship by the steel hull,. 
\fan bring her up into the sea? 

everything that's adrift while · 
dy the captain's no fool. Say! , 

~Dougall. "Perhaps the skippen 
Number One." 
un. 
:ar a hand/' said MacDougalt 

>lent roll, Lieutenant Jackson,: 
1ess hall supervising details o 
served at sea. Together with 
.veil, chi~f master-at-,arms, an · 
ndr_~ds of water glasses . fno ' 

r _c cartons and stacking them on trays in tiers eight high. Maxwell 
· t> longer argued with the supply officer, but carried out all his in~ 
itf\lctions and suggestions promptly and cheerfully. The decks had 

n swabbed clean with soap and water and now shone with a heavy 
t of wax. 

"I made quite a study of feeding crowds of men at Treasure fa .. 
td," Jackson was saying. "I want everything clean and scientificallY. 
~ · d." He was concentrating hard on arranging mess gear and pre~1 
~dbing how the lines of men would pass, down ladder to steam table, 
·n to mess table and finally to the row of large G.I. cans where 

rnps were scraped off and rriess trays stacked beside the dish washing 
Dchine before sailors and troops climbed out of the mess compart-
-nt on the opposite side from where they had come down. From 
l\ to time he noticed that the ship moved strangely under his feet. 
c had expected this, and found it not as uncomfortable as he had 
- n led to believe. 
Su ldenly the ship .careened to port. Jackson's feet shot out from 
lier him. Glasses tumbled from stacked trays and fell in crashing 

c.t' gmcnts all about him. With frightening acceleration he coasted on 
ti scat of his khakis the full seventy-foot beam of the ship and 
· 'Ought up with a tfmmp against the port bulkhead, together with 

·onglomeration of knives, forks, spoons, stainless steel mess trays 
I broken coffee mugs. Before Jackson could pick himself up, the 

I/fl rolled violently in the opposite direction and lay shaking and 
vcring with a twenty-five degree list to starbo~rd. This time he 

_ v led on his stomach, returning in eighteen, seconds to the spot 
h re he had originally fallen. Broken crockery and two G.l. cans 

. ·llowed him. Again he lay in a pile of rubble, only this time there 
-. more of it, additional gear having hit the deck with the second 
11. B1:aced against a frame in the starboard bulwarks, Maxwell kept 

footing while with a wide grin he watched the prostrate supply 
·e1· make the round trip across his waxed deck. When Jackson 

urned, face down, he helped him to his feet. Jackson mum
. . I thanks and sank to a nearby bench, fortunately secured to the 

. • table and bolted to the deck. Here he clung, examining minor 
· J :n nnd bruises and reflecting bitterly upon his s,liperior instruc
" ~tv1; including the waxing of ship's decks. Exasperated and angry, 

irnd bitter things to say, but realizing that he was the victiµi of 
1 wn inexperience, he swallowed them down. Then, as the ship 

. : ltinucd to roll and crockery to smash, certain physical symp
-\!i began to complicate his misery. 
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"Oh, no," he groaned aloud; "not now!" Yet it was true; he was 
getting seasick. Jackson gritted his teeth and stagger~d to his feet. 
Hanging on to the mess ta'ble, he grinned weakly at the master-at
arms. "You win, Maxwell. No more wax." 

"Oh, that's all right, sir," said Maxwell, balancing his lanky frame 
easily against the roll. "We all learn the hard way." ' 

But things were not all right, Jackson thought. No words · could 
fix up this mess. At · last he said, "Take your mess cooks, Chief - if · 
they can still navigate. Get this mess cleaned up and when you break , 
out new gear, be sure it's nailed down."·Jackson started aft, clinging · 
to tables as he went. At the .. bulkhead door he paused and blurted 
-0ut, "I won't tell you how. You seem to know more about this stuff 
than :I do." 

As Jackson staggered off towards the galley, Maxwell gave a large1 , 

chunk .of shattered coffee mug a vicious kick which sent it spinning· . 
clear across the mess hall's waxed deck to crash into fragments against' : 
the far bulw:~rks. One of the storekeepers laughed . . "Set her up in, , 
the other alley., Chief." 

"These nineti-day blundersJ" exploded Maxwell. "The wardroom's. 
full of 'em- so all""'fired efficient until they get to sea." 

"That Jackson's a nice guy, though. This is my second hitch and. 
l never worked for better.'' 

"That's the trouble," said Maxwell. "Now if he was a termite lik ;: 
that Ensign Twitchell, · I'd really make things miserable for him." . · 

Jackson was miserable enough without help from Maxwell. When : 
·he opened the galley door, savory odors of cooking meats and vege~ , 
tables, which just an hour before he had sniffed with critical ap~ • 
preciation, nauseated him unbearably. The very orderliness of th 
place exasperated him. How could the mess hall be a shambles a-!ld thi ' : 
place, just next . door, as · tidy as the kitchen at the Palace Hotel? 
Great kettles of soup and vegetables were firmly clamped into posi 
tion. Pots on the great galley range were stopped short after an inc 
or two of horizontal travel by stout iron baffles clamped at interval · . 
across the smooth-surfaced range top. Three white-dressed cooks, old . · 
timers in the Navy, whooped with merriment as they slid from plac 
to place, tending range and cooking kettles. A few quarts of soup! · 
slopped over by deep rolling, ran back and forth ori the deck; every: 
thing else was spotless. Jackson clung to the door frame, taking in thct , 
scene, while before him in the center of the work space, standiri , 
with feet wide apart as if glued to the deck was the short but massiv '' : 
figure of Rockwell, his commissary officer. 
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Rockwell looked calmly at Jackson. "Sounds pretty bad up there 
the mess hall," he said with a twinkle in his brown eyes . 

0 Yes, it does," Jackson admitted, thin~ing, 1 suppose he knows all 
bout the wax. I'll have to live it down, and other blunders to come 

. ' 
uppose; but I'll learn, if I can just get over this nausea .... There's 

.- ork to do. "We'd better go have a look at the storerooms," he said, 
ulping. 
" Yes, sir," said Rockwell cheerfully. "Everything is under control 

he re in the galley. I'll be glad to give you a hand." 
Rockwell opened the after galley door, which led into the star

bonrd passageway. Whistling a tune, he rolled along the narrow alley
- ny, balancing easily against each violent roll. Following behind, 
J ckson was flung from side to side and kept his balance only by 
frequent stops to steady himself with outstretched . hands braced 
gn inst bulkheads or clinging to the exposed fire main. Small work
~1rns were placed along the passage. Peering through their hooked

b ·k doors, Jackson could see that they · were . all in a con-
ftaticd state, and in many of them pale-faced bakers, mess cooks and 
' t ornen struggled to restow vegetables, bread, pies and mimeo
raphed forms. Evidently the ga1ley was an exception. As Jackson 
oundered past the butcher's shop he came face to face with a 

lutcher's striker, gathering up pork chops. He was a tall, thin fellow 
and bore no physical resemblance to his average-sized department 
t-end, yet looking at the pale, unhappy face, Jackson seemed to see in 
t the. mirrored image of his own misery. 

Rockwell led the way dow~ another ladder to the starboard dry 
ores compartment and unlocked the door. Entrance was barred 

b a tangle of flour sacks and cases of spam. He. turned to Jackson . . 
ul' ll go round up a working party," he said. ' 

Jackson watched the bulky Rockwell heave himself up the ladder 
·and out of sight, then hung to the ladder's pipe railing. Combined · 

1cll of stores, fresh paint and fuel oil overcame him. At last the 
tound of feet coming rapidly down ladder caused him to jerk his head 
p and wipe his mouth. MacDougall was smiling at him, part sym .. . 

p thy and part amusement showing on his face. 
"What's the matter, Jackson?" 
"That's a silly question," said Jackson. "My stores and gear are 
t ttered over ten acres." 

t1ac0ougall shook his head. "Trouble with you fellows, you never 
ad about 'The Gun.' " · . 
" 'The Gun.' What's that got to do with this mess?" groaned Jackson. 
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"It's an old French sea · classic- Victor Hugo, I think- tells_ about · 
a massive ship's cannon in a corve~te at sea - wa.sn't properly lashed; 
got adrift in a gale and crushed nearly everyone m the gun deck to a 
bloody pulp. They shot the gunner who failed to secure it. You've 
got one consolation: you'll survive this." . . . 

"I suppose so," said Jackson. "I'm ... I'm responsible for this mess. 
I'll see it through . . . somehow~" . . , 

"That's the spirit. Well, I've got to go have a look at the crew 
berthing compartments. Tough it out, boy!'

1 

The Belinda had three crew berthing compartments, 306 forward, 
309 and 3 IO aft. All three were on the first platform, tWo decks bd?w 
the main deck. At port and starboard entrances to each berthmg 
compartment were the ''heads." Here at the starboard side of 3 IO, · 

MacDougall found the seagoing lavatory was well attended. The boat . 
commander squeezed in to have a look at his boys. All present were' 
very sick, and there was evidence on the deck that_ all had_ not ma:_de 
it in time. The ventilation wa:s poor, and for all his experience with . 
stormy weather, MacDougall was nearly overcome~ He could visualize 
the same situation in all other berthing compartments. Unless heads 
were scoured out at once, the majority of greenhorns would ·soon be- • 

too sick to move. 
Passing through a watertight door, MacDoug~ll came _into th~ 

brightly · lighted berthing compartment: fresh-pamted white bulk. 
heads rows of een- ainted steel lockers and more than two hun-

re ' unks, rigged three high. Unlike t e pipe-framed canvas pro · 
videct for Steeping troops, these bunks had· fla~prings an.d mattress~s, 
rigged three high instead of four. Many ~easiek youngsters lay 1 

their bunks. The place must be cleaned up m a hurry and these boy 
stirred to . activity before it was too late. MacDougall looked abou, 
for able-bodied men. The first section, sick or well, was away o .· 
watch. Most older hands in the other two sections were busy wit 
working parties, struggling to secure loose gear still crashing back an. 
forth in the wallowing ship. At last he found two men who looke_. 
like old hands - big fellows, one sandy, one swarthy-c?m~lected 
They sat across from each other on two upper bun~s, en)oymg ~h 
misery of a small, pale-faced teen-ager, sprawled on his stomach w1~1< 
his head over the edge of the bunk. . 

Approaching unseen, MacDougall swung arou~d the tier . of bun . 
and confronted them. Tingling at the nape of his neck, he reverte. 

IO 
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.. king, coaxing, kidding the mo 
.-"omc on boys, rise and shine! Sho 

1Wm1p:u tment so it's fit to live in." 
Some remained in a stupor, but 

_-) rnply. Still scared of those boot 
the last row of bunks he came 
:nry-three who sat holding his 

. . ';Come on, fellow," urged MacD 
bld." 
ye, aye, sir," said the boy au 

pe ra tive nature submerged by 
me on, son. I need your hel1 

boy looked up at MacDm 
MacDougall seemed to place 
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any seasick youngsters lay in 
up in a hurry and these boys 

ite. MacDougall looked about 
L, sick or well, was away on 
two sections were busy with 

)Se gear still crashing back and 
: found two men who looked 
tdy, one swarthy-complected. _ 
vo upper bqnks, enjoying the 
sprawled on his stomach with 

ung arm,md the tier of bunks 
nape . of his neck, he reverted 

he vocabulary of his owh days before the mast. "You tw~ don
get your tail bones down from those bunks and start cleamng up 

h! place." . . . 
·rhe dark fellow looked astomshed, but said nothing. You could 
p ct almost anything from officers, but this guy didn't even talk 

Uk one; sounded more like a bosun's mate. Wise guy: it would be fun 
-, punch him in the nose - if only he was a bosun's mate. . . . 

His companion was more articulate. "We ain't on watch, sir, and 
·ides-". 
" And besides, you aren't out helping your s~ipmates to secure this 
l h's Ark for sea," MacDougall interrupted. "You two look like 

the fellows to take charge of dunning out this compartment. 
'ou can start with the head." 

HBut-" . 
11 

_ ome on, both ot-you:" Get moving. You round up the pollywogs_ 
thn t are still on their feet. There's. ~lenty of ~uc~ets and swabs ih 
rl gear locker by the head. I'll see 1f I can get hfe mto some· of these 
boys and send them along to help you." 

T he two big fellows slid down from their bunks and started to
nrds the door. The dark-complected ·one, a carpenter's rpate, spoke 
ow for the first time since being disturbed by MacDougall. "Funny 

thing," he said to his mate, "he never asked our names, just said, 'Get 
1m1r tail bones off the bunk.' They generally take your name and put 
_ ou on report for shirking duty. Guess he thinks he's tough; thinks 

i1e can handle us by himself." 
"f e thinks! We're heading for the swabs, aren't we?" 
MacDougall worked his way along row after row of tiered. bunks, 

t hn king, coaxing, kidding the most likely cases back to their fee~. 
• ,ome on boys, rise and shine! Show the Navy a leg; let's clean up this 
·0111partment so it's fit to live in." 

Some remained in a stupor, but most made efforts to get up and 
0111ply. Still scared of those boot camp chiefs, MacDougall thought. 

In the last row of . bunks he came upon a clean-cut fellow of about 
twenty-three _who sat holding his head dejectedly. 

i'Come on, fellow," urged MacDougall. "Snap out of it. It can't be 
thn t bad." 

"A ye, aye, sir," said the boy automatically, but did- not move, his 
•o-operative nature submerged by depression and utter loneliness. 

"Come on, son. I need your help." 
T he qoy looked up at MacDougall with dull misery in his dark 
es. MacDougall seemed to place him. . 

I I 
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Free 
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The Museum first opened its door to the public in 1954 as the Shipyard Naval Museum located in the 
Craven Center on Burwell Avenue. It later relocated to the Washington State Ferry Building on 
Bremerton's waterfront. In 1986, it became Bremerton's Naval Museum. Starting with just over 600 items, 
the Museum has now grown to full capacity, brimming with items from the Navy's historic past providing 
a very valuable an unique historical source for historian, researchers and students. 

History 

The Naval Memorial Museum of the Pacific (also known as Bremerton Naval Museum) is loaded with 
treasures from Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and the Navy's past. Its large collection of memorabilia 
specifically focuses on the history of the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and the capitol ships the frequently 
visited the Navy Yard. 

Artifacts Collections 

Historical and Naval artifacts (whkh indudes photos, uniforms, books, cannons, flags, etc.) since ca. 1377 
to hte present. 

Staff 

Charlene Zettl, Director/Curator 

Museum Type 

G-Overnance 

Type: on-profit 

Click here to provide additional information or report incorrect data on this page. 
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Navy ship items and 
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The Myseum of Modern 
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Van Gogh's Starry Night 
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under admitted free. 
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Canberra, praised his "gallantry and intrepidity above and beyond the call 
of duty in action," his "heroic conduct," his "calm judgment in each crisis," 
and his "utter disregard of personal danger under heavy fire and aerial 
bombardment." 165 

Accepting it, the General told the Australian leaders, "I have come as a 
soldier in a great crusade of personal liberty as opposed to perpetual slavery. 
My faith in our ultimate victory is invincible, and I bring you tonight the 
unbreakable spirit of the free man's military code in support of our joint 
cause." An Australian reporter wrote that he was "terrific" as he concluded 
slowly and emotionally: "There can be no compromise. We shall win or we 
shall die, and to this end I pledge the full resources of all the mighty power 
of my country and all the blood of my countrymen." Of the medal he said 
that he felt it was "intended not so much for me personally as it is a recogni
tion of the indomitable courage of the gallant army which it was my honor to 
command." Rescuing them, and driving the Japanese from the Philippines, 
had become the great obsession of his life. His determination to redeem the 
islands would not Hag in the years ahead, though the same cannot be said of 

. the men in Arlington's new Pentagon build~g. 166 

SIX 

The Green War 

1942-1944 

*** " One reason Americans at home had trouble following the war in 

* * 
the Pacific was that they were ignorant of its geography. Their 
educational system was to blame. In school they had been 

taught that civilization began at the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates 
rivers in Mesopotamia and moved steadily westward until it culminated in 
the United States. Everyone had a rough map of Europe in his mind. When 
radio announcers reported that Nazi columns were lunging into Poland, 
Scandinavia, Belgium, Holland, and France, their listeners had a fairly good 
· ea bf what was happening. Few maps of Asia and Oceania had hung on 

· sroom walls, however . .As a result, battles there were hopelessly confus
. g, At the time of the Spanish-American War Mr. Dooley had said that the 
. ,.erage American didn't know whether the Philippines were "islands or 

ned goods," and to his grandsons, studying globes in the early i94os, 
y still freckled the map like so many bewildering, unidentifiable Ror

hach blots. 

The atolls, waters, and land masses of Oceania were even less familiar. 
ugh many of the place-names reflected the origins of their European dis

·erers - for instance, Port Moresby, Finschhafen, Hollandia, the Bis
cks, the Treasuries - all were equally strange to readers in what was 

n called the civilized world. Americans mistook Singapore for Shanghai 
thought it to be a Chinese city. Most of them were unaware that Hawaii 

closer to Japan than to the Philippines. Men on Iwo Jima got V-mail from 
lives who thought they were fighting in the "South Pacific," though Iwo 

· over seventeen hundred miles north of the equator. Egypt and Algiers 
· ked memories of school days, but who had heard of Yap? Or of Ioribaiwa? 

"hat was the difference between New Caledonia, New Guinea, New Ire
N ew Georgia, New Hanover, and the New Hebrides? 

Social studies teachers, unfortunately, hadn't gone into that. Until the air 
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age, islands like Wake and Midway had been almost worthless, and as late 
as i941 entire archipelagoes were solely of interest to traders, oil prospect
ors, and soap companies. Often the only way MacArthur's soldiers could 
find out where in the world they were was by capturing enemy maps. The 
U.S. Navy began the war using eighteenth-century charts; sea battles 
were broken . off because captains didn't know where the bottom was. Gua
dalcanal's first clash occurred on the wrong river - marines thought it was 
the Tenaru and discovered afterward that it was the Ilu - and the Battle of 
the Coral Sea was actually fought on the Solomon Sea. Even the Australians, 
toward whom the Japanese bayonets were lunging, were astonishingly igno
rant of the islands north of them. Like the Americans, they were preoc
cupied with Hitler, and with geography they knew. On the day after one of 
MacArthur's most brilliant successes, atAitape in New Guinea, the Brisbane 
Courier-Mail devoted five columns to war news from France, Russia, and 
Italy - the entire front page. One column summarized events in the Padfic. 
A third of it was about Guam. There was no mention of Aitape at all. 1 

Most of what the American and Australian publics thought they knew 
about the isles of the Southwest Pacific had been invented by movie 
scriptwriters. Even as the Japanese were pictured as a blinky-eyed, toothy 
Gilbert and Sullivan race, so the South Seas was an exotic world where lazy 
breezes whispered in palm fronds, and Sadie Thompson seduced mis
sionaries, and native girls dived for pearls wearing fitted sarongs, like 
Dorothy Lamour. In reality, the proportions of the women there were closer 
to those of duffel bags. It is quite true that most Pacific veterans could later 
recollect scenes of great natural beauty - the white orchids and screaming 
cockatoos in Papua's dense rain forests, or the smoking volcano in BoU:gain
ville' s Empress Augusta Bay, or . Saipan' s lovely flame trees - but they 
weren't there as tourists. They were fighting a war, and the more breathtak
ing the flora looked, the more dangerous amphibious landings turned out to 
be. Some islands were literally uninhabitable - army engineers sent to sur
vey the Santa Cruz group for airstrips were virtually wiped out by cerebral 
malaria - and battles we're fought under fantastic conditions. Guadalcanal 
and Leyte were rocked by earthquakes. Volcanic steam hissed through the 
rocks of Iwo. On Bougainville, bulldozers vanished in the spongy bottomless 
swamps, and at;the height of the fighting on Peleliu the temperature was n5 
degrees in the shade. On New Britain sixteen inches of rain fell in a single 
day. In November i944 the battle for Leyte was halted by a triple typhoon, 
and a month later another storm sank three American destroyers. Lurid set
tings produced bizarre casualties. Twenty-five marines were killed at Cape 
Gloucester by huge falling trees. Shipwrecked sailors were eate'n by sharks.! 
Nipponese swimming ashore after th~ Battle of the Bismarck Sea were carved 
up by New Guinea headhunters, and others, on Guadalcanal, were eaten by 
their comrades. The jungle was cruel to defeated soldiers, who, as the war 
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progressed, were usually Japanese. If they were surrounded, only ferns , 
snakes, crocodiles, and cannibalism were left to them. 

Charles Willoughby has called the Pacific conflict the "War of Distances." 
Its magnitude may be conveyed in many ways. MacArthur, for example, was 
feverishly preparing to defend an area as large as the United States, with a 
coa~tline just as long (twelve thousand miles). Put another way, in Mel
bourne he was like a foreign general arriving in New Orleans and facing the 
need to repulse enemy offensives expected at any moment all along the 
U.S.-Canadian border. In a third comparison; his theater of operations was 
twenty-five times as large as Texas. While traveling from Batchelor Field to 
the Menzies Hotel he had traversed approximately the same distance as a 

- C~nadian journeying from Winnipeg to Miami. Overall, his coming cam
paigns~ would cover mileage equivalent to that from the English Channel to 
the Persian Gulf - twice the farthest conquests of Alexander, Caesar, or 
Napofeon. 2 

MacArthur insisted on a good map room. Newly arrived officers were 
shown a huge chart of the Southwest Pacific and then, superimposed on it, 
another of the United States. As Willoughby has pointed out, "Against this 
comparative geographical background, the logistical difficulties of the South
west Pacific Theater in the conduct of the war loomed as something tremen
dous .... Not only was the line of communications from the United States 
to the scene of operations one of the longest the world has ever seen, but the 
\entire route was by water at a time when the Japanese Navy was undefeated 

' and roaming the Pacific almost at will." 
If we expand the General's superimposition to include the whole of the 

western hemisphere and the reaches of the Atlantic, we may start by putting 
Tokyo in northern Canada. lwo Jima is in Hudson's Bay. Rangoon is near 
Seattle; Saipan and Guam in Quebec; Bangkok in the state of Washington; 
and Singapore in Utah. Tarawa and Guadalcanal are in the middle of the 
Atlantic Ocean. Manila is in North Dakota; Cagayan, in Minnesota. Central 
Borµeo is in Kansas; central Sumatra in Arizona; and central Java in Texas. 
Port Moresby, New Guinea, is at Bermuda. Darwin is at Tampa, Florida. 
Alice Springs is in Jamaica; Adelaide, in Colombia; Melbourne, in Brazil. 
Brisbane is at Barbados. The Admiralty Islands lie off the coast of New Jer
sey, New Caledonia is halfway between Puerto Rico and the Cape Verde 
Islands, Midway is between Greenland and Iceland, and Hawaii is off the 
coast of Scotland. 

Another commander would have been intimidated by the immensity of 
the Pacific, but the General, remembering the horrors of i918, when the 
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huge armies had been wedged against one another in bloody stalemate,
regarded the vast reaches between Melbourne and Tokyo as opportunities. 
Despite his distrust of the navy, he was quick to appreciate the difference 
between soldiers' and sailors' attitudes toward bodies of water, and to come 
down hard on the side of the admirals. At West Point he had been told to -
regard rivers and oceans as obstacles along which men could dig in, forming 
lines of resistance. At Annapolis, he knew, midshipmen were taught that 
streams and seas were highways. By adopting their concept, he could open up 
his theater to some of the most stunning campaigns in the history of warfare. 

Here his long years of studying military feats of the past were to reap spec
tacular harvests. Altogether he would make eighty-seven amphibious land
ings, all of them successful, cutting Japanese escape routes and lines of com
munications. Mark S. Watson, the distinguished military analyst, would call 
them "ingenious and dazzling thrusts which never stopped until Japan was 
beaten down." Field Marshal Viscount Alanbrooke, chief of Britain's Impe
rial General Staff and his country's senior soldier, would write in his diary 
that MacArthur "outshone Marshall, Eisenhower and all the other American 
:nd B_ritish Generals including Montgomery." B. H. Liddell Hart agreed: 

\ MacArthur was supreme among the generals. His combination of strong 
p~rso?ality, strategic grasp, tactical skill, operative mobility, and ,;'~~?n put 
him m a class above other allied commanders in any theatre./ watson, 
Alanbrooke, and Liddell Hart recognized the touch of past masters in the 
Southwest Pacific's campaigns. MacArthur's guide in insistmg on mobility 
was Genghis'· Khan. His brilliant maneuvers against the enemy's flanks and 
rear would evoke comparisons with Napoleon's fluid movements at Fried
land, Jena, Eylau, Ulm, Marengo, and Bassano. MacArthur, however, pos
sessed a tactical arm Genghis Khan and Napoleon had lacked: air power. His 
bombers and fig~ters would permit him to execute tripl,e envelopments, or, 
to use Churchill s happy phrase, operations in "triphibious warfare." The 
shortening -of the Pacific war and of Allied cas{ialty lists was incalculable. 

f John Gunther would write: "MacArthur took more territory, with less loss of ,, 
life, than any military commander since Darius the Great."3 
. During the weeks ctlter his arrival in Melbourne, he spent long evenings 
m the map room. His first duty was to safeguard Australia, so he began by 
mastering the intricaciQ's of that continent's twenty-nine-hundred-mile east
ern coastline, which lay naked to invasion all spring. Then he familiarized 
himself with the beaches, bays, inlets, and tides of the oceanic islands be
tWeen him arid the Philippines. And all the time he was pondering the les
sons of his long study of the Japanese. Unlike other senior American officers 
who had expected that any conflict with the Nipponese would swiftly end i~' 
an Allied triumph, MacArthur now had tremeridous respect for the foe. "The 
Japanese," he said, "are the greatest exploiters of inefficient and incompetent 
troops the world has ever seen." They themselves, he knew, were anything 
but inefficient. Like the Germans, their infantrymen were an elite: (U.S. in-
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fantrymen , on the other hand, tended to be the residue of draftees left after 
the Air Corps, the Marine Corps, and the -navy had skimmed off the top. ) 
The enemy's brutalized Shintoist philosophy, which encompassed all ranks, 
taught their men that they were invincible/They had no word for "defeat." 
Their suicidal mind-set was summed up in the war song "Umi Yukaba,': 
which, roughly translated, went: 

Across the sea, 
Corpses in the water; 
Across the mountain, 
Corpses heaped upon the field; 
I shall die only for the Emperor, 
I shall never look back. 4 

"Never let the Jap attack you,'' MacArthur told his officers. "When the 
Japanese soldier has a coordinated plan of attack he works smoothly." On the 
other hand, he added, "When he is attacked - when he doesn't know what 
is coming - it isn't the same."\Then the Nipponese were vulnerable be
cause of their very rigidity.ftheir inability to imagine that they might be van
quished prevented them from planning to cope with such crises. He com
pared their inflexibility to a fist which cannot loosen its grasp once it has 
seized something. "A hand that closes, never to open again, " he said, "is 
useless when the fighting turns to catch-as-catch-can wrestling." 5 

Among the Allied contmanders in Asia, only MacArthur and Lord Louis 
1Mountbatten of Burma grasped the appeal of Japan's Pan-Asianism to the 

' Oriental masses. In the United States the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity 
Sphere was treated as a joke. Since its creation by Prince Fumimaro Konoye 
in the autumn of i938 it had, in fact, been corrupted by Japanese imperial
ists, but as Pearl Buck tried vainly to explain to any American who would lis
ten, the oppressed masses of China, Burma, Vietnam, Indonesia, and the 
Philippines were stirring; their native leaders were determined to throw off 
the yoke of domination by white men. MacArthur understood that. His polit
ical awareness is widely regarded as a tragic flaw which led to his undoing, 
but it had another, more attractive side. 6 

If that side was visionary, his concept of himself as a warrior remained me
dieval. Other Allied commanders thought of the war as a complex confronta
tion between rival ideologies, the "totalitarian" Axis and the "democratic" 
Allies. To MacArthur it was much simpler. If anything, he felt more em
pathetic with Japanese Bushido than with the sophisticated psychological ab
stractions popular ip the Pentagon, which explains why he had intended to 
die on Corregidor with his wife and son. It is as impossible to imagine Mac
Arthur bearing a white flag as it is to think of him telling Filipinos, "We 
shall return." To him the war in the Pacific was a duel with two antagonists, 
himself and the enemy, whom he usually identified in the singular, as "the 
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Jap." Visitors like Hap Arnold and George Marshall were startled when 
MacArthur said of the foe, "He ran into a trap I prepared for him, and I shall 

i drive him back to the beaches and annihilate him," or "He had no idea of the 
plan I was putting into operation," or "He never believed I could do it." 
Similarly, he called the Fifth Air Force "my air," and to the fury of U.S. ad
mirals he referred to Allied warships in the Southwest Pacific as "my navy." 
Others in Canberra, Washington, and London anguished over the question 
of Japanese intentions in i942. MacArthur never gave it a second thought. 
He knew they were coming after him. 7 

~~ 

After one day'. s rest at the Menzies Hotei, during which, among other 
things, he mailed his new address to Milwaukee County's Draft Board No. 4, 
he established temporary headquarters a few blocks away, i~ an old insur
ance building at 401 Collins Street. There he found that he was Supreme 
Commander of absolutely nothing. No directive had arrived from the Joint 
Chiefs, and there had been no approving echo in Washington ofhi_s Adelaide 
announcement that he had been ordered from the Philippines to lead an 
"American offensive against Japan. " Days passed; then a week; then two 
weeks. Still he received no instructions. Never a patient man, he told his 
aides that he had been "led to believe" that he would direct all Allied forces 
in the Pacific, and that he now realized that he had been "tricked" into leav
ing Corregidor. On April 1 he radioed George Marshall that he had a des-· 
perate plan to break out of Bataan peninsula and wage guerrilla warfare from 
the hills. He concluded: "I would be very glad to attempt myself to rejoin 
this command temporarily and take charge of this movement." The next day 
Marshall rejected the suggestion and reassured him that his orders would be 
cut soon. They weren't, though they should have been. The difficulty was 
that _)Vashington couldn't decide how to organize the Pacific comrriands. It 
took-the Pentagon's Joint Chiefs five incredible weeks to hammer out an in
terservice agreement - weeks that would have to be bought back in blood '' 
later, because the enemy used them to capture and fortify the Admiralty 
Islands, Buka and Bougainville in the Solomons, and Lae and Salamaua on 
the north coast of New Guine&8 

MacArthur liked to say, 'Tm a soldier and will hold the horse if ordered," 
but that was nonsense. He was America's most gifted commander of troops, 
he knew it, and he expected to be treated accordingly. U.S. correspondents 
in Melbourne, aware of his frustration, wanted to cable home stories about 
it . At first he _told his chief press officer, LeGrande Diller, to censor such 
reports, but then, exasperated by the Pentagon's procrastination, he lifted 
the ban. A Time piece, "Hei:o on Ice," was one ·of the ~onsequences, but the 
only immediate result in Washington was a bizarre suggestion by an Air 
Corps brigadier . that the General be appointed U.S. ambassador to Russia. 
Ever alert for treachery, MacArthur denounced "the New Deal cabal" and 
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"the Navy cabal." At one point he radioed Marshall that ten years earlier, 
during his tenure as Chief of Staff, he had "accidentally discovered" a plot for 
"the complete absorption of the national defense function by the Navy" - a 
conspiracy which, he hinted darkly, might be responsible for the present, 
maddening delay. It never seems to have occurred to him that bureaucratic 
tangles and the disarray of the Allied world that spring might account for 
much of the problem. He was convinced that his inexhaustible haters were 
at work, thwarting him. 9 

To some extent he was, for once, right. ·Believing that the General had 
slighted Hart in Manila, admirals and their staffs made a fetish of loathing 
him. In Stimson's diary the secretary acknowledged that "the extraordinary 

. ., brilliance of that officer is not always matched by his tact, but the Navy's as
tonishing bitterness against him seems childish. " William Frye, a Marshall 

- biographer, observed "a queer notion that the war with Japan was the Navy's 
·exclusive property," and Hap Arnold, touring the Pacific, noted that "it was 
impossible not to get the impression that the Navy was determined to carry 
on the campaign in that theater, and determined to do it with as little help 
from the Army as possible. " Admiral Ernest J. King, Stark's successor as 
Chief of Naval Operations, argued that since the war against Japan would be 
largely naval, naming an army officer as supreme commander made no 
sense, and he refused to entrust his precious carriers to MacArthur. His can
didate for the command was Admiral Chester W . Nimitz. But Nimitz was 
junior to the General and u~known outside the navy. The Chiefs therefore 
compromised by creating two theaters, an arrangement which violated all 

, \.. conventional military precepts . To everyone's surprise, the future would 
.. prove that it worked, with MacArthur's assaults becoming the left prong of a 

vast pincers, or double envelopment, closing in on Japan, while Nimitz's 
· later expeditions, starting at Tarawa in the central Pacific, became the right 
prong. Once the ~General had saved Australia, opened his counterattack 
northward, and achieved a certain momentum, his successive bounds toward 
the Philippines would be limited only by his B-17s' range , 925 miles - the 
distance the aircraft could fly into enemy territory and drop their bombs, be
fore returning to American airfields to refill their depleted fuel tanks. 10 

On April i8, a month and a day after his arrival in Australia, MacArthur 
was designated Commander in Chief of the Southwest Pacific Area 
(CINCSWPA). Nimitz was commander of the Pacific Ocean Areas 
(CINCPOA). Under Nimitz another admiral - first Robert L. Ghormley and 
then William F. Halsey-'-- commanded the South Pacific. The line between 
the Southwest and South Pacific theaters was the i6oth degree of east longi
tude. Almost im1p.ediately it had to be moved west to the i59th degree to 
put Guadalcanal, which was to be a Marine Corps operation, in the navy's 
South Pacific area. That would be the only major land battle fought in that 
part of the world which would not be under MacArthur's supervision, how
ever. Most of the navy's theater was, appropriately, water. E. J. Kahn, Jr. , 
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one of the first American soldiers to arrive down under, explained that the 
South Pacific "is an area that includes Guadalcanal and many quieter and less 
renowned islands, including New Caledonia and New Zealand. It is com
manded by Admiral Halsey. The Southwest Pacific, consisting of Australia, 
New Guinea, and :various other islands, belongs to General MacArthur. 
When we landed in Australia we were even a bit confused ourselves about 
which theater we were in, but we did know that General MacArthur was 
going to be our boss.,, 11 

Now MacArthur had his mandate. All ships, planes, and Allied troops in 
his part of the Pacific belonged to him, and no other commander on either 
side of the war would be more jealous of his prerogatives. To protect them 
he was prepared to tilt with any other leader, including, on several oc-

. casions, Winston Churchill. Churchill had reluctantly agreed to send home 
the three Australian divisions fighting in the Middle East. While they were 
crossing the Indian Ocean he had second thoughts, however, and he 
seriously considered diverting two of them to Burma. MacArthur protested 
vigorously. The prime minister explained to Roosevelt that his intelligence 
officers were convinced that the Japanese were going to halt their dri~e on 
Australia and invade India instead. The President forwarded this apprecia
tion to ~elbourne without comment. The General shot back that his in
telligence had reached the opposite conclusion, and a new enemy offensive 
in New Guinea vindicated him. Later MacArthur cabled Washington that he 
feared that Mouutbatten, fighting in Burma, might encroach on his preserve. 
Roosevelt sent this message, again without comment, to Chequers, the 
prime minister's country estate. David Wallace, a British diplomat, was visit
ing Churchill at the time. His host crossed the room to an enormous globe, 
equipped with a glass measuring device. He carefully calculated the distance .., ' 

between ffurma and Australia, and then looked up. "Sixty-six hundred and 
sixty miles," he said to Wallace. He added wryly, "Do you think that's far 
enough apart?" 12 

On that count the General's suspicions were absurd, and his hypersensi
tivity here and elsewhere became a joke at the Pentagon,~ where officers 
agreed that of all theater commanders~ he had the worst case of "localitis.,. 
But it is certainly true that he was treated more stingily than the others. In 
1942 the Joint Chiefs gave him staggering goals - the capture of the Bis
marck Archipelago and of Rabaul, the mighty Japanese base on New Britain 
defended by 100, ooo enemy troops - and he was provided with very little 
with which to reach them. Never was the Southwest Pacific allocated as 
much as 15 percent of the American war effort. When Eisenhower invaded 
North Africa, he was provided with fifteen tons of supplies per man. Mac
Arthur, who commanded just 12 percent of the Gls sent abroad, received 
five tons per man. To be sure, "Torch," the North African campaign, and 
"Bolero," the buildup for Normandy, deserved precedence. But even in the 
Pacific, Nimitz was provided with more sinews of war than MacArthur. 
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Moreover, the State Department's Radio News Bulletin No. 239 would reveal 
that during the first year of Allied campaigning in Italy, American provisions 
shipped , to needy Italian civilians - 2,300,000 long tons - were roughly 
equivalent to all U.S. shipments to MacArthur that year. The State Depart
ment was proud of this humanitarianism, but the broadcast was bitterly 
received in the Southwest Pacific. 13 

At times the General despaired. He was, he told his staff, the victim of 
"shoestring logistics." To Robert ,E. Wood he wrote that his supply situation 
"leaves much to be desired. ~ ' He wrote George Van Horn Moseley that "out 
here I am busy doing what I can with what I have, but resources have never 
been made available to me for a real stroke. Inriumerable openings present 
themselves which because of the weakness of my forces I cannot seize. It is 
truly an Area of Lost Opportunity." To another officer, George B. Duncan, 
he_ wrote that "from the beginning we have had a hard time. No resources 
and no supplies made the situation precarious from the start. I have done the 
best I c0uld with what I had, but no commander in American history has so 
failed of support as h~re." He unfairly blamed the Joint Chiefs when, in fact, 
they .sympathized with him. In June 1942, irked by the insistence of British 
commanders that all materiel be channeled to Europe and the Middle East, 
they threatened to reverse priorities and let Hitler wait until Japan had been 
defeated. The British thought the Americans were bluffing, "but it is my im
p~ession," wrote Robert Sherwood, who sat in on these heated Anglo
American talks, "that the plan was far more than a bluff in General Marshall's 
nend and certainly in Admiral King's. Indeed, the first step in it - the as
~ault on Guadalcanal - was approved on June 25, the last day of Churchill's 
short stay in Washington. One may indulge in some pretty wild speculation 
-as to the consequences had the plan been followed through - including the 
thought that the first atomic bomb might have fallen on Berlin instead of 
Hiro~hima." 14 ~ 

Roosevelt would have had the final say in so major a strategic shift, of 
course, and there was never any doubt that he intended to abide by Rainbow 
Five, defeating the Nazis before turning westward to Japan. On May 6 he 
had written MacArthur that while he understood the General's frustration, 
marshaling armies powerful enough to open a second front in Europe must 
come first. The President added: "I know that you will feel the effect of all 
this . . . I well realize your difficult problems, and that you have to be an 
ambassador as well as a supreme commander." This was a delicate reference 
to the political situation in Canberra. As Sherwood noted, one of Roosevelt's 
reasons for ordering the General there was that he was disturbed about the 
morale down under. It was a peculiarity of Australia's geographical position 
hat the continent was strategically important to no one except the Austra

licms. As a high-ranking Australian officer told Clark Lee, "Australia, like the 
Philippines, is expendable in terms of global strategy." MacArthur's presence 
''as meant to assure the people there that they would not be abandoned. At 
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the time of his appointment, both Roosevelt and London assumed that he 
would remain on the strategic defensive. It was MacArthur's determination 
to recapture the ·Philippines which would alter the course of the Pacific 
war. 15 

Since becoming prime minister the previous fall , John Curtin had openly 
criticized Whitehall for neglecting Australia's defenses. In the past, when
ever his constituents had been discontented with their status as part of the 
British Empire, London had reminded them that their safety was guaranteed 
by the mighty British fleet. Now that those warships were desperately 
needed down under, they were too busy elsewhe~e to come. Like other sub
jects of the empire, generation after generation of Australians had consoled 
themselves with the maxim that England always loses every battle in a war 
except the last one. In the spring of i942 they suddenly realized that the 
final battle was imminent, and their hopes of survival depended upon, not 
the British, but the Americans. Thus MacArthur's support in Canberra was 
all-party. Without a dissenting voice, the government abolished its Military 
Board and vested the board's powers in the General. Australian troops called 
him "Choco Doug" - "Choco" being digger slang for chocolate soldier -
but unlike the Gls' "Dugout Doug," it was an affectionate nickname. His 
popularity among the Australians never wavered. All his requests were ap
proved by the Car;iberra government, and as long as he stayed in the Men
zies Hotel, worshipful crowds of spectators gathered across the street every 
day at his time of departure for Collins Street, some just to admire his thir
teen rows of ribbons. Even his rejection of Roosevelt's suggestion that Aus
tralian and ~J,1tch soldiers be appointed to his staff - all but three of the 
officers around him were members of the Bataan Gang - did not diminish 
his popularity. 16 

That April the Canberra parliament broke a precedent by voting him the 
privileges of its floor. "You'll enjoy this, Doug!" a working-class M.P. 
shouted at him as he entered. The General glared - since his mother's 
death no one had called him that - but he clearly relished his role as envoy. 
He was under the mistaken impression that Curtin was responsible for his 
new command, an error that the prime minister apparently encouraged, and 
the two men grew to be very close, despite the fact that Curtin' s politics 
were far to the left of the General's, and, in fact, of Franklin Roosevelt's. The 
first time they met, on March 26, MacArthur put his hand on Curtin' s 
'shoulder and said, "Mr. Prime Minister, you and I will see tliis thing 
through together." Later he told newspapermen that Curtin was "the heart 
and soul of Australia." Because of his involvement in Australian politics, he 
would repeatedly revisit the country to consult with politicians down under 
long "after the enemy threat to the nation had been parried. Before Manuel 
Quezon sailed from Melbourne to the United States, where he would es-

MacArthur attends the Australian Parliament, May i942 
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tablish his government-in-exile, he asked the General: "Tell me the .frank 
truth. Can you liberate my country and free my people?" MacArthur swiftly 
replied: "I intend to do just that. And when I stand at the gates of Manila, I 
want the President of the Commonwealth at my right hand and the Prime 
Ministe~ of Australia at my left." 17 

As it turned out, both Quezon and Curtin would be dead before the war's 
end, but his ranking of the Australian as high in his affection as the Filipino 
indicates how swiftly his friendship with the prime minister had grown. 
Perhaps it also suggests that his new friend represented his hopes for the fu: .. 
ture, while the tubercular Quezon represented past defeat. The General 
would never forget his beating on Luzon. Switchboard operators at his head
quarters were instructed to greet incoming calls with a terse, "Hello, this is 
Bataan," and when Jean christened Australia's newest destroyer it was 
named, at her husband's request, H.M.S. Bataan. But he would have been 
inhuman if he hadn't recoiled from the memory of those terrible hundred 
days after Pearl Harbor. It took time. In the beginning, before the scar tissue 
could form, his wounded pride was evident to everyone around him. One 
correspondent recalls . that "Mac;Arthur in person was hard to get along with 
in those early Australian days. He was short, sharp, and frequently insulting 
to those he felt had failed him in the Philippines, showing especially his 
contempt for the Navy and Air Force." Brett, who had not yet been relieved 
and who felt the ~11 force of his wrath, thought MacArthur was "suffering a 
feeling of guilt in having left his men at the most critical moment of their 
hopeless fight." The General yearned for some way to strike back at the 
conquerors of tiie Philippines. On March 29 Sutherland walked into Brett's 
office and told him that MacArthur wanted a bombing mission dispatched to 
the islands at once. Brett protested; the Philippines was lost, he said, and 
sending his planes that far north would needlessly risk the lives of the fliers. 
Sutherland said sharply, "General MacArthur promised the Filipino people 
he would be back. If we send a bombing ;,nission it will prove they have not 
been forgotten." Fuming, the airman put up all he had, which wasn't 
much - ten B-25s and three B-17s. They all returned, but that was the last 
raid until the Philippines was about to be liberated, and its results were 
negligible. 18 · 

One of the last men to escape from Bataan was Carlos Romulo, and when 
he walked into MacArthur's Melbourne headquarters on April 25, unshaven, 
ill an outsize uniform, and twenty-nine pounds lighter than his weight when 
last they met, the General embraced him, saying brokenly, "Carlos, my boy! 
I can't bear to look at you!" The news Romulo brought was even less bear
able. Surrender of Corregidor was imminent. The Fil-American troops, 
stunned by MacArthur's breakout to Australia, believed Radio Tokyo's pro
paganda broadcasts that the General had become "a nervous wreck." Rations 
were completely exhausted. In the tunnel, Wainwright, who was resigned to 
his fate, had told Romulo: "Tell Quezon and MacArthur we have don:e our 
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best." The General instantly radioed Corregidor that he was "utterly op
posed under any circumstances or conditions to the ultimate capitulation of 
this command" and that Wainwright should "prepare and execute an attack 
upon the enemy" before starvation destroyed any possibility of a vigorous 
drive. Reporting the ration situation to George Marshall, he cabled savagely: 
IT IS OF COURSE POSSIBLE THAT WITH MY DEPARTURE THE VIGOR OF AP

PLICATION OF CONSERVATION MAY HAVE BEEN RELAXED. 19 

That was shabby of MacArthur, unjust to the brave men he had left, and 
wholly unsuccessful in-altering the outcome of the Philippine campaign. On 
April 8 Bataan had fallen. Quezon, who was packing for a voyage to Califor
nia on the President Coolidge, said the debacle "closes a chapter in the his
tory of the Filipino_ people for freedom as heroic, if not the most heroic, that 
we have ever fought.'! MacArthur uncapped his fountain pen and wrote: 
!he Bataan force went out as it would have wished, fighting to the end [of] 
its flickering forlorn hope. No army has ever done so much with so little and 
nothing became it more than its last hour of trial and agony. To the weeping 
Mothers of its dead, I can only say that the sacrifice and halo of Jesus of 
.. azareth has [sic] descended upon their sons, and that God will take them 
unto himself." 20 

Mark Watson wrote in the Saturday Review that MacArthur was "sure the 
prolonged defense of Bataan upset Japan's timetable and saved Australia. So 
are the Australians." George Kenney thought it likely: "How much the extra 
effort expended by the Japanese in the Philippines detracted from carrying 
out their original plan to seize New Caledonia and _ Fiji, thus cutting our 
rbute to Australia, is difficult to estimate, but certainly if that had happened 
there would have been no' Battle of the Coral Sea, Port Moresby would 

. probably have fallen, and the J aps would then have been able to carry out 
the next phase of their plan, which was an invasion of Australia itself." 

As the rising sun's blinding rays penetrated the jungles of Oceania, creep
ing ever closer to Australia, MacArthur drove himself mercilessly. Time was 
his enemy, and in his struggle with it he was encumbered by countless 
duties which , went with his unique position in Melbourne. "A general 
today," wrote Richard H. Rovere and Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., "must be a 
diplomat, a politician, an industrial statesman, a transportation czar, a public
ity expert - all these things as well as a strategist and a tactician." Mac
Arthur had to confer with the American Lend-Lease administrator in Can
berra, requisition British ammunition for Australian weapons, approve plans 
for a powerful new class of Australian warships, and advise Curtin' s Depart
ment of Aircraft Production on what kind of military equipment local indus
trialists should manufacture. Though he detested appearances before civilian 
crowds, he repeatedly joined· the prime minister in appealing for support of 
war-bond drives, and twice he contributed large sums of money himself. 21 

If playing all these roles was essential, some of MacArthur's Australian ac
tivities are harder to justify. Much of his correspondence can only be de-
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scribed as weird. Thousands of American individuals and organizations dis
covered that his address was APO 500, Australia. Each day he received 
between 100 and 150 letters from them, and while he couldn't .reply to all, 
he did answer .a great many, sometimes at length. At a time when h~ could 
catch only a few hours of sleep each night, he calmed the anxiety of a ten
year-old boy in Utica, New York, whose schoolmates had told him that 
Hawaii had been captured; the General assured him that "the Japs have not 
'got' Pearl Harbor and are not going to get it." Children who asked for au
tographs got them. In his tall, angular handwriting he sent messages to such 
groups as the Brooklyn Red Cross Blood Bank, the National Association of 
Manufacturers, the AFL, the CIO, the University of Wisconsin, the I. J. Fox 
Doughboy Committee, the Elks ofJersey City, the Christ Episcopal Church 
of Little Rock, Arkansas ("At the altar where I first joined the sanctuary of 
God, I ask that you seek divine guidance for me in . the great struggle that lies 
ahead"), the Indian tribes of the Southwest, who chose him their "Chief of 
Chiefs" and sent him a warbonnet ("I would not swap it for any medal or 
decoration I have ever received. They were my oldest friends, the com
panions of my boyhood days on the Western frontier"*), and the National 
Father's Day Committee of Alvin, Texas. 22 

The latter led to bizarre consequences. The committee named him 1942' s 
"Father of the Year." That week Lieutenant General Hitoshi Imamura' s Sev
enteenth and Eighteenth armies were descending the green ladders of New 
Guinea and the Solomons. Soon they would be within bomber range of Bris
bane. MacArthur's ill-trained Australian militia was drilling with wooden 
guns. Under thesir circumstances, one would think, th1e committee might ex-

. pect, at most, a brief acknowledgment from a member of the · General's 
staff. Inslead, it received this holograph: "Nothing has touched me more 
deeply than the act of the National Father's Day Committee. By profession I 
am a soldier and take great pride in that fact, but I am prouder, infinitely 
prouder, to be a father. A soldier destroys in 6rder to build; the father only 
builds, never destroys. The one has the potentialities of death; the other em
bodies creation and life. And while the hordes of death are mighty, the bat
talions of life are mightier still. It is my hope that my son when I am gone 
will remember me, not from the battle, but in the home, repeating with him 
our simple daily prayer, 'Our Father Who art in Heaven.' "As so often in his 
life, his_ yearning for love expressed itself as bathos, and was greeted, among 
those whose good opinion he courted, with ridicule. 23 

Later they would remember his mawkishness and forget his military ge
nius, but in those . dark years his battle skills won the respect of all Ameri
cans, including liberals and intellectuals. The base for his later campaigns 
against the Japanese was being built up at a frantic pace during tho~e early 
months of 1942. Substantial reinforcements were arriving every day. Bri:-

*MacArthur seems to have been confused here. In his boyhood days the Indians were, of 
course, on the other side. 

,_ 
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gades of Australian infantry divisions, veterans of North Africa, Greece, 
and Crete, swung off gangplanks and began jungle training. They lacked ser
vice troops, water transport, and air units, but ships bearing these were on 
their way. On April 6 the U.S. 41st Division docked at Port Adelaide, and 
nine days later it was followed by the U.S. 32nd Division. MacArthur now 
had enough troops to make~ stand against Imamura, provided he was willing 
to strip the., rest of the continent's defenses and send his soldiers in without 
reserves. He had already decided to do that; in fact, he had little choice. His 
most urgent need now- was for fighters and bombers. On paper his air arm 
had grown to 517 U.S. airplanes and 250 pl~nes of the Royal Australian Air 
Force. Most of these were being salvaged or 'overhauled, however. His real 
air strength was 220 combat aircraft of all types. Of his 62 Flying Fortresses, 
only 6 were in shape to take off. When the marines on Guadalcanal appealed 
to him for 6 P-38s, he would have to decline. They would be resentful, but 

-he could not spare a single plane. 24 , 

Oi} May 6 a terrible silence fell over Corregidor. White flags were raised 
from every flagstaff that was still standing, and the triumphant Japanese 
moved their eleven thousand captives to Bataan. The next day the prisoners 
began the brutal Death March - the long trek northward in which between 
seven thousand and ten thousand Fil-Americans died of disease, starvation, 
sadistic beatings, and outright execution. Quezon learned of the island's sur
render just as the President Coolidge was carrying him into San Francisco 
Bay, and he was overcome. Romulo was profoundly shocked; "when I left 
Bataan, I expected the peninsula to fall, but not the Rock," he recalls. "I 

\...believed I'd be back in 8, month.'' MacArthur told the press: "Corregidor 
needs no comment from me. It has sounded its own story at the mouth of its 
guns. It has scrolled its own epitaph on enemy tablets. But through the 
bloody haze of its last reverberating shot, I shall always seem to see a vision 
of grim, gaunt, ghastly men, still unafraid." Unlike his Bataan panegyric, this 
one had been prepared in advance. Otherwise it would have been far less 
polished, for when the news of the Rock's capitulation reached him he was 
preoccupied· with another struggle, a naval engagement being fought in his 
theater, the Battle of the Coral Sea. 25 

"It looks, at this moment," Roosevelt wrote MacArthur that month, "as if 
the Japanese Fleet is heading toward the Aleutian Islands or Midway and 
Hawaii, with a remote possibility it may attack Southern California or Seattle 
by air." On May 8 the General radioed the President: "At least two enemy 
divisions and all the [Japanese] air force in the Philippines will be released 
for other missions .... A preliminary move is now under way probably-ini
tially against New Guinea and the line · of communications between the 
United States and Australia. . . . If serious enemy pressure were applied 
against Australia . . . the situation would 'be extremely precarious. The ex-
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. tent of territory to be defended is so vast and the communication facilities 
are so poor that the enemy, moving freely by water, has a preponderant ad
vantage." MacArthur told Hap Arnold that the Japanese could take New 
Guinea almost at will, that Hawaii was probably safe, but that he believed 
the enemy was preparing to invade Alaska. 26 

The fact is that no one on the Allied side that year had any idea of what 
the long-term goals of Dai Nippon's command~rs were. In retrospect the 
weaknesses of their position are evident, among them the fact that they, like 
the Germans, were fighting a two-front war, their second front being in 
China, but as their orgy of conquest approached its peak, they seemed capa
ble of anything. Vice Admiral Chuichi Nagumo' s task force had sunk two 
British heavy cruisers and the carrier Hermes in the waters off Ceylon. Gen
eral Joseph Stilwell limped into India muttering, "We got run out of Burma 
and it's as humiliating as hell." The last Filipino and American troops in the 
Philippines surrendered on June g, leaving only guerrilla resistance in the 
archipelago. Attu and Kiska, two of the Aleutian Islands, off Alaska, were 
seized by the enemy that same week. A Japanese submarine shelled the 
Oregon coast at Fort Stevens; Nipponese aircraft dropped incendiary bombs 
on the southern Oregon coast; antiaircraft batteries and barrage balloon 
screens were rising around California defense plants. With Rommel attacking 
toward the Suez Canal, and Hitler's legions penetrating the Caucasus, there 
was widespread sp~ulation that the Japanese and the Germans might link 
up in India before the end of the y'ear. 27 

The mood down under was one of desperation. .ij.obert L. Eichelberger 
has recalled: "Our fighter planes began to arrive by ship, but it was already 
evident that the Japanese Zero was superior in maneuverability, and that the 
Japanese pilots of that time were well trained ~nd hig),tly skilled. Our radar in 
northern Australia was almost worthless .... We were outnumbered five to 
one. Replacements were easy for the enemy and hard for us." The Joint 
Chiefs were so pessimistic about the continent's chances of survival that fresh 
American troops were being landed, not at Adelaide, but in the New Hebri
des, the Fijis, and New Cale~onia. "By midsummer," ;wrote Huff, "there 
seemed to be nothing to prevent a Japanese landing in Australia." . Mac
Arthur wrote: "The immediate and imperative problem which confronted me 
was the defense of Australia itself. Japanese invasion was momentarily ex
pected." In the words of James MacGregor Burns, "India and Australia lay 
open to invasion." As late as mid-October, with MacArthur and the Marine 
Corps starting their side-by-side drives northward, the General warned the 
President: {"If we are defeated in the Solomons . . . the entire Southwest 
Pacific will be in gravest danger." He asked that America's "entire resources" 
be diverted to the southern Pacific.28 

Actually the Japanese themselves were uncertain about what ,their next 
moves should be. They had never anticipated such dazzling succes~es. At the 
time of Pearl Harbor they had expected to lose . a quarter of ~iiir nav~ 
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strength in their first offensives. Instead they had won their new imperial 
empire at the cost of less than twenty-five thousand tons of shipping. The 
largest Nipponese warship to go down had been a destroyer. Never in his
tory had military skill, speed, and daring gained so much. Not only had the 
emperor's forces acquired enough petroleum and other raw materials to sat
isfy their needs indefinitely; they had at the same time denied them to the 
Allies, and it was doubtful that the war economies of Britain and the United 
States could survive that deprivation for long. The Japanese believed the war 
was practically over. Tushio Kodama, a Nipponese administrative official who 
managed the exploitation of these raw materials from a Shanghai office , 
remembers that "each time the Japanese triumphs in the hot southern 
regions was [sic] announced, the leaders of the Japanese army and navy in 
Shanghai held banquets and feted victory. I believe that it was the same in 
Japan proper. While a large number of Japanese were fighting at the risk of 
their lives in the front lines, the Japanese people on the home front, drunk 
with temporary victory, had forgotten all thought of the heavy sacrifices in
volv~d in these triumphs." 29 

_ Kodama recalls that the mobs, who were wasting their time "in foolish 
dilly-dallying," kept shouting, "Banzai Tojo ," not realizing that the key fig
ure was, not Prime Minister Hideki Tojo, but Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, a 
former Harvard student whose brilliant mind and powerful will dominated 
the emperor's naval advisers. In the United States Yamamoto had learned to 
play poker and roulette. Since then he had become a confirmed gambler, 
both with money and with men. After the destruction of the Allied Heet in 

\.. the Battle of the Java Sea on March i, Yamamoto and his fellow admirals 
decided that the Japanese-goals at the outbreak of war had been too modest. 
They wanted to conquer Australia first, skirting the Great Barrier Reef and 
landing five divisions on the continent's heavily populated eastern coast. 
Then, with Australia subdued, they proposed to seize Hawaii and invade 
India. Tojo was interested in the first step; he had been chagrined at Mac
Arthur's escape from the Philippines, and he knew the General would at
tempt to use Austrillia as a springboard for counterattacks. But he and the 
imperial army felt that Yamamoto' s more extravagant schemes were too reck
less. Tension between the services was even greater in Tokyo than in Wash
ington, and the great admiral settled for a temporary compromise. He be
lieved that if he gained limited objectives - and he never doubted that he 
could do it - Hirohito's generals would agree to bolder casts of the dice. 30 

Possessing a mighty armada, he planned two devastating strokes. Vice Ad
miral Takeo Takagi, the victor of Java Sea, would subdue the perimeter of 
islands north and east of Australia. Then Yamamoto himself would capture 
Midway, which would become a stepping-stone to Hawaii, from which he 
could move on the California coast. Takagi' s first major enterprise, "Opera
tion Mo, " was to capture New Guinea's Port Moresby, on the Coral Sea. All 
New Guinea would inevitably fall once Moresby had been taken. From 
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-Moresby, amphibious forces could infiltrate, northern Australia while J apa
nese marines seized Fiji, Samoa, and New Caledonia. The continent would 
then be blockaded. The Australians could be either defeated in battle or 
starved into submission. As a prelude to Operation Mo, on May 3 Takagi' s 
men occupied Tulagi, one of the minor Solomon Islands, lying just twenty 
miles off the north shore of a larger island which the Japanese called Gadaru
kanaru and which the world would later know as Guadalcanal. While Mo's 
engineers began constructing a seaplane base on Tulagi - news of this move 
was radioed to Australia by British coconut planters who had enlisted as coast 
watchers, and were hiding in the jungle - Takagi' s main force sailed from 
the huge new Japanese base at Rabaul, on New Britain, the largest island in 
the Bismarck Archipelago. They were accompanied by transports packed 
with Japanese infantrymen, and their destination was Moresby. 31 

Anyone trying to come to -grips with the geography of the Southwest Pa
cific must start with New Guinea. The world's second largest island (second 
to Greenland), it is a roadless and largely trackless fastness which sprawls fif
teen hundred miles, east to west, directly above Australia. On a map it 
resembles an obese, gigantic buzzard. The head, on the left, points toward 
Indonesia. The tail, which was of tremendous strategic value to both sides in 
i942, is called the Papuan peninsula, or simply Papua. At Papua's eastern tip 
lies Milne Bay, about six hundred miles west of Guadalcanal. The. villages of 
Buna and Gona are on the north side of the peninsula. Port Moresby, the 
jumping-off plac:e for~Australia, is on the southern side. 

If you put a clock face in the middle of the Solomon Sea, which Takagi' s 
fleet was now crossing, Papua is situated at eight o'clock. Rabaul is at eleven 
o'clock. The Solomon Islands run from one o'clock (Bougainville) to four 
o'clock (Guadalcanal). New Caledonia is in the direction,.: of five o'clock, but 
far off the clock face. The Coral Sea is at six o'clock. . Below the Coral Sea, to 
the left, is the Great Barrier Reef and Australia's eastern coast. 

Glancing at the map, one might assume that the easiest way to capture 
Moresby would be to land troops at Buna and lead them across the Papuan 
peninsula to their objective. What the map does not sho,w is that the Owen 
Stanley Range, with the highest and wettest jungles in the world, forms a 
mountainous : spine running down the length of the peninsula. That is why 
Takagi' s force was coming by sea. If he could put his troops ashore at Port 
Moresby he would win a tremendous victory, because at that time the 
Moresby outpost was weakly held by frightened, inexperienced Australian 
militia. Once they had been routed, the Japanese could leap across the Coral 
Sea to the militiamen's homeland. 32 · 

Takagi didn't make it. Thanks to American cryptographers, the enemy's 
code had been broken. In later years MacArthur loved to tell the story of 
how his aircraft had first spotted the pagodalike Japanese masts, and since 
the Coral Sea battle of May 7-8, i942, took place in his theater, he issued 
the communiques,leading Americans at home to assume that he had directed 
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it. In reality, his land-based borpbers played a minor role. This was largely a 
navy show. The first electrifying news of what was happening came in a radio 
message from Lieutenant Commander Robert Dixon, the leader of a scout 
bomber squadron. In his cockpit he cried: "Scratch one flattop! Dixon to car
rier. Scratch one flattop!" He and his men" had sunk the Japanese light car
rier Ryukaku. In the melee that followed, the first naval engagement in 
which opposing fleets never sighted each other, two other enemy carriers 
were damaged. Japanese planes sank more American ships - the Lexington, 
a tanker, and a destroyer - 'giving them a tactical victory, but the Ameri
cans had won the strategic victory, because Takagi turned back to Rabaul. 
The first enemy thrust at Moresby had failed. 33 

) Three weeks later Yamamoto' s ~ttempt to seize Midway was thwarted in 
an even more significant engagement, again with an invaluable assist from 
U.S~ code-breakers. Historians have concluded that this was the turning 
point of the Pacific war, but neither side thought so at the- time. Japanese 
confidence was undiminished; Kodama recalls that his countrymen's "stupid
ity was continued thoughtlessly by a large number of Japanese people even 
after the Combined Fleet of the Japan'ese Navy had been destroyed." The 
dupes included Hirohito, Yamamoto, Tojo, and their staffs, who were con
fident that they could control the Coral Sea and keep MacArthur out of New 

- Guinea. To be sure, four days after Midway, lmpenal General Headquarters 
ordered a two-month postponement of the invasions of Fiji, Samoa, and New 
Caledonia, but as Stanley L. Falk writes, "By now the Japanese controlled 
most of the Southwest Pacific. They held an area from Singapore through the 
Indies to the Solomons. And they continued to press forward. A repulse in 
the naval and air battle of the Coral Sea and a punishing defeat at Midway a 
month later failed to halt them. By summer they were preparing air bases in 

- the lower Solomons and simultaneously driving ... toward Port Moresby 
. . . little n'iore than 300 miles across the Coral Sea from Australia." 34 

Certainly the Allies thought that the enemy's momentum was as great as 
ever. Darwin, which had been the first Australian town to be bombed by the 
Japanese, and which would . probably have been the first to meet invasion 
forces from the sea, was still in deadly peril. The strategic port villages of 
Lae and Salamaua, on the New Guinea coast northwest of Buna and Gona, 

. had been taken by the foe in March and were being heavily fortified. A 
fighter strip had been built on Bougainville; another was under construction 
on Guadalcanal, now Japan's southernmost outpost. The pattern was clear. 
The enemy was developing airfields all along the chain of the Solomons, 
southeast of Rabaul. These would serve as stepping-stones for their Zeros, 
which would escort Betty and Zeke bombing attacks on the supply line 
between the United States and Australia. Simultaneously, landing barges 
would be massed for an attack on Australia itself The only question was 
whether the Japanese would strike directly at Darwin, to their southwest, or 
first protect their flank with fresh assaults on Moresby, to their southeast. 
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MacArthur thought that they would again try to take Moresby, and he was 
right. 35 -

He had to convince a lot of people. In Washington the Joint Chiefs were 
absurdly optimistic. On July 2 they ordered the recapture of the Solo
mons, New Ireland, and New Britain, including Rabaul, objectives which 
were as unattainable to their field commanders that year as the suburbs of 
Berlin. Curtin' s military advisers, on the other hand, were defeatist. They 
continued to be wedded to their Brisbane Line, which would be fixed along 
the Tropic of Capricorn, actually just above Brisbane. The great western and 
northern regions of the continent would be sacrificed. Plans had been drawn 
up to scorch the earth there - destroying milit.ary installations, blowing up 
power plants, and burning docks. MacArthur, obsessed with the need for 
taking the offensive, told them that passive defense would lead to defeat and 
that he would resign his commissio~ unless the concept of the Brisbane Line 
was scrapped. Curtin yielded, but many of his aides despaired, believing the 
last chance to save the heavily populated eastern coast of Australia had been 
lost. 36 

As both the Japanese and the Allies groped toward one another in the un
mapped tropical wilderness, MacArthur moved his headquarters from Mel
bourne to Brisbane, 1,185 miles closer to the Japanese, on July 20. That eve
ning he, his family, and his staff took over picturesque Lennon's Hotel, and 
in the morning he was at his desk on the eighth flo01: of the nine-story AMP 
Building, an insurance building whose underwriters had been evacuated to 
the south. He had scarcely arrived when Willoughby reported that a scout
ing plane had sighted a large J~panese troop convoy preparing to leave 
Rabaul. MacArthur ~ttongly suspected that the transports were headed for 
Buna and Gona, then held by neither side. Willoughby dismissed the possi
bility, telling him that there was no evidence to support it ., ,The General nev
ertheless ordered that an Allied force be assembled to seiie the villages and 
construct a major airfield at Buna. He was too late; the enemy convoy 
reached theye first, and a force of a thousand Australian militia in the area 
faded into the mountains. Recapturing Buna and Gona would take six 
months, but the long Allied retreat was about to end. On August 7 the 1st 
Marine Division waded ashore at Tulagi and Guadalcanal, and when the 
enemy landed at Milne Bay eighteen days later, MacArthur was ready for 
them. Anticipating this end-around run toward Moresby, he had set a trap 
there and armed it with Mideast veterans of the 7th Australian Division. 
In the ferocious Battle of Milne Bay, Japanese barges were destroyed, a . 
transport sunk, and the enemy infantrymen forced to flee. It was the first -
time in the war that a Japanese amphibious force had been turned back after 
it had established a beachhead. The struggle lasted ten days, and when it 
was over the victors found the corpses of comrades, captured in the seesaw · 
fighting, who had been tortured and then obsc,enely mutilated. 37 

( 
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Other approaches to Port Moresby having failed, the Japanese now at
tempted the incredible, an offensive over the Owen Stanleys. At first the 
small rear guard of the digger militiamen, who remained in the range until 
August 8, assumed that the enemy soldiers climbing toward them were 
merely patrolling. To their astonishment, massed infantrymen, manhandling 
mortars, machine guns, and fieldpieces, crept slowly up the slimy, zigzag
ging, hundred-mile Kokoda Trail. In four weeks Major General Tomitaro 
Horii's fourteen thousand men had crossed , the raging Kumusi River at 
\Vairopi and struggled through thirteen-thou~and-foot Kokoda Pass. Five 
jungle-trained battalions leapfrogged one another into Isurava village, fifty
five miles from their starting point, and pushed down the precipitous south
-em slopes toward Imita Ridge and Ioribaiwa, twenty miles from the bluffs 
~ound Port Moresby. How many men succumbed in this heroic endeavor 
\vill never be known. Many perished in the Kumusi, and others disappeared 
in qU:icksand or plunged into gorges. In places the winding trail, a foot wide 
at most, simply disappeared. It took an hour to cut through a few yards of 
Yegetation. The first man in a file would hack away with a machete until he 
collapsed of exhaustion; then the second man would pick up the machete and 
continue, and so on. In that climate the life expectancy of the men who lost 
consciousness and were left behind was often measured in minutes. 38 

MacArthur had sent two of.;, his best brigadiers, Pat Casey and Harold 
George, to survey the Papuan terrain. They returned to Brisbane shaken. 

ntil now they had assumed that Bataan and Samar were covered with the 
ensest jungle in the world, but New Guinea was unbelievable. They told 
e General that they didn't see how human beings could live there, let 
ne fight there. From the air, whence they had first seen it, Papua's most 

striking feature had been the razorback mountain range, stretching down the 
ninsula like · the dorsal vertebrae of some prehistoric monster, its peaks 

.bscured by dark clouds swollen with rain. It wasn't until they had landed 
d ventured. into the rain forest on steep, slippery, root-tangled trails that 
e .full horror of life there had struck them. Blades of grass seven feet 

"gh could lay a man's hand open as quickly as a scalpel. The jungle was 
dded with mangrove swamps and thick clumps of bamboo and 

palms. Often the trail was covered with waist-deep slop. The air reeked with 
ile odors - the stench of rotting undergrowth and of stink lilies. Little light 

netrated the thick matted screens of liana vines overhead, but when the 
rain stopped and the sun appeared, vast suffocating waves of steam rose from 

dank marshes. 39. 

This was. the setting of the green war: the green of slime and vegetation, 
green of gangrene and dysentery, and the green-clad enemy, whose 

· fficers smeared yellow-green, bioluminescent microorganisms on their 
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hands so they could read maps at night. The diggers, and the Gls who were 
now joining them, called themselves "swamp rats." The hideous tropical 
ulcers that formed on their feet , arms, bellies, chests, and armpits were 
known as "jungle rot." Waving away the clouds of flies and mosquitoes that 
swarmed over mess gear was called "the New Guinea salute." Bugs were ev
erywhere: biting ants, fleas, chiggers, poisonous spiders, and brilliantly col
ored, enormous insects that would land on a sleeping man and, like vam
pires, suck his body fluids. Twisted vines swarmed with vividly colored birds 
and great winged creatures with teeth, like gigantic rats. Pythons and croco
diles lurked in the bogs and sloughs, waiting for a man to stumble from the 
mucky trail. At night a soldier would rip away blood-glutted leeches from his 
genitals and his rectum. Bug bites, when _scratched, turned into festering 
sores. Since native bearers were reluctant to help him, especially near the 
front line, the average soldier had to carry as much as a hu!:ldred pounds on 
his back, and he nearly always ran a fever. It was a rare infantryman who 
wasn't afflicted with yaws, scrub typhus, blackwater fever, ringworm, 
malaria, amoebic dysentery, or bacillary dysentery. For every man suffering 
from a gunshot wound, five were laid low with illness, and that is not a true 
measure of the extent of the sickness, because no one was hospitalized unless 
his fever rose above 102 degrees. 40 

MacArthur heard all this while treading back and forth in his Brisbane of:. 
fice. Then he stopped, turned to Sutherlan<! and Dick Marshall, and said in a 
low, trembling voice, "We'll defend Australia in New Guinea." He called an 
off-the-record press conference to provide war correspondents with back
ground for their future dispatcifes: Gavin M. Long tells how "the thirty or 
more war correspondents and officers rose as the General made an impres
sive entry - bare-headed, grave, distinguished looking, immaculatf!, His 
right arm was raised in salute. There was no other introduction. Pacing to 
and fro . . . MacArthur immediately began to declaim his statement of the 
military situation. His phrasing was perfect, his speech clear and unhalting, 
except for pauses for dramatic emphasis; the correspondents took notes, but 
there was no interruption of any kind. The conference room had become a 
stage, MacArthur the virtuoso, 'the other officers the 'extras' in the cast, and 
the correspondents the audience. It was a dramatic occasion." George H. 
Johnston, an Australian journalist, recalls that the General held them spell
bound for two hours, never gr~ping for a word and displaying "the histrionic 
ability of Sir Henry Irving." He told them that Australia could be saved in 
Papua, and only in Papua. He said: "We must attack, attack, attack!" The 
meeting over, Long writes, "the General again raised his right arm in salute 
and strode from the room follo~ed by one or two staff officers. The confer
ence was over. One man alone had spoken - the Supreme Commander. 
There was no questioning, no opportunity to clarify the meaning of the state
ment. It had come direct from the -lips of General Douglas MacArthur, and 
as such it was, evidently, beyond question." 41 · 
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Sir Thomas Blarney, the cheerful, ruddy, stubby Australian who com
manded MacArthur's, ground forces, was one of the few officers who didn't 
believe that the Japanese would throw the Allies out of New Guinea. Most of 
MacArthur's staff, by contrast, was shocked. They hadn't anticipated this 
decision, which, he said, was one of the reasons he had made it; if they 
hadn't expected it, neither would the Japanese. And in fact the enemy was 
caught off balance. After the 'war Captain Toshikazu Ohmae of the Imperial 
Japanese Navy, who had been the senior staff officer of the Southeast Asia 
Fleet at Rabaul, told' an interrogator: "The Japanese did not think that Gen
eral MacArthur would establish himself in New Guinea and defend Australia 
from that position. They also did not believe that he would be able to use 
New Guinea as a base for offensive operations against them. The Japanese 
felt that General MacArthur could not establish himself in Port Moresby 

- because he did not have sufficient forces to maintain himself there." 42 

His forces were certainly meager, but he was convinced that if the Nip
ponese established a single beachhead in Australia, the continent would be 
lost; a foe gallant enough to cross the Owen Stanleys would quickly sweep 
across the plains down under, and at that time Ma~Arthur lacked the re
serves to envelop them. If, as he later wrote, the jungle was "as tough and 
tenacious an enemy as the Japanese," it was the enemy's enemy, too. Better 
a bloody, he·ad-on, grinding collision on Papua, he reasoned, than a battle of 
maneuver when he had no troops to spare for maneuvering. At the same 
time, Guadalcanal was on his mind. The issue there was very much in doubt. 
He believed his drive in New Guinea would relieve some of the pressure on 

\.. that beleaguered island. In fact, as we know from other postwar interroga
tions, once he swung over to the attack the Japanese decided to give Guadal
canal priority; Horii was told that the capture of Port Moresby would be 

, delayed until the marines had been driven into the sea. Nevertheless, the 
General's overruling of his staff was as courageous as it was shrewd. In 
George Kenney' s words, "MacArthur without fear of criticism might have 
decided to -~emain on the defensive until sufficient forces could be made 
available. . · . . With insufficient naval forces to insure his supply line to New 
Guinea, with a vastly outnumbered air force, and with the apprehension of 
the people of Australia in regard to invasion of that continent by the enemy, 
a lesser general might even 'have considered the abandonment of Port 
.\itoresby, his only base in New Guinea." 43 

That p~aise comes with special grace from an officer who, more than any 
other individual under MacArthur's command, was responsible for the vin
dication of his decision to defend Moresby. When Kenney arrived in the 

outhwest Pacific as chief of the theater's air force, Allied fortunes were at 
their lowest ebb. That summer MacArthur wrote to navy Captain Dudley 
W. Knox, an old friend then stationed in Washington, that "the way is long 
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and hard here, and I don't quite see the end of the road. To make something 
out of nothing seems to be my military fate in the twilight of my service. I 
have led one lost cause and am trying desperately not to have it two." Hap 
Arnold, who paid him a flying visit five weeks later - the first member of 
the Joint Chiefs to tour the Pacific - wrote in his diary that evening: 
"Thinking it over, MacArthur's tWo-hour talk gives me the impression of a 
brilliant mind - obsessed by a plan he can't carry out - frustrated -
dramatic to the extreme - much more nervous than when I formerly knew 
him. Hands twitch and tremble - shell-shocked." 44 

At first glance, fifty-two-year-old George Churchill Kenney seemed an 
unlikely agent to change all this. Short, swart, stocky, scarred, and 
extroverted, he was in many ways the antithesis of his new commander. 
MacArthur was remote and austere; Kenney was gregarious. The General 
W!!S dashing; his new air chief's style was casual and . understated. Kenney 
was there to replace George Brett, who was his friend and who he felt had 
been undermined by Sutherland with the tacit approval, if not the outright 
connivance, of the theater's commander in chief. Like most army airmen, 
Kenney regarded Billy Mitchell as a martyr, and like his pilots and crewmen 
he could not forget that MacArthur had been a member of Mitchell's court
martial. Finally, Hap Arnold had warned him that his first task would be· to 
survive the General's ire. MacArthur felt he had been ill-served by both the 
navy and the air force, and Arnold predicted that Kenney' s receptiOn in Bris-
bane would be hostile. 45 .?" 

It was. On the ~ve~ing ofTuesday, July 28, he checked iinto flat 12 on the 
second floor of Lennon's Hotet and early the next morning he rode up to 
Allied air force *'headquarters on the fifth floor of the AMP Building. There . 
he found Brett, depressed and resentful over what he regarded as unjustifie "' 
slights. By the time he reported to the eighth floor, Kenney was thoroughly 
apprehensive. Sutherland dourly told him to go right in; the General was 
waiting for him. MacArthur waved him to a huge black leather couch and 
began pacing. Kenney' s impression was that the General "looked a little 
tired, drawn, and nervous. Physically he was in .excellent shape for a man of 
sixty-two. He had a little less hair than when I last saw him six years ago, but 
it was all black. He still had the same trim figure and took the same long 
graceful strides when he walked. His eyes were keen and you sensed that 
that wise old brain of his was working all the time." At the moment, he was 
clearly wrathful: "For the next half hour, as he talked while pacing back and 
forth across the room, . I really heard about the shortcomings of the Air 
Force .... They couldn't bomb, their staff work was poor, and their com-
manders knew nothing about leadership .... He had no use for anybody in 
the organization from the rank of colonel up .... Finally he said that not 
only were the aviators antagonistic to his headquarters but he was even 
beginning to doubt their loyalty. He demanded loyalty from me and every-
one in the Air Force or he would get rid of them." 46 . 
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All this time, Kenney was trying to gauge MacArthur's underlying mood 
and translate the bitter words into feelings - to fathom their true meaning. 
It occurred to him that the General "was not quite as angry as he seemed. 
There was something else in the picture. Could it be that he was analyzing 
me to see how I would react when he put the pressure on me? . . . Pro ba
bly the fireworks were his way of finding out." When the General paused for 
breath, Kenney stood up. He said' that he knew how to run an air force, and 
while undoubtedly many things were wrong with this one, he intended "to 
correct them and do a real job" - to "produce results." As to the question of 
loyalty, he said, "I had been in hot water in the ~rmy on many occasions 
[but] there had never been any question of loyalty td the one I was working 
fdr. I would be loyal to him and I would demand of everyone under me that 
they be loyal, too. If at any time this could not be maintained, I would come 
and tell him so and . at that time I would be packed up and ready for the 
orders. sending me back home." 47 

MacArthJ.Ir stood absolutely still, listening impassively. His eyes, Kenney 
remembers, were "calculating, analyzing, appraising." Then he walked over 
and put his arm around the airman's shoulders. "George," he said, "I think 
we're going to get along together all right." He told Kenney of the coming 
~arine Corps landings in the Solomons, and agreed with Kenney that Hap 
Arnold's instructio.n, to "maintain a strategic [air] defensive for the time 
being," was unrealistic. If the enemy continued to outnumber the defenders' 
aircraft five to one, and could send as many as twenty-five to forty bombers 
southward from Rabaul, escorted by fighters, Moresby would be irrevocably 

st. fcenney's most urgent task was to gain control of the air over New 
Guinea. Achieving this would depend upon skillful use of the Allied planes 
now being frantically uncrated and assembled in Brisbane. MacArthur prom
iSed to provide him with every available hand, and his new air commander 

turned .to the fifth floor beaming. 48 

There Brett dampened his enthusiasm. MacArthur" he said bleakly, was 
ercurial; his glowing promises could be sabotaged by Sutherland. Brett 

predicted that Ke~mey would have trouble with the chief of staff - "the 
General's· Rasputin" - and sure enough, a few days later the new air chief 

. discovered that Brett's nemesis was usurping his successor's prerogatives by 
heduling bombing missions and assigning targets. Furious, Kenney strode 

, ~ to Sutherland's office, perched on his desk, picked up a pencil, and drew a 
~ y black dot in the center of a blank piece of paper. "That," he said grittily, 

inting at the dot, "is what you know about air power. The rest of the sheet 
what I know about it." When Sutherland blustered, Kenney said coldly, 

Let's go into the next roo~, see General MacArthur, and get this thing . 
.raight. I want to find out who is supposed to run this air force." 49 

At that the chief of staff backed down. Like most members of MacArthur's 
Sb.ff, Kenney came to dislike and mistrust Sutherland. He later remembered 

·m as "an arrogant, opinionated, and very ambitious guy ... I don't think 



MacArthur and his chief of staff, Richard K. Sutherland, in Brisbane, July i942 
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Sutherland was even loyal to MacArthur. He pretended that he was and I 
think MacArthur thought he was, but I wouldn't trust him." In facing him 
down, Kenney had preserved his own understanding with the General, with 
excellent results for the Allied cause . In Clark Lee's opinion, "MacArthur's 
restoration to full health and activity might well be dated from the day that 
Kenney walked into his headquarters in Brisbane, sat quietly through a long 
tongue-lashing on the sl\bject of airplanes and pilots, gave him an unusual 
promise of 'personal loyalty' which MacArthur had demanded from all 'out
siders' in those days, and set about helping his new commander win the war. 
The importance of Kenney to MacArthur in the following three years cannot 
be overestimated." 50 

By the following month the airman was putting seventeen B-17s over 
Rabaul in a single attack, crippling the base from which the enemy was 
launching his two great drives on Guadalcanal and Papua. Kenney's most 
significant contribution that year, however, was his ingenious use of C-47 
transports. In planning his Papuan offensive, MacArthur was frustrated by 
the six-hundred-mile-wide moat of the Coral Sea, lying between Port 
.\foresby and his supply depots in Australia. He now had three infantry divi
sions ready for combat, but with Japanese fleets roaming the sea, sending 
them northward in ships would entail unacceptable risks. Kenney, an air
power evangelist, suggested flying them up. He said he could land twenty-
ix thousand foot soldiers on Moresby's five new airfields, keep them sup

plied, and provide them with all the equipment they needed to drive the 
enemy back to Buna. "But not trucks," a staff officer said. "Yes, trucks, too," 
lcenney shot back. "We can cut the chassis frames in half with acetylene 
torches, stuff the halves in C-47s, and weld the frames together when we get 
them up there." In a burst of exuberance he added, "Give me five days and 
Ill ship the whole damned U.S. Army to New Guinea by air." 51 

By pushing MacArthur's bomber line fifteen hundred miles north of Bris
bane, Kenney transformed Moresby from a garrison under siege to the chief 
.· llied base in the Southwest Pacific. Ma:QArthur, grateful and delighted, said 
o him, "George, you were born three hundred years too late. You're just a 
atural-born pirate." He rechristened Kenney "Buccaneer," and throwing an 

affectionate arm around the airman's shoulders he told his staff, "This little 
e llow has given me a new and pretty powerful brandy. I like the stuff. It 

es me good. And I'm going to keep right on taking it!" When word came 
hrough that one of Kenney' s youthful officers was being promoted to briga
ier, a graying member of the Bataan Gang muttered: "That kid. Well, I 
pe he's twenty-one ." MacArthur said icily, "We promote them out here 

· r efficiency, not age." One day a war correspondent asked the General, 
\\-hat is the air force doing today?" MacArthur replied mischievously, "I 

n't know. Go ask General Kenney." The newspaperman said, "General, 
you mean to say you don't know where the bombs are falling?" 

lacArthur grinned and said, "Of course I know where they are falling. They 



are falling in the right place. Go ask General Kenney where it is." Another 
time, when several fighter pilots were picked up in Sydney for disorderly 
conduct, MacArthur said tolerantly, "Leave Kenney' s kids alone. I don't 
want to see them grow up either." When Kenney and Sutherland were argu
ing over the need for a U.S. Department of the Air Force, the General 
broke in to say that he thought the airman was right. Kenney reminded him 
that he must have changed his mind since i932, when Congress was weigh
ing such a step. In a rare admission of error, MacA1thur replied, "Yes, I 
have. At that time I opposed it with every resource at my command. It was 
the greatest mistake of my career." 52 

One of the first American soldiers to learn that MacArthur was about to 
send them to New Guinea was E. J. Kahn, Jr. The General addressed the 
troops, disdaining a Signal Corps microphone and speaking to them directly. 
As Kahn recalls, "His speech was extemporaneous, but it was full of the rich, 
labyrinthine sentences that distinguish his prose. His main point, though, 
was crisply and pointedly made. He said we'd soon be in action. 'And I want 
each of you to kill me a Jap,' he added. Up to that moment few of us had 
guessed that we'd shortly be in a position to comply with such a request. 
Less than a month later our first detachments were on the way to New 
Guinea." 53 

It was now mid-September. To the east, the marines were struggling to 
hold their defensive perimeter around Guadalcanal's Henderson Field. \ 
MacArthur expected just as cruel a fight to retain Moresby; Horii's men 
were so close to the port that at night they could see its searchlights criss
crossing the sky above it. But on Thursday, September i 7, the day that the 
Australians ferociously hurled back the enemy's final lunge southwest of 
Ioribaiwa, Horii issued his last rice rations to his feverish, emaciated troops. 
Three days later he told them he had decided to withdraw back across the 
mountains. ("No pen or words can depict adequately the magnitude of the 
hardships suffered,'' he said. "From the bottom of our hearts we appreciate 
these sacrifices and deeply sympathize with the great numbers killed and 
wounded.") Four days after that he disengaged north of the Imita Ridge and . 
began leapfrogging his battalions backward. 54 

The terrain was just as merciless going the other way, with the additional 
handicap that the worst of what Australians call "the wet" - the rainy sea
son - was upon them. On October i MacArthur ordered his field com
manders to push the disease-ridden enemy back across the Kumusi, but it 
wasn't really necessary; the Japanese retreat had become a rout. So eager 
were they to fall back on Buna and Gona, where they knew godowns burst
ing with rice awaited them, that they trampled one another underfoot. Be
fore the campaign ended they had lost over ten thousand men, includina 
Horii, who drowned in the swollen river. ("An ignominious death," 
MacArthur said with satisfaction.) On other terrain the diggers of the ]th 
Division and the Gls of the 41st and 32nd divisions might have fallen on 

MacArthur with Australian troops in New Guinea 
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their rear, but Allied motivation was less withy than that of the starving Nip
ponese, and the precipices of the Owen Stanleys made swooping, imagina
tive stratagems impossible. 55 

The natives thought both sides mad. To them New Guinea was the land of 
dehori, one of the most frequently heard words in their Moto language, 
which roughly corresponds with the Spanish rnaiiana, the Malayan ti d' apa, 
and the Chinese rnaskee. It means "wait awhile," preferably a long while, , 
especially during the wet. They vanished into the bush when offered trinkets 
in exchange for the use of their strong backs. Therefore Allied infantrymen 
on the Kokoda Trail, like the Japanese before them, became beasts of bur
den. In such circumstances, George H. Johnston wrote, "your mental pro
cesses allow you to be conscious of only one thing - 'The Track,' or, more 
usually, 'The Bloody Track.' Up one almost perpendicular mountain face 
more than 2,000 steps have been cut out of the mud and built up with felled 
saplings inside which the packed earth has long since become black glue. 
Each step is two feet high. You slip on one in three. The.re are no resting 
places. Climbing it is the supreme agony of mind and spirit. The troops, with · 
fine irony, have christened it 'The Golden Staircase!' " 56 

Such troops needed a target for their frustration, B:nd MacArthur, with his 
grandiloquent communiques, his posturing, and his gold-encrusted cap, was 

· the obvious candidate. Like the troops on Bataan the previous winter, they 
tcirculated apocryphal stories about . his ·life o.f luxury behin. d _the lines. To 
V'some extent this was his own fault. He allowed the sycophantic LeGrande 

Diller to give reporters a photograph of the General and Eichelberger in a 
jeep with the caption: "Generals MacArthur and1 Eichelberger at the front in 
New Guinea,'' when the picture had actually been taken at a training camp 
in Rockhampton, Australia. (In a comer of the print the nose df a Packard 
was visible. As Eichelberger dryly pointed out in a letter to his wife Emma, 
'.'Miss Em," there were no Packards on the Kokoda Trail.) MacArthur also 
permitted Diller . to release stories · reporting that he was personally leading 
the drive on Papua, when in fact he didn't visit Moresby until mid-autumri, 
long after the enemy withdrawal had begun. 5~ \ • 

This was sad and unnecessary. It encouraged unjustified slanders; his hat 
carried no more braid than that of a naval flag officer, for example. The suspi
cion that he was still vying with his father's dash up Missionary Ridge is irre
sistible, and would explain why he permitted fawners around him to award 
him such minor honors as the Combat Bronze Star with Arrowhead and the 
Air Medal. "Probably no other commander-in-chief," one military historian 
writes acidly, "would have allowed his staff to recommend him for decora
tions in this way or would have shown such boyish delight when he received 
them." Probably not, but few great captains have been hungrier for glory. 58 

Army fliers were as quick as infantrymen to circulate malicious stories 
about the General. Among other things they believed that MacArthur was 
afraid of flying. Kenney heard this rumor and decided _ to test it. As he tells 
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the story, "One evening in September in his apartment in Brisbane I ca
sually remarked that<I was going up to New Guinea again soon to inspect the 
air units and would like to have him come along also to look over my show. 
He replied instantly, 'All right. Let's leave tomorrow. I'll be your guest.' " 
They were a hundred miles out, over the Coral Sea, when one of the engines 
quit and they turned back for repairs. The General was sleeping. Kenney 
touched him on the knee. His eyes snapped open. He said, "I must have 
dozed off Did you want something?" Kenney replied, "I just wanted to tell 
you that this is a good airplane. In fact, it flies almost as well on three 
engines as it does 0n four." MacArthur said. "I like to listen to you enthusi
astic aviators, even when you exaggerate a little." Kenney said, "All right. 
We've been flying on three engines for the last twenty minutes and you 
didn't know it. In fact, you didn't even wake up. If you look out that window 
you can see the propeller of the number-two engine standing still." The 
General looked out, grinned, and said, "Nice comfortable feeling, isn't it?" 
Kenney recalls, "He took it a lot more coolly than I did the first time I had a 
bomber engine quit." The next morning they again boarded the B-17 for the 
overseas flight. It took six hours. MacArthur slept through three of them. 59 

On November 6 the General moved his advance base to Moresby, and 
thereafter he moved so rapidly between Brisbane and New Guinea that often 
two luncheon tables were set for him, fifteen hundred miles apart. War cor
respondents' stories about him were still datelined "Somewhere in Austra
lia," however, and to tens of millions of Americans that phrase was invested 
with a glamour unequaled by news from any other theater of war until 
Eisenhower landed in North Africa on November 8. MacArthur's admirers 
would have been unsurprised by Kenney' s story; some of them would have 
wondered why the General hadn't sprouted wings and flown on alone. Dur
ihg his first days down under, Australian journalists had been cautioned not 
to publish his name because word of his presence might reveal his where
abouts to the enemy. If they must refer to MacArthur, they were advised, 
they should write He, or Him, as though he were divine. This seemed per
fectly natural to Him, of course. What seems odd now is that Americans 
of every political persuasion, and citizens throughout the British Com
monwealth, accepted all praise of MacArthur as the revealed word. Even 
more interesting, his .canonization was a direct consequence of the stand on 
Bataan and Corregidor ·- the only battle he ever lost, and, as. of then, the 
worst defeat in the history of U.S. arms. 60 

Part of the explanation lies in the fact that America's military altar was bare 
of other icons that year; another is that he possessed an extraord,inary sense 
of theater. In his self-aggrandizement he resembled John L. Lewis - the 
comparison would have outraged both men - who said: "He who tooteth 
not his own horn, the -same shall not be tooted." MacArthur had been on-
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st~ge for a long time, and had Jarely been greeted by more than a ripple of 
applause, but then the house had been almost empty. Now it was crowded 
and enthusiastic, and the audience, as John Hersey observed, "took their 
hero and lifted him up and made a beautiful bronze legend of him." 61 

As early as January 13, Joseph Medill Patterson's New York Daily News 
had clamored for his "rescue" and a powerful post in Washington for him. 
Patterson was soon joined by his sister Cissie in the Washington Times
Herald, by his cousin, Colonel Robert R. McCormick, in the Chicago Tri
bune, and by William Randolph Hearst and Frank Gannett in their newspa
per chains. Among MacArthur's most vocal supporters were Gerald L. K. 
Smith, William Dudley Pelley, and Father Charles E. Coughlin, who ac
cused the administration of planning to throw him "to the dogs." George Van 
Horn Moseley, an old friend of both MacArthur and Eisenhower (late in life 
Ike described him as a "brilliant" and "dynamic" officer who was "always 
delving into new ideas"), wrote the General on November 10, 1942, that 
"subversives" were terrified by MacArthur's popularity. Moseley prophesied i 

that the American people, outraged by the "mongrelization" of the country 
by "low-bred" immigrants, blacks, New Dealers, and Jews, would overthrow 
the government and recall the General as dictator. He predicted: "You 
would be damned for the moment, but in the end you would make for your
self a place in history unequaled except by our first President himself." 62 

It can hardly have escaped Franklin Roosevelt's attention that MacArthur's 
fame was being exploited by his enemies; Patterson acknowledged that "the _ 
Republicans are talking about running him for P~esident some day," and on 
Capitol Hill reporters noticed that the powerful Senator Arthur H. Vanden
berg kept whistling the same tune: "There's Something About a SolcTier." 
Stimson irritably scrawled in his diary: "MacArthur, who is not an uns~,Yfish 

being and is a good deal of a prima donna, has himself lent a little to the 
story [of his candidacy] by ... playing into the hands of people who would 
really like to make him a candidate." His magniloquent communiques and 
his lordly manner at press conferences, Stimson thought, "have served to 
keep the story going. "63 

Yet it is possible to read too much in this. It is worth noting that Moseley's 
bizarre suggestion was one of the few that the General completely ignored. 
He never rebuked antiadministration ·newspapers which charged that the Pa
cific had been split into two theaters of war in order to block his presidential 
aspirations, but his belief in the need for a unified command had nothing to 
do with politics. To be sure, the American Mercury went too far in reporting 
that "the General has never committed himself on any non-military subject 
more controversial than the weather." He held strong convictions on public 
issues, and as 1944 approached he developed a keen personal interest in the 
presidency. His views were often far to the left of his conservative backers', 
however, and his yearning for the White House never exceeded Eisenhow
er's. Probably Time's assessment of him in the summer of 1942 was fairest. 
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He was, said Time, "a hero who is brilliant, courageous, a great leader of sol
diers, but also a little overambitious, a little garish, a little rhetorical." 64 

The current householder ' t 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue followed news of 
the MacArthur boomlet with immense professional interest. He told aides 
that he expected it to grow, and it did. FDR's mail had been heavy after the 
General's escape to Melbourne - as the General's censor, Diller wouldn't 
allow journalists to call the breakout an escape or the battle a defeat, but of 
course that is what they had been - and most of the writers had been 
pleased, with critics largely confined to the families of men left behind. In 
Chicago a Republican

1
lawyer named Joseph P. Savage was already organiz

ing a grass-roots draft for MacArthur. Although the General was not yet con
sidered a threat to FDR, a Roper poll of other public figures conducted for 
Portune reported that his popularity (57·3 percent) was nearly as great as the 
combined figures for Wendell L. Willkie (35.8 percent) and Thomas E. 

' Dewey (24.7 percent). In Brisbane "sources close to" MacArthur informed 
reporters that he had "no political ambitions" and "would much rather be 
remembered in history as the 'liberator of the Philippines' than as President 
of the United States, " which was exactly what such sources would have been 
expected to say. Shortly after the war, Eisenhower, visiting him in Tokyo, 
earnestly told him that he had no interest whatever in running for office. 
MacArthur nodded. He said, "That's the way to play it, Ike."65 

On Saint Patrick's Day, 1942, when Americans were electrified by the 
news that the General had successfully run the Japanese blockade, Roosevelt 
let it be known through an aide that he had "sincere admiration" for Mac
Arthur, and that while he "may have smiled now and then at some of the 
Gen~ral's purple communiques" there was always "appreciation of him as a 
military genius who had worked -miracles in the face of heartbreaking odds. " 
That, too, was the way to play it. To have tilted with MacArthur that year 
would have been political hara-kiri. Wendell Willkie, the titular head of the 
Republican party, whose own presidential aspirations could have been 
thwarted by the General's supporters, said: " Bring Douglas MacArthur 
home. Place him at the very top. Keep bureaucratic and political hands off 
him. Give him the responsibility and the power of coordinating all the armed 
forces of the nation to their most effective use. Put him in supreme com
mand of our armed forces under the President." Hugh S. Johnson, who had 
predicted that the General would never leave his men on Luzon, seconded 
the motion. Senator Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., introd11ced a congressional 
resolution naming June 13, 1942 - the anniversary of the General's induc
tion at W~st Point as a plebe - "Douglas MacArthur Day." The Library of 
Congress issued a bibliography listing 253 references to the General, an 
honor never before accorded to a living man, not even a President. When 
Roosevelt designated Admiral William D. Leahy as his principal military ad
viser, Time wrote: "Willkie' s choice (and probably the people's) was Douglas 
MacArthur." 66 
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The New York Times, not easily given to enthusiasm in those days, found 
that there was "glamour even to his name - Douglas MacArthur, com
pound of the Hollywood ideal of a soldier with pure Richard Harding Davis ." 
The Nation told its readers that "psychologically" the country was delighted 
by a leader with the "fighting qualities" of the General. Walter Lippmann 
described him as "a great commander" with "vast and profound conceptions" 
who "knows how to find the right men" to lead his soldiers. Philadelphia's 
liberal Pen and Pencil Club, and New York's even more liberal Newspaper 
Guild chapter, expressed th~ nation's gratitude for .his deliverance from Cor
regidor. 67 

In Allied countries it was the same. Pravda and Izvestia had headlined the 
General's flattering references to the bravery of Russian soldiers. A Mel
bourne newspaper devoted its front page to a photograph of MacArthur over 
the caption THE MAN OF THE MOMENT. MacArthur Day was a national holi
day in Australia, and in Brisbane people dialed his office number, B-3211, 1 

just to hear the switchboard operator say, "Hello, this is Bataan." The New 
York Sun's London correspondent reported that "not since Valentino" had 
Londoners responded to any· man as they had to MacArthur's "looks and per
sonality." British newspapers compared him to Nelson and Drake, and En
glishmen stood in line for blocks to see newsreels of his arrival at Mel
bourne's Spencer Street Station. 68 

In one week Manhattan clergymen christened newborn babies Douglas 
MacArthur Campagna, Douglas MacArthur Frusci, Douglas MacArthur Sala:. 
vec, Douglas MacArthur Lipka, Douglas MacArthu~ Millar, and Douglas 
MacArthur MacVeigh. In remembrance of Bataan, an Indiana farmer na~ed 
his two-month-overdue colt "General Mac" because "he held out so Ion~." 
Restaurant chefs named dishes for the General, and suddenly everyb0dy 
seemed to be eating MacArthur Sandwiches for lunch. Hollywood starlets 
modeled the MacArthur Skirt, a Scottish tartan. The prettiest girl at Kansas 
City's annual Beaux Arts Ball was crowned Miss MacArthur. The General's 
birthplace in Little Rock was consecrated as a patriotic shrine. At the Soo 
Canals in Michigan, a new lock was named for him; so was a bridge in De
troit; so was a dam in Tennessee; so was a baseball park in Syracuse, New 
York; so was a boulevard in Washington, D.C.; so were streets in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, and Jackson, Mississippi. After a state horticultural society had 
produced a MacArthur Daffodil, a MacArthur Camellia swiftly appeared at 
the Pasadena Flower Show and a Mrs. MacArthur Sweet Pea at a New York 
convention of florists. A council of dancing masters introduced a new step, 
the MacArthur Glide. Georgians collected four thousand tons of scrap iron 
on MacArthur Day, and Alabama dedicated its first statewide blackout to the 
"Hero of Bataan. '.' The village of MacArthur, North Carolina, which had 
been trying to get a post office for years, was not only granted one_; the first 
letter canceled there bore a message to the General from Stimson and Knox. 
Asked to name the most important U.S. possession in the Far East, an 
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Atlanta junior high school pupil told her teacher, "General MacArthur," and 
the next morning the story was on front pages all over the country. 69 

It seemed that every newspaper had to have a new MacArthur story every 
day, preferably with a local angle. A Washington reporter tracked down 
Louise Cromwell, who had two complaints: she thought the Secret Service 
should safeguard her from vehgeful Japanese agents, and she had received a 
threatening letter from a woman who wrote that Louise's former husband 
"was going to run for the Presidency, and no man , could have two living 
wives and be President, so on~ wife would have to be bumped . off, which 
meant me." The Blackfoot Indians of Montana adopted him as a member of 
their tribe, with the

1
name Mo-Kahki-Peta, meaning ·"Chief Wise Eagle," and 

the Union League of Chicago and Manhattan's Society of Tammany elected 
him to membership in their organizations, events which were recorded in 

, Butte's Montana Standard, the Chicago Tribune , and the New York Times. 
Five Australians interviewed by a Sydney newspaperman used the same 
phrase; the General, they-said, "will fix things." V. R. Hood, a San Antonio 
dry cleane~, said,· "All the people I know think God comes first and then 
MacArthur." Carl Johnson, a Minneapolis railway clerk, said, "MacArthur 
should be made head oLthe-whole shebang - Army, Navy, Air Force. " 
Emma-Weickert, a Miami telephone operator, said, "I even stopped taking 
milk from Graham's Dairy and am taking it now from a dairy named 'Mac
Arthur's.' " An unidentified Topeka insurance man said, "MacArthur is the 
greatest general since Sergeant York." 70 

·For a time there was a thriving MacArthur industry, enriching manufac
turer's of MacArthur buttons, pennants, and photographs. Castle Films pro
duced a home movie, America's First Soldier; Frank Waldtrop of the Wash
ington Times-Herald edited MacArthur on War, a collection of the General's 
speeches; and Hearst's Bob Considine wrote an adoring biography, Mac
Arthur the Magnificent. But by the fall of i942 everyone knew that whether 
he was ~illing or not, MacArthur might one day return, not to the Philip
pines, but to the White House. Forrest C. Pogue, George Marshall's most 
scholarly biographer, writes that "Washington's irritation with MacArthur's 
political ;:i.ctivities, real or imagined, did not lessen the War Department's 
admiration for his generalship." That was not true, however, of the Navy 
Department. The admirals knew that although the General had told war cor-
respondents that they were free to write anything they pleased about him, 

. Diller censored all criticism from 'their stories. They were not permitted to 
find fault with anything - strategy, tactics, morale, food, supplies, or, above 
all, the theater's commander in chief. 71 

The navy believed that MacArthur was trying. to manage news from his 
theater, and he was. Diller saw to it that correspondents who took his ad

.. vice, who advertised the commander in chief with extravagant puffs, were 
favored with exclusive interviews and tips on what to watch for in future 
operations. As a consequence, dispatches from "Somewhere in Australia" re-
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peatedly quoted "authoritative military and civilian circles" as saying that the 
war against Japan would be won much more quickly if men and equipment 
were diverted from Nimitz and sent to Australia. Most naval officers as
sumed that the General, like the Minneapolis railway clerk, thought he 
should be made "head of the whole shebang." MacArthur, normally voluble 
on all subjects, had little to say about his political aspirations, even to those 
around him. To this day, some of them are convinced that he had none. 
They err. Long before , the next presidential primary he was corresponding 
with Vandenberg, who kept a copy of MacArthur the Magnificent displayed 
prominently on his Senate desk. 72 

'tfr:f 

If MacArthur's first wife wanted conspicuous protective escorts, she would 
ave envied him now. On trips to Port Moresby he was accompanied by a 
eet of planes - he rode in the lead bomber, with Vs of P-38s arrowing 

overhead - and in Australia he was always accompanied by a pair of body
guards with tommy guns swinging from their shoulders. In a nation whose 
policemen didn't even carry nightsticks, this inevitably attracted attention, 
but so did nearly everything else he did. At his direction a striped canvas 
awning was erected over the entrance to the housekeeping end of Lennon's 
Hotel, to identify it for sightseers. His black limousine carried his four stars 
on the front bumper, and, on the rear bumper, the license plate USA-i. 
(Jean's limousipe was USA-2.) He wore all his decorations, from the Medafof 
Honor to his Expert Rifleman's badge, until the Brisbane Courier-Mail car
ried a photograph of Eisenhower wearing none;. realizing that that was .n<lOre 
effective, the General packed his ribbons away. In Moresby soldiers wQuld 

·-/ 
glimpse him strolling on the porch of his headquarters in a pink silk dre'§sing 
gown with a black dragon on the back, holding a batch of battle reports in 
one hand and a head oflettuce, at which he would occasionally gnaw, in the 
other. As far as they could see, he never noticed them, but naturally he did; 
a show without spectators is pointless. 73 

However, it was a show. If a role didn't contribute to advancement toward 
his objectives, he wouldn't play it. He refused to be lionized by the hostesses 
of Melbourne, Canberra, and Brisbane. Although the MacArthurs would oc
casionally _entertain an important guest at Lennon's, invitations to dine else
where were declined. He and his wife attended one reception during their 
first six months in Australia. They stood near the door for twenty minutes, 
shaking hands, and then departed. Gifts sent to him were distributed among 
enlisted men. According to his physician, he took just one drink during the
entire war, and he didn't finish that. 74 

But if he thought · swashbuckling would strengthen his effectiveness as 
commander, no ruffle or flourish was too ostentatious. Of Bataan he said on 
one occasion: "Our flag lies crumpled, its proud pinions spat upon in the gut
ter; the wrecks of our faithful Filipino wards, i6,ooo,ooo souls, gasp in the 
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slavery of a conquering soldiery devoid of those ideals of chivalry which have 
dignified many armies. I was the leader of that Lost Cause and from the bot
tom of a seared and stricken heart, I pray that a merciful God may not delay 
too long their redemption, that the day of salvation may not be so far re
moved that they perish, that it be not again too late. " A few weeks later he 
said of Corregidor: "IntrWsically it is but a barren, war-worn rock, hallowed, 
as so many places [are] , by death and disaster. Yet it symbolizes within itself 
that priceless, deathless thing, the honor of a nation. Until we lift our flag 
from its dust, we stand unredeemed before mankind. Until we claim again 
the ghastly remnants of its last gaunt garrison, we can but stand humble 
supplicants before Almighty God. There lies our Holy Grail. " These words, 
like his gestures, his bodyguards, his dressing gown, and his swank, aug
mented his charisma and were thus means to a victorious end. He avoided 
cocktail parties which Jean would have enjoyed because they were irrelevant 
to th~ defeat of Japan. Also, of course, he refused to waste his presence on a 
handful of people. 75 ~ 

His~ d~ly routine had scarcely changed since his days as superintendent of 
West Pomt. At T30 .A. M. the three MacArthurs breakfasted. He spent the 1t j 
next two hours readmg newspapers and overnight reports. At 10:00 A. M. , V 
when he was sure that his staff would be ready for him, USA-1 took him to 
his office. Invariably he responded to their salutes with a flick of his hand 
and a rumbled, "Good morning, gentlemen." Like Joffre in World War I, he 
refused to have a telephone in his office; the only time he used one was 
when Sutherland, Kenney, or Vice Admiral Daniel E. Barbey, the com
mander of the landing craft in his theater, called him with urgent messages 
during the night at Lenr on' s. He had no secretary; he summoned stenogra
phers from the headquarters pool for dictation. Most correspondence was an
swered in longhand. If he wanted to speak to an officer, he strolled into the 
man'. s office , perched on his desk, and began: "Make a note." At 2:00 P. M. he 
rode home for lunch and a nap. Returning at 4:00 P. M. , he would remain 

. until 8:00 or 9:00 P.M., receiving visitors and issuing orders . Jean never 
knew when to' expect him for supper, though after a while her anxiety was 
eased by Huff, who would phone ahead to say that he was on his way. 76 

"The General," Kenney recalls, was "not an easy man to look after. " He 
quickly became bored with the hotel diet; Lennon's kitchen, which had ca
tered to sheep ranchers who 'Yere in town for a few days, lacked variety. "No 
more cauliflower!" the General ordered one evening, and, a few days later, 
"No more brussels sprouts!" This went on until the hotel menu had been 
depleted. Jean then began shopping at local groceries each morning, and she 
and Ah Cheu prepared his meals together. Most of the rest of the three
hundred-man staff was crammed into tiny quarters in the hotel, but the 
MacArthurs had three adjoining suites on the fourth floor. The dining room 
was in Jean's suite. Unless he was in New Guinea, she waited up every eve
ning, no matter how late he was, to eat with him, and even after he had 
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come in she would have to wait a little longer if their son had gone to bed 
while he looked down silently on the sleeping child. 77 

One night after supper he wrote a prayer for Arthur: 

Build me a son, 0 Lord, who will be strong enough to know when he is 
weak, and brave enough to face himself when he is afraid; one who will be proud 
and unbending in honest defeat, and humble and gentle in victory. 

Build me a son whose wishes will not take the place of deeds ; a son who will 
know Thee - and that to know himself is the foundation stone of knowledge. 

Lead him, I pray, not in the path of ease and comfort, but under the stress 
and spur of difficulties and challenge. Here let him learn to stand up in the 
storm; here let him learn compassion for those who fail. 

Build me a son whose heart will be clear, whose goal will be high; a son who 
will master himself before he seeks to master other men; one who will reach into 
the future , yet never forget the past. 

And after all these things are his, add, I pray, enough of a sense of humor, so 
that he may always be serious, yet never take himself too seriously. Give him . 
humility, so that he may always remember the simplicity of true greatness, the 
open mind of true wisdom, and the weakness of true strength. 

Then I, his father, will dare to whisper, "I have not lived in vain." 78 

MacArthur continued to work seven days a week, but sometimes he would 
skip his afternoon nap to take Arthur to the Brisbane zoo, or push him in a 
swing at a nearby public park. Little tliat h appened to th e boy escaped his 
alert eye; one evening he observed that his son's hair had been cut and 
predicted that he would catch cold. (Arthur caught cold the next day.) He 
was indignant - and the Australian government ~as embarrassed - when, · 
at the climax of a row between two little boy~, Girard Forde, the smaf son of 
Curtin's deputy prime minister and minister for the army, sluggeJ : Mac
Arthur's son and knocked him out cold. Since photographs . of his parents 
stood on a little table beside the child's bed, it may be said that the General 
was rarely out of Arthur's sight, but the boy was out of his father's sight for 
long periods when MacArthur was in Papua, and it is difficult to say which of . 
them missed the other most. When the General realized that he should 
spend all of December in New Guinea, he wired his son TERRIBLY SORRY 

BUT SANTA CLAUS HELD UP IN NEW GUINEA FOR A FEW DAYS - it seems to 
have occurred to no one that Christmas could be observed in MacArthur's 
absence - and Courtney Whitney described the solicitous father keeping a 
roomful of generals and admirals waiting for a P.alf hour while he wrote the 
child a long letter, commiserating with him over the loss of a baby tooth 
whfoh Arthur had sent him from Brisbane. At the same time, Arthur clearly 
yearned for his father, if only because he knew he would be denied virtually 
nothing when MacArthur was at Lennon's. 79 

Jean worried about that. From time to time she convinced her husband 
that he, of all people, should recognize the need for discipline, but he rarely · 
remained convinced long. The boomity-boom problem grew and gr~w. In 

MacArthur smiling down at his wife and son 
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the Menzies Hotel MacArthur had been too busy to give the· boy anything 
b ut token keepsakes - pencils, scissors, paper clips - but now he seemed 
to be trying to make up for those three lost months on Corregidor, ordering 
aides to buy every toy in Brisbane. "Look at the boomity-boom my papa 
gave me!" the delighted child wo"i'ild shout to his playmate, Neil, the son of 
Lennon's manager. This was rather hard on Neil, even when Arthur shared 
his gifts - allowing his friend to run around withza miniature American· flag, 
for example, the emblem of a country neither of them had ever seen. Jean 
persuaded the General to limit himself to one presen't a day, except on his 
son's birthday, when he could give him one every fifteen minutes until he 
reached his age. 80 

Even so, the supply of boomity-booms was periodically exhausted. Carlos 
Romulo helped when he returned from Washington' with a bag of mod~l 
aircraft. Then MacArthur's West Point coeval, Robert E. Wood, back in uni
form but still nominal head of Sears, Roe buck, stopped at Lennon~s for a fe~ 
days while on special assignment for the army. He said,: "I'm going to send 
Arthur a Sears, Roe buck catalogue, and he can pick out anything in it-that he 
wants. I'll see that he gets it." The General said: "Better be careful. He 
might want a tractor." Wood said: "If he does, he'll get a tractor." But when 
the catalogue arrived, the child asked for only a fifty-cent package ofice
cream-soda straws, unavailable in Australia because .of wartime shortages. By 
this time, however, MacArthur had triumphantly told his distressed wife that
he had solved' the Neil problem; in the future he would get two of every
thing, so Arthur could give one of them to his chutn. Encountering an g!d 
navy friend who managed a San Diego wholesale company which retailed 
toys and sports goods, Sid Huff described the now desperate situation. In 
Huff's words, his friend told him to "forget it. He would take care of every
thing. He did. Not long afterward I received two big boxes that were filled 
with everything from toy airplanes to balloons and boxing gloves. And there 
were ten of each!" 81 

Jean, aghast, told Huff: "We mustn't let the General know about this. 
He'll give them all to Arthur tomorrow morning." They searched the flat for 
.a place to conceal them, and settled on a closet just outside the room Mac
Arthur used as a home office, on the theory that the closer it was to him, the 
likelier the possibility that he would overlook it. Eventually he did open the 
door and peer in, but then he agreed that his wife was entitled to a "secret 
closet" which was out-of-bounds to him and his son. The principle having 
been adopted, she later insisted that it be observed in all their subsequent 
homes. This time the General kept his word, though the boomity-boom 
birthday custom continued long after Arthur had outgrown it. 82 

Among friends Jean tried to be philosophical about the impact of the war 
on their son. "If he were older he'd be frightened," she said, "and if he were 
younger it might affect him forever." She said nothing of.its impact on her~ 
self. Millions of women, separated from their husbands for the duration, 
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would have been happy to change places with her, and she knew it. But she 
faced trials which they were spared. Toward the end on Corregidor her fran
tic relatives hadn't known for nearly a month whether she was alive or dead, 
and they were still apprehensive. Then there was her unique situation at the 
hotel. One night when MacArthur was in Port Moresby two very drunk and 
very brave American sailors brought her a wilted n'~egay and told her they 
craved affection. Her greatest anxieties, however, were over her son. De
spite her pretense that danger and hardship had not touched Arthur, they 
clearly had, and she was determined to diminish his feelings of insecurity 
by letting him out of her ;ight as seldom as pos~~ble. She left him but once, 
to christen the Bataan, and she made that absence as short as possible. (Her 
husband said: "Jeannie, all you have to do is to break a bottle of champagne 
on the bow and say, 'I christen thee Bataan and may God bless you.' That's 
enough of a speech." The shipyard manager handed her a typescript and 
asked ~er to read it. She handed it right back and said: "I'm going to say just 
wha,t the General told me to say," and she did.) During their years in Len
non s Arthur was - out of Brisbane just one d~, when she took him to 
Coolangatta Beach, about sixty miles south of the city, while the General was 
in Port Moresby. She had planned to be at the shore overnight, but the boy 
caught cold again. Besides, she kept thinking that her husband might want to 
reach her. 83 

He told her everything about the war: strategy, codes, estimates of J apa
nese strength and intentions, his problems with subordinates, his conflicts 
with Washington. She was a good listener, but she needed a confidant, and 
she turned to Huff. She phoned him each morning, and · eventually he 
learned to tell, from the tone of her voice, whether the news from the front 
was good or bad. As their friendship grew, they took a daily two-mile walk to 

rthe banks of the Brisbane River and across the Gray Street Bridge.' There , 
far from other ears, she poured out everything to him. His chief memory of 
these talks would be, not the secrets she revealed, but her abiding respect 
for her husband. She always spoke of him as "the Gineral" and was com
pletely realistic about him, though not always about herself Once, leaning 
over 'the bridge rail, she said after a long silence: "Y'know, ah realize ah' ve 
lost mah accent entarly. "84 

She pined. for prewar Mal)ila, and periodically she would unpack and 
repack footlockers against the day of their return. Her yearning was infec
tious;· Arthur began telling both par~nts that he wanted to be back in the 
penthouse again, always adding that he hoped "we don't have to go by PT
boat." At his age, of course, he had very few memories of the Philippines. 
The only life he really knew was the one he was leading now, and he ap
peared to be thriving on it. Mornings were spent in kindergarten or, later, 

, with a gentle tutor, interrupted only for an orange juice from a silver cup 
which had survived the submarine Swordfish's last voyage from Corregidor; 

. engraved ARTHUR MACARTHUR FUNSTON I FROM ARTHUR MAC-
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ARTHUR I i902, it had been a long-ago present from his grandfather to 
Frederick Funston' s little boy. Afternoons were spent on a new tricycle , or 
building tunnels and forts in a sandpile under a jacaranda tree across the 
street, or playing hide-and-seek with Neil in the lqng halls and courtrooms of 
the nearby Supreme Court Building. Sometimes his mother would give him 
a penny for a weighing machine on the corner, and he would discover that 
he weighed three stone, six pounds - forty-eight pounds. When his father 
was in Brisbane he was usually allowed to wait up for him; otherwise he and 
Old Friend were tucked in early. 85 

If Jean hadn't l<JSt her accent, Arthur had picked one up, a curious blend 
of her drawl, Ah Cheu' s pidgin, and Australian twang. MacArthur began to 
notice it when they sang together. Perhaps as a consequence of his morning 
duets with his father, the four-year-old boy was developing a lively interest 
in music. At Sunday school, where he was an indifferent scholar in some 
respects - told that God made everything, he asked, "Why did he make 
Japs?" - he delighted his teacher with a soprano solo of "Jesus Loves Me. " 

' Returning with his mother from a concert where he had heard "Home on the 
Range," he sat down at the flat's piano and rippled right through it, even 
adding, said a friend of the family who was there, "a kind of boogie-woogie 
bass." Soon he was playing Gilbert and Sullivan pieces by ear. He was an 
impressionable child. After watching a ballet performance, he told Ah Cheu 
he wanted to become a ballerina. She made him a costume with danseuse's 
pumps. · He danced in it for weeks. There were many wartime weddings in 
Brisbane then, and his mother took him to several. After one , he told his 
overness that he wanted to become a bride. Out came his amah' s needle 
gain, and when MGi.cArthur returned to Lennon's that evening, his son 
eeted him gowned, veiled, and trailing satin. He tossed his father a 
uquet of daisies. The General caught it and laughed. 86 

i~ . 

. Port Moresb is ab ut s far north of B is bane as Havana is south of Phil 1 
e ia with c r in differences in climate. Life was more primitive({; 

. re , but it was also vastly more exotic. Though there was no privacy for 
ost of the officers, who lived in Quonset prefabs, the Supreme Com
ander' s isolation was almost total. During evenings at Lennon's, Kenney 
vays felt free to ride up,two floors and spend an hour or two chatting with 

· e MacArthurs. In Papua, being a general officer, he was quartered in the 
, 'me building as his chief; nevertheless, he never approached his door with

t a summons. In New Guinea it suited the General to cloak himself in 
ystery. 87 

Waited upon by barefoot natives in white , skirtlike ramis decorated with 
ue stars and red stripes, MacArthur lived like a nineteenth-century pukka 
ib in Government House, which he inevitably rechristened "Bataan. " The 

nner residence of Australia's colonial administrator, the building stood on a 



little knoll overlooking the coral reef and landlocked harbor of Moresby Bay. 
Correspondents trying to ingratiate themselves with Diller described the 
structure as a "hut," but actually it was a huge, white, rambling bungalow 
with fine tropical furniture, hardwood floors, wide screened verandas, a cor
rugated iron roof, and a separate latrine for the General. Native policemen in 
red-blanket sarongs diverted jeeps and trucks that dared to approach it. The 
garden, where MacArthur did much of his pacing, seemed to suit him. It 
was a tropical riot of flame trees, hibiscus, scarlet poinciana, palms, pink 
frangipani, and flushes of bougainvillea that had crept up among the eaves. 
Thus surrounded by heady scents, he munched lettuce, studied maps, and 
plotted offensives which would smash the Japanese on the beaches of 
Oceania. 88 

Diaries, memoirs, and recollections of those who worked around him pro-
. vide a graphic picture of what MacArthur was like at this time . Now sixty
two, his condition was that of a man of fifty-two. Broad-shouldered, flat
hipped, slim, and slightly stooped, he still carried himself with soldierly 
grace. His step was quick and sure, his profil~ chiseled, his wrinkles con
fined to puckers around his eyes and mouth. He radiated good health, vital
ity, and nervous energy. Ever the peacock, he was sensitive about his thin
ning black hair, and combed it carefully to camouflage the places where his 
scalp was visible. He manic\l~ed his nails regularly ancr'wore pleats in his 
regulation khaki trousers to conceal his slight paunch. He hated neckties, 
possibly because he liked to display his strong, youthful neck. Airborne, or 
in Brisbane, he wore a flier's leather jacket Kenney had given1 him, with a 
name tag on the breast and four white stars painted on each shoulder. In 
conferences he usually carried a bulldog pipe or a cigar as a stage . prop. E. J. 
Kahn, Jr., noted that soldiers of all ranks never tired of looking for his 
"flourishable cane," the "gold braid swarming on his floppy hat," and his "in
imitable, strolling magnificence." 89 

The cap, repeatedly immersed aboard PT-41, had shrunk. The. General , 
told Sid Huff to get a hat stretcher. In all Australia, Huff found, there was 
none for sale. Finally he persuaded a Melbourne haberdasher to lend him 
one while he had another made. Every night thereafter, as long as Mac
Arthur wore a uniform, his cap was stretched while he slept. That was partly 
a sign of his vanity, but it also reflected his style ofleadership. While Eisen
hower, a great leveler, appealed to egalitarian passions, MJ-cArthur exulted 
in the paraphernalia of authority and saw himself as a commander from an 
earlier, more dashing time. For him, every battle was invested with the air 
of a lurid morality play. After one he said with satisfaction, "The dead of Ba
taan will rest easier tonight," and after American fighter planes had am
bushed Yamamoto's Mitsubishi over Rabaul, and killed the admiral, Mac
Arthur fancied he could "almost hear the rising crescendo of sound from the 
thousands of -gfistening white skeletons at the bottom of Pearl Harbor." 
Once, when his physician referred to U.S. troops as "Gis," he turned on him 
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in cold fury and snapped, "Don't ever do that in my presence. They are the 
men who are going to get us to Japan." The doctor protested that that was 
what infantrymen called themselves, that it was meant affectionately. Mac
Arthur shook his head. He said, " 'GI' means 'General Issue.' Call them sol
diers, fighters, or men." Later he came to accept "GI," but he always ad
dressed his officers as "comrades in arms." It was a warmer, more lustrous, 
less dehumanizing term. Churchill once observed that "war, which was cruel 
and glorious, has become cruel and sordid." To the General it would always 
retain a nimbus of glory. His· critics thought that ridiculous. His admirers 
believed it made him a more effective leader. Both were right. 90 

Huff bought him another hat, a civilian homburg, to be worn should he 
decide to go to the movies in Brisbane. MacArthur never even tried it on. 
He saw few films during the war, and those while aboard warships. If he had 
appeared in mufti his image might have been tarnished, and he was unwill
ing to risk that. He preferred to pace the Moresby veranda at night, his head 
bowed, his light burning late, his shadow on the shade, his officers telling 
one another, "The old man's rug-cutting.again." During a staff conference he 
would swiftly switch moods, now whispering;Ilow shouting, now lapsing into 
devastating silences. News cameramen found that. he liked to be snapped 
with a framed quotation from Lincoln in the background, thus inviting inter
es ing comparisons.* Many of the articles cabled from N~w Guinea by maga
zine writers sound like ~rama notices. A Life staffer said of his soliloquies 
that he could "talk for hours and never grope for a word."' Such perfor
mances, Frank L. Kluckhol1n reported in the New York Times Magazine, 
heightened the impression that the General was "not one man but many. He 
is both a cold-blooded strategist and an impelling, controversial personality. 
In him great self-confidence is mingled with humility, unusual assurance 
with professional sensitivity to unjust criticism." A Collier's correspondent 
observed: "That Mac~rthur is a born actor seems beyond dispute. His 
famous fighting bonnet, with the scrambled eggs upon it; his grandiloquent 
c9mmuniques; his careful attention to dress - all these are characteristic of 
a man who considers himself a child of destiny, likes the spotlight, and 
thereby sets a lot of teeth on edge." 91 

One officer whose teeth were set on edge was Eichelberger, himself a 
lover of the limelight. He wrote his wife that "Sarah" was "dominating the 
stage and, at the same time, fighting off - as he sees it - a great mass of 
personal enemies, both foreign and domestic, who have no connection with 
our natural enemy, the Japanese." Eichelberger compared the jockeying for 
power among the General's subordinates to Shanghai poker games "where 
the cuspidor was put on the center of the table because no one dared look 

*"I do the very best I know how. . . . If the end brings me out all right what is said against 
me won't amount to anything. If the end brings me out wrong, ten angels swearing I was right 
would make no difference. " It would have been hard to find a passage more at odds with Mac
Arthur's own philosophy. 
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tioned it to MacArthur on their return, he was unimpressed. Eight months 
earlier the Joint Chiefs had instructed him to take Rabaul and Kavieng. He 
hadn't protested then, and he didn't now. Indeed, when the Chiefs sounded 
him out in June, informing him that' some Pentagon officers thought that 
Rabaul could be cut off and left to rot, he objected. He needed "an adequate 
forward naval base" there, he said, to protect his right flank; without it, his 
westward drive along the back of New Guinea's plucked buzzard "would in-

volve hazards rendering success doubtful." 
The issue was resolved in August, at the Quadrant conference in Que bee. 

Ironically, this boldest stratagem of the Pacific war was decided, not on its 
merits, but because the Anglo-American Combined Chiefs were searching 
for a compromise . The British wanted more U.S. troops and more landing 
craft in the European theater. They didn't see why the American offensive 
against Japan couldn't be mounted on a single front - Nimitz's, in the cen
tral Pacific - and U.S. admirals were . inclined to agr~e with them. Roose
velt and his political advisers demurred, however. They had to reckon with 
MacArthur's popularity at home. Already Time had warned that MacArthur 
"is in command of a secondary theater of operations ... it is plain that this 
state of affairs is precisely the opposite of what he expected when he was or
dered to leave Corregidor and the men on Bataan. It is also plain that it is 
the opposite of what the U .S. people have expected." In the end FDR sided 
with MacArthur's strongest supporter at the conference - George Marshall. 
MacArthur never acknowledged Marshalfs strong support at Quebec and 
elsewhere, and it is possible that he never knew of it. Nevertheless , it was 
crucial. As a result of it, point thirty-five of Quadrant

1 
s final directive ordered 

"the seizure or neutralization of eastern New Guinea as far west as Wew - , 

. . . Rabaul is to be neutralized rather than captured." 
127 

So much fur the argument that bypassing Rabaul was MacArthur's idea\ If 
that won't stand up, however, the fuct remains that he transfunned the 
bypass maneuver into the war's most momentous strategic concept./ Here the 
most impressive testimony comes from the Japanese. After the war Colonel 
Matsuichi . J uio, a senior intelligence officer who had been charged with 
deciphering the General's intentions, told an interrogator that MacArthur's 
swooping envelopment of Nipponese bastions was "the type of strategy we 
hated most.'\,fhe General, he said, repeatedly, "with minimum losses, at
tacked and seized a relatively weak area, constructed airfields and then 
proceeded to cut the supply lines to [our] troops in that area .... Our 
strongpoints were gradually starved out.(The Japanese Army preferred direct 
(frontal) assault, after the German fashion, but the Americans flowed into our 
weaker points and submerged us, just as water seeks the weakest entry to 
sink a ship.\We respected this type of strategy . . . because . it gained the 

most while losing the least." 
128 

/ 
MacArthur's soldiers were less appreciative. Raised in the Depression and 

distrustful of heroics, they were alienated by the tone - to say nothing of 
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the inaccuracies - of his comm uni ues . . . . 339 
among wounded soldiers retumin~ h . C~bc1sm of him was so widespread 
Vandenberg suspected a Whit H ome ro~ the Southwest Pacific that 
Wood: "I am disturbed about e t:.use c~nsp1racy . He wrote Robert E. 
am constantly hearing reports ~~et i~g which to me is quite inexplicable. I 
Pacific are not enthusiastic abo at ve efrr~nsdreturning from the South[west] 

h 
u our 1en On k t · 1 

. as gone so far as to suggest that th . . e s ep ica correspondent 
t ere is some sort of diab 1 · 1 
o see to it that only anti-M cArth · o ica arrangement 

As every man h ,fld . ur veterans are furloughed home. " 129 
w o serve m the South t p "fi k 

such plot. Though Gis would proudl ide ~fyes ac1 c nows, there was no 
army, they disparaged their com ~ . nh themselves as members of his 
self he had created Dist t f man er m chief:. or rather the image ofhim-

h 
. rus o great commanders b th . 

new; t e British rank and file loath d W ll" y e1r troops is nothing 
Revolution as Gore v1·d 1 h ~ e mgton, and during the American 

' a as pomted t " h · 
. Washington as much as h d" d . d OU ' ,, t e pnvate soldiers disliked 

ironical., however for had h~ b~stt ame them. In MacArthur's case it was 
~ ' is I er men uncle t d th 

General's strategy they wo Id h ak rs oo e consequences of the 

All
. d u ave t en a very diffi t . 
Ie serviceman killed the G 1 kill d eren view. For every 

John Gunther wrote had th ebnera e ten Japanese. Never in history 

d 
' ere een a commande ' 

pen iture of his men's blood I th" r so economical in the ex-
. · n is respect certain c · . ~ 

campaigns are staggering D. . h ompansons with E. TO 
In the Battle of Normandy u;.ng ~ e singlle Battle of Anzio, 72,306 Gis fell. 
arrival in Austral1'-a and hi ' t isen owher ost 28, 366. Between MacArthur's 

. s re urn to p ili · · ~ . 
his troops suffered just 27 684 ca alt" ppmed wate~s over two years later, 

' - su ies - an that mcludes Buna. 1ao 

* I.n i943 the axis of MacArthur's attack had b 
arrival of the new year it be t h 1 een northward, but with the 
buzzard's head the Vog lkn spar~ y westward. He was driving toward the 

h . ' e op enmsula bey d h. h 1 
w ence he could spring into the Phili ~ on w IC ay the Moluccas, 
the Bismarck Sea to convert th ~pmes . He needed one more base in 
tomb. "The Admi~alty Island . ~~e; ~nto an Allied lake and seal Rabaul' s 
"filled these requirements.,, 1~1m e ismarck Archipelago," he later wrote, 

He· had at least two other motives ·n . 
character and the other of his g . . ' ~~ Id ustrahve of a familiar flaw in his 
the Japanese weren't his only fo:m~~· the efect was his old conviction that 
lous rivals in Washington L d s, ad e must also contend with unscrupu
he ocGasionally borrowed, sh?n lin, a~.' ~specially , the U.S. Navy. Although 
from time to time he regar~pds hr~m£ ll1m1tz, and lent him land-based aircraft 

' e is e ow command . h" f. 
a competitor. In Februa h k . . er m c ie m Honolulu as 
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landing marine~ on Saip;n arr:t un o~~sbeen reverses, the admiral would be 

, w c wou e the first battlefield of the war to 
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be inhabited by Japanese civilians. If it fell to the Americans, Hideki Tojo's 
government would collapse. MacArthur didn't actually want Nimitz to lose , 
of course, but he did want to be close enough to support him, so that news
paper headlines would report that the marines had received vital assistance 
from MacArthur's bases, MacArthur's air force, and - the last twist of the 
screw - MacArthur's navy. 

This pettiness obscured his genius, which at this point should have been 
clearly revealed in his recognition of the role the Admiralties could play in 
the next stage of his New Guinea campaign. If the Bismarck Sea is perceived 
as a crude wineskin, with Papua and New Ireland as the sides and New Brit
ain as the bottom, the Admiralties, at two degrees south latitude, lie in the 
mouth. Taking them, in his words, would "cap the bottle." The acquisition of 
the second largest island, Los Negros, would decide the battle; its larger 
neighbor, Manus, would then topple into his hands as surely as an outfought 
chess queen can be used to trap her king in checkmate. Once he had tak,en 
Manus, he would have locked up his right wing. Hansa Bay and other heavi- _ 
ly fortified Japanese strongholds could be ignored. In addition, the island 
would give him priceless .airfields and a large enough harbor to accommodate 
his amphibious striking forces. "The situation," he said afterward, "presented 
an ideal opportunity for a coup de main ." 132 

His staff was appalled. It meant an enormous risk, they argued, and they 
were· right. An intelligence team reported that Los N egros was "lousy with 
Japs." The General, not for the first time, trusted his intuition, which told 
him that the' team was exaggerating. Even if it was, his officers insisted, the 
risks were unacceptable; the closest Allied replaceinent depot was in Finsch
hafen, three hundred miles to the south, too far to reinforce the beachhead. 
He replied that he would reinforce it by air. They told him he was assuming 
the airstrip would be in American hands. He was aware of that, he said; it 
would be. Persisting, they pointed out that even if the lowest estimate of 
enemy strength was' accepted, the Japanese had enough troops on the island\ 
to repel the invaders. MacArthur serenely answered that he understood how 
Oriental leaders reasoned; he was convinced that the Nipponese commander 
would feed in his men in piecemeal attacks, which could be destroyed one 
by one.133 

Kenney noted that though the General "brushed away any arguments that 
we had already outrun the capabilities of our supply system," he knew that 
Los Negros was going to be a close one. He hedged his bet by calling it a 
"reconnaissance-in-force," and he decided to accompany the task force so 
that he would be there to order the evacuation of the troops, if it came to 
that. On Sunday, February 27, i944, he slipped out of Lennon's Hotel, flew 
to Milne Bay, and strutted up the gangplank of the cruiser Phoenix, the first 
navy vessel he had boarded since leaving Bulkeley's PT-41 on Mindanao. 
Monday morning Krueger came aboard and handed him a sheaf of new G-2 , 
appraisals reporting a strengthening of the enemy garrison on Los Negros. 
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Willoughby now estimated - and events would prove him to be correct -
that they would be met by over four thousand Japanese troops. MacArthur 
handed back the papers, turned to several anxious officers awaiting his deci
sion, and said, in his calm way, "We shall continue as planned, gentlemen. " 
After a pause he added that he intended to land with the troops. Krueger 
was alarmed. In his memoirs he writes: "He had expressly forbidden me to 
accompany our assault loadings and yet now he promised to do so himself. I 
argued that it was unnecessary and unwise to expose himself in this fashion 
and that it would be a calamity if anything happened to him . He listened to 
me attentively and thanked me, but added, 'I have to go.' He had made up 
his mind on the subject - and that was that: ~' 134 

The General spent most of that night alone at the Phoenix rail, gazing out 
at the black, phosphorescent sea. At dawn, when they dropped anchor in 
Hyane Harbor off Los Negros, they were greeted by a bombardment from 
Japanese shore batteries. A Life correspondent who was present wrote: "One 
salvo went over the ship. The second fell short. Men on the deck, expecting 
that the third might well be on the target, were preparing to get behind any
thing handy when it hit. MacArthur began to take an increased interest in 
the matter at that point, standing up straight on the bridge to survey the 
scene while chatting with his staff. Fortunately, his survey included the 
obliteration of the Jap gun positions by the cruiser, which had got the range 
in the nick of time." 135 . · ~ 

Six hours later he went ashore in a pouring rain. The fighting was heavy. 
Gis of the ist Cav~ry Division wearing steel helmets and camouflaged 
battle dress were lymg prone, but the General, conspicuous in his trench 
coat and cap, awarded a Distinguished Service Cross to the man who had led 
the first wave and then, to the amazement of his party, strolled casually 
inland. Anguished aides tried to persuade him not to expose himself. One se
nior officer warned him that he was in "very intimate danger." MacArthur lit 
up his corncob pipe, waved out the match, and explained that he wanted to 
get "a sense of the situation. " A lieutenant touched him on the sleeve 
pointed at a -path, and said, "Excuse me, sir, but we killed a Jap sniper i~ 
th~re just a few minutes ago." The General nodded approvingly. "Fine," he 
said. "That's the best thing to do with them. " Then he walked in that direc
tion. Stumbling over the cadavers of two enemy soldiers who had been slain 

few minutes earlier - their bodies were still warm - he continued on 
merely remarking, "That's the way I like to see them. " A GI called, "You are be~ 
,, und the perimeter, sir!" MacArthur_ courteously thanked him for the informa
·on, but he didn't break his stride until he came to a wounded American in

fantryman. Crouching down beside him, he took the man's hand and asked, 
""Son, what happened?" 136 

John Gunther wrote: "He stalks a battlefront like a man hardly human, not 
only arrogantly but lazily.'' One officer who was discovering this on Los 

~egros was Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, the General's new physician, who had 



MacArthur viewing a dead Japanese soldier at Los Negros, February 1944 
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joined his staff the month before. Ege berg, an intellectual, had accepted the 
appointment with misgivings. "I was," he says, "anything but a starry-eyed 
idol worshipper." He had expected that he and the General would disagree 
about politics, and had been pleasantly surprised to find that the subject 
hadn't been raised. Here in the Admiralties he was distressed for a very dif
ferent reason. Other aides, he remembered, had told him that accompanying 
MacArthur within range of enemy riflemen was to be avoided if at all pos
sible. Now the physician was terrified. He recalls: "I thought about my 
children at home. Maybe if I 'accidentally' dropped something, I could stoop 

. over, but I wondered if I ever would be able to stand again. . . . All of the 
officers with MacArthur were uneasy at Los Negros - uneasy about Mac
Arthur's safety and, more vital to them, about their own safety." 137 

The most dangerous spot on the island 1was the airstrip. Kenney had told 
the General that it could become "the most important piece of real estate in 
the theater." Now he wished he hadn't, because MacArthur was heading 
straight for it. From the number of corpses later counted there, officers es
timated that eight hundred pairs of Japanese eyes were watching as, Kenney 
remembers, "General MacArthur wandered up and down the strip . . . dig
ging into the coral surfacing to see how good it was." A correspondent for the 
Saturday Evening Post who had joined his entourage wrote: "With fos yellow 
trench coat swinging out behind and smoke trailing from his pipe, Mac
Arthur paced off t:,he puddled coral runway himself. At first the width, and 
then down the length, far outside our lines." A dumbfounded cavalryman said 
afterward, ~'Why they didn't kill him, I don't know." Ege berg concluded that 
"MacArthur wanted to experience cthe smell of gunpowder and the sights and 
sounds of combat. Being in or near a battle seemed to quicken him. . . . It 
was almost as though battle 'fed' his system . . .. It was true also that he 

_could appreciate the problems of his commanders and soldiers much better 
by get~ing a taste of the fighting than by poring over maps and operations 
reports back at headquarters." 138 

Soaking wet and coated with mud, the General re boarded the Phoenix two 
hours later, sati_sfied that no evacuation would be necessary. As he had 
predicted, enemy troops had counterattacked in small, ineffective charges. 
That night he sailed back to Finschhafen and flew to Moresby. By Thursday 
he was in his Lennon's apartment~ where he learn~d three days later that 
U.S. troops were in firm control of both Los Negros and Manus. Some naval 
officers thought he had been very fortunate, that the triumph had been a 
fluke. Barbey wrote in his memoirs, "Looking backward, I have wondered if 
MacArthur ever questioned his own judgment in this matter," and William 
M. Fechteler, Barbey's deputy, has said, '~Actually we're damn lucky we 
didn't get run off the island." 139 

The General might have agreed with Fechteler - one of the first ques
tions he asked of men joining his staff was, "Are you a lucky officer?" - but 
he could hardly have been expected to admit it. John Kennedy once re-
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marked that "victory has a thousand fathers and defeat is an orphan." In this 
case, however, responsibility fell so clearly on one man's shoulders that it 
would have been impossible for him to have shared it. If the Admiralties 
operation had been a fiasco, it would probably have meant the end of his ca
reer. Certahily the Joint Chiefs would have ordered him to assume a defen
sive stance, leaving Nimitz to command all .future offensives in the Pacific. 

So MacArthur may be forgiven for accepting, and even glorying in, the 
praise from Allied leaders which followed this new conquest. George Mar
shall sent Brisbane his "congratulations on the §kill and success" of the engage
ment, adding: "Please accept my admiration for the manner in which the en
tire affair has been handled." John Miller, Jr., an army historian, wrote: "Always 
a man of faith, self-confidence, and buoyant optimism," MacArthur had seen 
"opportunities where other men saw problems and difficulties." The Gen
eral's decisiveness at Los Negros, he continued, "had the very great virtue of 
hastening victory while reducing the number of dead and wounded." Even 
Admiral King, MacArthur's bitterest critic among the Joint Chiefs, conceded 
that it had been "a brilliant maneuver," and Winston Churchill cablec_l Len
non's: "I send you my warm congratulations on the speed with which you 
turned to good account your first entry into the Admiralty Islands . I expect 
that this will help you to go ahead quicker than you originally planned." 140 

As Churchill's message intimated, he was one of t}:ie few who were aware 
of MacArthur's grand design. Even he didn't know much of it, however. 
Point thirty-six of Quadrant's directive had authorized "an advance along the 
north coast of New Guinea as far west as Vogelkop, by step-by-step airborne
advances," but this was like. instructing Eisenhower to proceed from Nor
mandy to Prague, an equivalent distance, and leaving the details up to him. 
It was, in short, extremely vague. The General had been given the broadest 
possible mandate, and _the only Quadrant qualifications - sanctioning 
"operations in New Guinea sugsequent to the Wewak-Kavieng Opera
tion" - had been superannuated by his seizure of the Admiralties. He 
didn't need Wewak or Kavieng now. Instead he ordered a series of intricate 
moves to keep the enemy off balance. His Japanese adversary in Manila, 
General Hisaichi Terauchi, interpreted these to mean that MacArthur · in
tended to edge ahead, fighting for village after village. He had something 
much grander in mind: a tremendous, four-hundred-mile leap to Hollandia, 
over two hundred miles behind the enemy's supply depots. Dazzling in its 
conception and magnificent in its execution, the Hollandia lunge would have 
been beyond the talents of all but a few of history's great captains. In retro
spect it looms as a military classic, comparable to Hannibal's maneuvering at 
Cannae and Napoleon's at Austerlitz. 141 

It is of course less famous. That may be attributed to a curious principle 
' ' .. 
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which seems to guide those who write of titanic battles. The higher the casu
alty lists, it appears - the vaster the investment in blood - the greater the 
need to justify them. Thus the dead are honored by hallowing the names of 
the places where they fell; thus writers enshrine in memory the Verduns, 
the Passchendaeles, the Tarawas, and the Dunkirks, while neglecting deci
sive struggles in which the loss. of life was small. At the turn of the eigh
teenth century Marlborough led ten successful, relatively bloodless, cam
paigns on the Continent, after which he was hounded into exile by his politi
cal enemies. In World War I Douglas Haig butchered the flower of British 
youth in the Somme and Flanders without winning a single victory. He was 
raised to the peerage and awarded £ 100, ooo "by a grateful Parliament. Every 
American child learns in school how Jackson's brigade stood like a stone wall 
against the river of gore at Bull Run, but only the most dedicated Civil War 
buffs know how, husbanding his strength, he flashed up and down the 
Shenandoah Valley in i862 with brilliantly diversionary tactics, preventing 
the dispatch of reinforcements to McClellan, who, had he had them, would 
have taken Richmond. Similarly, in World War II Salerno and Peleliu are 
apotheosized, though neither contributed to the defeat of Germany and 
Japan, while the capture of Ulithi, one of the Pacific's finest anchorages, 
which was essential for the invasion of Okinawa, is unsung because the 
enemy had evacuated it and the landing was therefore unopposed. 

So it is with Hollandia, where, once again, MacArthur ignored the advice 
of his officers. An aide remembers: "We had to go up the coast, we had to 
secure all or a large part of New Guinea; it was a great land mass i,400 or 
i,500 miles from one end to the 6ther. At that time the staff felt that we 
could not get air cover to neutralize Hollandia, that we should land at 

, Wewak. MacArthur increasingly felt that the Japanese troops had been 
-brought forward to Wewak and that Hollandia was ill-defended"; therefore 
"MacArthur against the majority of the advice decided that our landings 
would have to be made at Hollandia .... We landed at Hollandia, a rather 
empty but well-upholstered rear headquarters," and "in a week or two we 
were well-established with a strong perimeter and the Japanese whom we 
had passed at Wewak had to work their very slow and murderous way 
through our great ally, the jungle, to attack us many weeks later - sick and 
demoralized through dysentery, starvation, and malaria. MacArthur's move, 
skipping the intermediary areas that everybody thought we should have 
ta,ckled, seemed so easy and later so logical that not much fuss was made 
about it." 

The first staff officer to receive an inkling of what the General had in mind 
was Willoughby. MacArthur told him that he wanted his monitors of Japa
nese radio messages to report every enemy reference to Hollandia. G-2 
found that the base there was being used as a staging area, but had been 
stripped of all fighting troops to reinforce Wewak, where the Japanese, like 
MacArthur's staff, expected the next American blow to fall. Then Kenney 
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was called in. The General asked him wheth~r he could take out the three 
airfields around Hollandia. The airman nodded; his new long-range P-39s, 
which were just now being uncrated, could fly there and back, and by in
stalling belly tanks in the old ones, he could guarantee protection for 
bombers making the round trip. That decided it. Sutherland flew to Wash
ington to explain the plan to the Joint Chiefs. In theory the Chiefs were 
MacArthur's superiors, but the more victorious he became, the less likely 
they were to overrule him, and they gave him a green light. 142 

In the third week of April, while Kenney' s fighter pilots were destroying 
three hundred enemy planes around Hollandia, Barbey's Task Force 
77 - its code name was "Reckless" - began its thousand-mile voyage to 
the new target. On Friday, April 21, it rendezvoused west of the Admiralties 
and headed north to deceive ene_my scouting plunes; then, after the sudden 
tropical sunset, the convoy veered southwestward. The General, who had 
hoisted his flag on the light cruiser Nashville, ordered feints at Wewak-and 
Hansa Bay - "the MacArthur touch," as such ruses were now called among 
the staff. Since Buna he had learned to gather all the reins into his hands at 
the start of an operation. In fact, Blarney, who had been appointed ' com
mander of his ground forces, had little to do. The General's guiding hand 
was reaching down, not only to divisional commanders, but to regiments 
and, at times, to battalions. Thus he could improvise on short notice. On that 
hot, humid Saturday morning he made simultaneous landings at Humboldt 
and Tanahmerah bays, thirty miles apart, on either side of Hollandia. A third 
force of Gis went ashore at Aitape, midway betwe~n Hollandia and Wewak, 
to seize the airfield there. The dazed Japanese faded into the jungle. In four 
days Kenney was using the airfields, now his main base._ In a postwar inter
rogation Jo Iimura, who was in command of the defenders, said, "The allied 
invasion of Hollandia and Aitape was a complete surprise to us. After con
sidering the past operational tactics of the enemy . . . we believed they 
would attempt to acquire an important position somewhere east of Aitape. 
. . . Because we misjudged . . . we were neither able to reinforce nor send 
war supplies to their defending units." 143 

MacArthur later wrote of the operation: "Just as the branches of a tree 
spread out from its trunk toward the sky, so did the tentacles of the invasion 
convoy slither out toward the widely separated beaches in the objective 
area." He watched the bombardment of Humboldt Bay's beautiful harbor 
from the Nashville's bridge, and at 11:00 A.M.,- four hours after the first wave 
had hit the beach, he went ashore with Eichelberger, Krueger, and three 
aides. After inspecting the beachhead and talking to the beachmaster, he 
asked Barbey to convey him and his party to Tanahmerah Bay. There, too, 
the landing had been unopposed. In fact, the , great prize _ hadfallen into his 
hands with only a few scattered shots. Later, when over 200,boo Wewak
based Japanese counterattacked Aitape in July and August, fighting would be 
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heavy, but the total cost at Hollandia including the mopping up, was just 
150 GI lives.'in ' 

Here, as on Los Negros, the General himself narrowly escaped being one 
of the casualties. Despite Barbey's protests, he insisted that he and his cor
tege ride to and from the shores of both bays in an unarmed Higgins boat. 
The admiral's fears were realized on Tanahmerah Bay, where the cruiser 
radioed them that an enemy fighter was coming in low, strafing small craft. 
Barbey writes: "I ordered the coxswain to head for the nearest destroyer to 
get the protection of her guns. An open boat without protection seemed 
hardly the place to concentrate most of the brass of the Southwest Pacific 
when there was a Japanese plane on the· loose. , MacArthur, however, 
th0,ught otherwise. He asked that I direct the boat to continue to the beach 
which I did. A few minutes later a lone plane came in, swooped over us: 
then continued on in the direction of .Hollandia. In thinking about this in
cident and similar ones at other times, there was never the feeling that it was 
an act of bravado on MacArthur's part, but rather that he was a man of des
tiny and there was no need to take precautions. " 145 

One of the three aides cowering on the deck of the little vessel was Dr. 
Ege berg, who did not regard himself as a man of destiny and felt the need 
for precautions strongly. He forgot his qualms on the shores of Humboldt 
Bay, however, where his professional curiosity was aroused by his patient's 
physical performance. Aged sixty-four, the General was by far the oldest 
member of the party, yet he took off on a brisk three-hour hike, leaving the 
others, the physician noted, "panting hard." Not only wasn't he out of 
breath; despite the equatorial heat, he wasn't even sweating. Later Mac
:;rthur would speak of New Guinea's "broiling sun and drenching rain," its 
_ tangled jungle and impassable mountain trails," but he was describing the 
' h~dships of others. He himself seemed to be almost unaffected by the 
climate. Back on the Nashville, Eichelberger noticed that "my uniform was 
soggy and dark with wetness. I remember my astonishment that General 
M~cArthur, ,,despite the sweltering heat and vigorous exercise, did not per
spire at all. · As a small-town Ohio boy, Eichelberger had acquired an un
quenchable appetite for ice cream. He had never outgrown it, and Mac
Arthur, to his delight, celebrated their return to the cruiser by producing a 
tray of chocolate ice-creain sodas from a ship's locker. "When I finished mine 
with ?elerity," Eichelberger wrote, "the allied commander grinned and gave 
me his own untouched, frosted glass. I polished off that soda, too." 146 

·He almost gagged on the last swallow. The General was off on one of his 
soaring flights of rhetoric, telling his staff that Hollandia was only the first of 
several bounds he meant to make.-Now that the Japanese were in disarray, 
he wondered aloud, why not leapfrog another 120 miles westwarc!J.o the 
enemy airdrome in the W akde Islands, and then leap 180 miles more to the 
island of Biak, guarding the mouth of Geelvink Bay, New Guinea's largest 
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inlet? Kenney was elated - "The Philippines," he wrote, "didn't look any
where near as far as they did a few months before" - but he was the only 
enthusiast in the Nashville's wardroom. According to Barbey, Krueger was 
"noncommittal," while Eichelberger was "vehemently opposed to the idea.» 
By now they knew he would override their objections, however; both 
unrolled new maps on drawing boards while he returned to Moresby, to 
pace his veranda and then set down what would be expected of each of 
them. 147 

During his absence Hollandia was converted into a major base, and one of 
the structures erected by army engineers became part of the MacArthur 
legend. According to Kenney' s recollection, the airman told his own deputy 
"to fix me up some buildings, as I intended to move my whole headquarters up 
from Brisbane as soon as I could get the communications in anJ .enough 
klldings erected to let me operate." At the same time, Ei~helberger noted, 
"one by one the high-ranking officers of GHQ began to arrive by air from 
Brisbane to take up residence ." If the commander of MacArthur's air force 
was entitled to new dwellings, some of them reasoned, the commander in 
chief should have a Hollandia home commensurate with his rank. Therefore 
they ordered that three shingle-and-beaverboard prefabs be joined together 
and painted white. Aides then installed rugs and furniture sent up from 
Australia. 148 , 

The result was spectacular. After inspecting ib Eichelberger wrote en
viously of his chief, "I hope he likes his new home." MacArthur would have 
been hard to please if he hadn't. It was situated on the slope of a six
thousand-foot mountain mass above the bright blue waters of Lake Sentani, 
Kenney remembers, and "the deep green, hills of central New Guinea 
formed a backdrop of peaks, ravines, and jungle growth that was almost 
unreal. Little cone-shaped green islands, with native houses on stilts clinging 
to their shores, dotted the lake. To complete the picture, directly in back of 
the camp and perhaps two miles away, a five-hundred-foot waterfall seemed 
to spring out of the center of-Cyclops Mountain, dark and forbidding, with 
its crest perpetually covered with black rain clouds. I have lived in many 
places in New Guinea that I liked less tha:q. Hollandia." 149 

So had the Gls, and that was the problem. One officer remembers: "Sit
ting on top of a beautiful hill, this white structure seemed a splendid thing 
from the beach below, and the war correspondents made the most of it." 
Stories about it circulated throughout the Southwest Pacific, gaining in the 
telling until troops spoke of"Dugout Doug's White House" and his "fabulous 
villa overlooking dreamy Sentani," and indignantly canceled their war-bond 
purchases. The rumors reached Brisbane, where Jean wrote her husband: 
"When I go to Manila, I want to see that mansion you bu'ilt for me - the 
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one where I'm supposed to be living in luxury!" There is no record that he 
ever replied, or that he knew of the scuttlebutt that he was waited upon by 
infantrymen in livery. Indeed, there is no evidence that he gave the prefab 
building any thought. His office diary shows that he spent just four nights 
in it. If building it was bad taste, the blame falls on his subordinates not 
him .150 , 

At about the same time, buzz began circulating that his chief of staff was 
sleeping with a beautiful mistress from Melbourne. That was true. Her hus
band, an Australian officer, was 'fighting in the Middle East. Dr. Egeberg 
recalls that she had "fucked her way to the top. " Apparently she never slept 
with enlisted men, but she did start with junior officers and was promoted 
through the field grades, so to speak, until she reached Sutherland, who 
commissioned her as a WAC captain. She wasn't the only woman in Hollan
dia - Kenney and Dick Marshall had secretaries from down under - but 
unlike the others, she lacked office skills. She couldn't type, take dictation, 
or even file reports. "Sutherland was screwing the socks off her every night," 
a member of his staff says, "and we didn't know what ~lse to do with her so 
we made her a receptionist." One morning MacArthur, to his amazem~nt, 
saw her passing out cups of fruit juice on a little tray. He asked for an expla
nation and was told that she was an Australian girl who could be loosely de
scribed as an acting hostess, which in a sense was correct. He looked even 
more startled and seemed about to snap out an order. Then he checked him
self, probably because he knew that they would soon be moving north of the 
equator, and that under an agreement between himself and Canberra, no 
Australian worpen or conscripts would follow them there. Never dreaming 
that his chief of staff would flout an understanding with Curtin, he dropped 
the matter without comment. 151 

There were three reasons wpy he remained unaware of this time bomb 
ticking away under his nose. The first is that he assumed that all his officers 
were as loyal to him as he was to them. The second is that his staff was 
genuinely intimidated by Sutherland. The chief of staff was feared just as 
Nixon's staffers feared H. R. Haldeman, whom Sutherland in some ways 
resembled. Both of them referred to themselves as "the old man's son-of-a
bitch," both could be ruthless with anyone who crossed them, and - this 
should be said in their defense - both served as lightning rods for leaders 
who recoiled from personal confrontations. · 

The third reason is that MacArthur in these months was preoccupied with 
annihilating or circumventing the Japanese garrisons between him and his 
cherished goal, the Philippines. To do it he had to create concepts of attack 
new to military science. If there is such a thing as an art of war - and he 
never doubted that there was - he was now performing as a virtuoso. Ex
ploiting the most recent developments in twentieth-century technology, he 
was pivoting adroitly from one island or coastal base to another, avoiding the 
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foe's troop concentrations, caroming from airfield to airfield, using Nip
ponese rigidity to break Nippon's back, shielding his flanks , and avoiding 
bloodlettings like Buna and Tarawa. 

Bypassed Hansa Bay fell on June 15, and in late July, when surprised en
emy units were overwhelmed at Sansapor, on the extreme western tip of 
the Vogelkop Peninsula, the head of the New Guinea buzzard, the campaign 
which had begun with the defense of Moresby should have ended. The Gen
eral announced that it had, but he was wrong. Biak had turned out to be just 
as tough as Eichelberger had predicted. MacArthur's June 1 communique 
had reported that the enemy's defense of the island was "collapsing," and 
two days later he proclaimed that "mopping-up" was proceeding on sched
ule. In reality the battle there was then a stalemate. Colonel Naoyuki Ku
zumi, the commander of the garrison, had ten thousand men, fi ve times 
Willoughby's estimate. And Kuzumi had made the most murderous'discov-
ery of the war. Before Biak, Japanese commanders had tried to defeat Alliedf . 
assault troops on the beach, where their defenders could be scythed dow~ V 
by U.S. naval gunfire. Kuzumi holed up his men in cave-pocked hills and 
gorges. As a result, the island held out until early August, and Japanese gen
erals on Saipan, Peleliu, Iwo J ima, and Okinawa resolved to follow the colo
nel's example. 152 

MacArthur had hoped to lend Biak' s airstrip to Nimitz for the Saipan 
operation. To his chagrin, he couldn't; the great air battle of the Philippine 
Sea, in which the enemy lost 480 planes off Saipan, proceeded without him, 
and when Tojo's government fell, as expected, after the island had been 
secured by the marines, none of the credit went to the General, although 
captured records later revealed that Tokyo was more concerned about Mac
Arthur's offensive than Nimitz's. All the same, the feats in the Southwest Pa
cific had been remarkable. In less than two years the Ge dv need 
nearly two thousand miles, e even un re o t em in the last two months . 

'1'I'is master pl<;m, drawn up at Finschhafen when the road to victory had 
seemed endless, had unfolded almost precisely on schedule. His officers now 
thought of him as almost supernatural, a view he of course encouraged. Vice 
Admiral A. W. Fitch recalls a revealing episode at Hollandia. MacArthur, 
sitting on a little platform at one end of a Quonset hut, was briefing as
sembled officers who sat facing him in a semicircle, like students in a 
classroom. Suddenly they heard the familiar whine of a strafing Zero. Every
one except the General sprawled on the floor. As the plane soared away, 
they looked up and saw him sitting bolt upright, holding out his hands , 
palms down, like a pontiff bestowing a benediction. "Not yet, gentlemen," 
he said solemnly; "not yet. " 153 

The General did not move his head uarters to Hollandia until Au 

1944---
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his Port Moresby bungalow. George Marshall, however, was welcome at nei
ther. After the Sextant conference in Cairo, Marshall flew to Australia be
cause, in the words of Forrest Pogue, he "thought it highly important that he 
see the Pacific situation for himself: and "wanted to show MacArthur that he 
had not been forgotten." This was no small gesture on Marshall's part. The 
Chief of Staff didn't even tell Roosevelt that he was planning to go, because 
he felt certain that the President would forbid the flight as too dangerous; 
and in those prejet days a long C-54 trip was exhausting - the last leg of 
this one, from Ceylon, covered thirty-four hundred miles and took fifteen 
hours. When he arrived down under he found that MacArthur, who had 
been in Brisbane for six weeks, had chosen this time to fly to New Guinea. 
Colonel Lloyd A. "Larry" Lehrbas, one of his aides, met the C-54, took his 
distinguished guest surfing, and led him in an unsuccessful jeep chase after 

kangaroos. 154 
The two four-star generals finally lunched, like adversaries . negotiating a 

truce, on Goodenough Island, lying off the coast of Papua between Buna and 
Milne Bay. Marshall, feeling that the swim and the chase had been a waste 
of his time, was in a brittle mood, and his host was equally stiff. No notes 
were taken at the luncheon, their only World War II meeting. MacArthur 
had told a member of his staff: "He'll never see me alone. He'll always find a 
way to have someone else present." In fact this happened, though it is dif
ficult to see why any significance should be attached to it. MacArthur, ever 
distrustful of the man he had once outranked, would have been taken aback 
to read in' Stimson's diary that at one meeting of the Joint Chiefs, when King 
was savaging MacArthur, "Marshall finally said to him, thumping the table, 
'I will not have any meetings carried on with this hatred,' and with that he 

shut up King." 155 · 
Pogue quotes the Chief of Staff as saying, "With Chennault in China and 

MacArthur in the Southwest Pacific, I sure had a combination of tempera
ment." Marshall may, however; have fueled MacArthur's feeling that he was 
antagonistic toward him. At one point during their Goode~ough lunch,. his 
host began a sentence, "My staff-" and Marshall cut him short, saymg, 
"You don't have a staff, General. You have a court." It was true, but it was 
equally true that the Chief of Staff had been off horseback riding when the 
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, and tactful officers never reminded him 

of it.156 
In the light of MacArthur's navalophobia, it is odd to note that most admi-

rals, King excepted, found him congenial. The New Republic noted in Octo
ber 1944 that "both Halsey and Nimitz have shown infinite patience in their 
dealings with the temperamental General." Nimitz, as the Pacific's other 
commander in chief, occasionally aroused MacArthur's indignation. (At such 
times he would refer to him as "Nee-mitz.") Unlike Marshall, he did not 
journey to Australia voluntarily. Nevertheless, when Secretary Knox told 
him he "would be pleased" if he and the General met, he flew down four 
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weeks before the Hollandia invasion, and their talks went well. Addressing 
their two staffs, Nimitz said of himself and MacArthur that "the situation 
reminds me of the story of the two frantically worried men who were pacing 
the corridor of their hotel. One finally turned to the other and said, 'What 
are you worried about?' The answer was: 'I am a doctor and I have a patient 
in my room with a wooden leg and I have that leg apart and can't get it back 
together again.' The other responded: 'Great guns, I wish that was all that I 
have to worry about. I have a good-looking gal in my room with both legs 
apart, and I can't remember the room number.' " MacArthur roared.157 

But the General's favorite admiral wa~ still Halsey, who achieved some
thing Marshall and Nimitz never did. He faced MacArthur down in an angry 
test of wills, won, and kept his respect . The issue was the anchorage of 
Manus, in the Admiralties. Na val officers had planned an expansion of ther 
base there, Seabees were building it, and the navy wanted to run it. Mac
Arthur was apoplectic; the island ·was in his theater, and his men had cap
tured it. He summoned Halsey, who fuund him surrounded by his nervous 
staff "Before even a word was spoken," the admiral writes in his memoirs, "I 
saw that MacArthur was fighting to keep his temper." He noted that "unlike 
myself, strong emotion did not make him profane. * He did not need to be ; 
profanity would merely have discolored his eloquence ." The General said he 
had "no intention of tamely submitting to such inte:rference." When he had 
finished, ; the admiral tautly replied that if he took that line, he would "be 
hampering the war effort." The staff "gasped," Halsey later remembered, ob
serving: "I imagine they never expected to hear anyone address him in those 
t.e-rms this side of the Judgment Throne. " The quarrel lasted into the next 
day, when MacArthur suddenly "gave me a charming smile and said, 'You 
win, Bill:' "l58 .~ 

Most of MacArthur's guests in Moresby were Allied officers, but oc-
. casionally civilian VIPs were entertained, and as the 1944 presidential cam

paigns approached, some of these were politicians. In the second week of 
September 1943, he dined with five American senators, an · event which 
might have passed unnoticed had he not rejected Eleanor Roosevelt's 

·request that she be allowed to visit Moresby that same month. The Presi
dent's wife was touring Arperican hospitals, troops, and Red Cross billets, 
and early in August the General had received a personal letter from FDR 
saying, "As you know Mrs. Roosevelt is leaving for the Southwest Pacific, 
and I am delighted that she will be able to see you. She is, ofcourse, anxious 
to see ~verything. . . . I think that Mrs. Roosevelt's visit to places where we 
have military or naval personnel will help the general morale." MacArthur 
was not delighted. The following day we find Eichelberger writing to his wife 
that "much to my surprise I am in the big GHQ plane en route to the city 
[Brisbane] .... Yesterday noon your dickey-bird [Sutherland] called up and 

*The case of Sutherland's mistress was an exception. See below, page 403. 
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electoral process, applying the phrase to him would be both unfair and inac
curate, but like Boulanger he was a popular hero, with a solid record of mili
tary achievement, who wanted to lead his nation. Like the Frenchman he 
was also a poor politician. It should be added that he was unlucky in his sup
porters. The wrong people backed him, for the wrong reasons. 

There was nothing wrong with Vandenberg, his first champion. In those 
days the senator was a great figure on Capitol Hill, a genuine conservative 
who, until the war, had been a presidential contender in his own right. Be
fore Pearl Harbor he had been a vehement isolationist, however, and he 
knew he could never beat Roosevelt. So he was on the lookout for someone 
who could. He had begun to give serious consideration to the General as a 
GOP standard-bearer when a New York Republican congressman, Hamilton 
Fish, denounced a War Department .rule forbidding army officers to run for 
public office. Vandenberg told a rei)orter he believed the regulation was 
meant to keep MacArthur "out of the next presidential campaign." It was ' 
one of those little digs opposition leaders take - at an administration·: He 
hadn't given the matter much thought, and had nearly forgotten it when h,e 
received a letter from the General saying, "I am most grateful to you for your 
complete attitude of friendship. I only hope I can some day reciprocate. 
There is much more that I would like to say to you which circumstances 
prevent." He added, significantly: "In the meantime I want you to know the 
absolute confidence I would feel in your experienced and wise men
torship." 162 

In short, Barkis was willing. The senator recognizetl the symptoms of Po
tomac fever, and he set to work. In June 1943 he dined with Willoughby, 
who was in Washington to confer with the Pentagon, and Willoughby put 
him in touch with Sutherland, Lehrbas, and two new members of the 
Moresby staff, Lieutenant Colonel Philip_LaFollette, of the Wisconsin politi
cal family, and Colonel Courtney Whitney, who had been a Manila lawyer in 
the late 1930s. The senator wrote an article for Collier's, "Why I Am for 
MacArthur," and lined up a phalanx of GOP leaders who appreciated the 
General's political potential - Robert Wood, John D. M. Hamilton, Kyle 
Palmer, Roy Howard, Joseph N. Pew, Jr., Frank Gannett, William Ran
dolph Hearst, Bertie McCormick, and Cissie and Joseph M. Patterson. Rep
resentative Fish was recruiting fellow congressme~. The General's most ob
vious constituency was among prewar neutralists in the farm belt who 
detested Europe, particularly Britain, and regarded the Japanese as more 
dangerous than the Germans. They had been ardent members of Wood's 
America First movement and were impressed by his advocacy of the Mac
Arthur candidacy. As Richard H. Rovere and j\rthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., 
have perceptively observed, "Among oceans, the Pacific has always been the 
favorite of American isolationists: this is true partly for the simple reason that 
the Pacific is not the Atlantic. . . . The Pacific has become in this century 
the Republican ocean; the Atlantic; · the Democratic ocean." 163 
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On June 13, 1943, Eichelberger wrote in his diary, "My Chief talked of 
the Republican nomination - I can see that he expects to get it and I sort of 
think so too." Meanwhile, in Washington, Admiral Leahy was noting wor
riedly that "if General MacArthur should get the nomination he would be . a 
very dangerous antagonist for anybody, including Roosevelt." Yet though it 
was still a small bandwagon, a lot of people were trying to crowd upon it, and 
some of them were peculiar. As Arthur Krock was telling readers of the New 
York Times, an endorsement by McCormick's Chicago Tribune was a liability 
outside Illinois. Ernest K. Lindley wrote in Newsweek that "MacArthur has 
become the rallying point for extreme reactionary and isolationist or supema
tionalist leaders in the Republican party," and John McCarten observed in 
the American Mercury that "it may not be his fault but it is surely his misfor
tune that the worst elements on the political Right, including its most blatant 
lunatic fringe, are whooping it up for MacArthur." 164 

Of course, as Time pointed out, there was also a lunatic fringe of the Left. 
Its spokesmen were attacking the General as a "fascist" and a "tool of extrem
ist ultra-racist bitter-enders,'' who was somehow linked with sweatshops, 
child labor, Franco, and the German-American Bund. Many members of the 
intellectual community saw him as a genuine threat. The Mercury article 
precipitated a storm.J Eichelberger wrote Miss Em that the General said he 
had "never read such lies and misstatements/' that he regarded it "as a type of 
cross" which was "necessary for him to bear." Then Vandenberg discovered 
that some ill-advised bureaucrat in the army's library service had recom
mended the McCarten piece for reading by the troops. The senator ex
coriated the War Department for endorsing a "smear" of one of its greatest 
leaders, and MacArthur himself demanded that the magazine be withheld 
from soldiers. Thereupon the Pentagon swung to the" other extreme, and a 
though~ful analysis of the MacArthur candidacy in Harper's magazine by 
Walter Lucas of the London Daily Express was suppressed by the army's 
library service on the grounds of" security." 165 

Roosevelt watched all this with his usual ironical detachment. Those 
around him reported that every bookstore had its little altar of worshipful 
MacArthur biographies, that the ban on politicking by officers was un
popular - FDR instantly lifted it - and that the pollsters were finding that 
the voters were now of two minds about MacArthur; in Elmo Roper's words, 
"Most people admired him as a great General, but only a small segment had 
faith in his abilities as a civilian leader." Since these were the President's 
own conclusions, he was gratified. Besides, he told an assistant, he no longer 
considered MacArthur dangerous to the country. Still, he could scarcely ig
nore him. If the General won the nomination, he predicted, he would run 
on a Pacific-first platfurm. Therefore Roosevelt instructed his naval aide to 
make several copies of a MacArthur report, submitted a few days before the 
outbreak of war, in which the General reaffirmed his conviction that he could 
hold the Philippines in the event of a Japanese attack, adding that his ap-
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praisal was based on the "inability of our enemy to launch his air attacks on 
our islands." 166 

Since such ammunition was being stockpiled by both sides, a Roosevelt
MacArthur campaign would have been rough and probably dirty. But the 
President felt sure that it wouldn't come to that. Sitting in his wheelchair, he 
read the minds of his visitors with his usual precision. George Kenney ar
rived, hoping for some indication of the direction in which the prevailing po
litical winds were blowing. Instead, FDR, knowing of the airman's loyalty to 
the General, gave him a lecture on the geography of the Pacific - Kenney 
found it to be astonishingly accurate - and then inquired about MacArthur's 
health. The flier noted: "He certainly seemed to admire what the General 
was doing and said so emphatically several times during the conversation." 
More presidential stroking of MacArthur followed, in a White House order 
to increase supply shipments to the Southwest Pacific, and still more when 

•Curtin came callmg. The Australian prime minister said, "Mr. President, 
certainly it's none of my business and probably I shouldn't -say this, but I can 
assure you in utter honesty . . . that General MacArthur has no more idea 
of running against you for the Presidency than l have. He has told me that a 
dozen times. " FDR whirled around, scattering papers as he cried, "Steve! 
Steve!" Steve Early hurried in, and the President asked Curtin to repeat 
what he had just said. Back in Australia, the prime minister told MacArthur, 
·Tm sure that every night when he turned in, the President had been look
ing under the bed to make dead sure you weren't there. " 167 

The General was pleased, as Roosevelt meant him to be. He never 
dreamed that he was being manipulated through Curtin, Kenney, and the 
speedup in Australia-bound cargoes. But even a man less conceited than 
MacArthur would have been flattered. Here was a busy wartime President 
anxious about the General's well-being, determined to provide him with the 
equipment he needed, and inexpressibly relieved to hear that the -General 
wasn't after his job. Of course, FDR never believed for a moment that 
MacArthur didn't crave the presidency. But he knew nothing would be lost 
in assuaging his pride while \waiting for him, or more likely one of his back
ers, to stumble and blunder~ 168 

Vandenberg had advised MacArthur that his wisest course would be to 
take a let's-get-on-with-the-war stance. He was doing just that, with consid
erable success. Curtin really believed he wasn't interested in the White · 
House. So did Kenney, after one evening in early i944 at Lennon's. The air
man said he wanted to ride down Tokyo., s main street with the General one 
.day, "instead of wondering what had happened to the man who lost to 
Roosevelt in i944," and MacArthur replied with a smile, "Don't worry. I 
have no desire to get mixed up in politics. The first mission that I want to 
carry out is to liberate the Philippines and fulfill America's pledge to that 
people." Frazier " Spike" Hunt, the correspondent who was closest to him 
was convinced that talk of ascending to the presidency was "unsolicited" and 
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"embarrassing" to him. E ven his intermediaries with Vandenberg later tried 
to persuade others, and perhaps themselves, that the whole thing had been a 
misunderstanding. Whitney wrote that his chief "never took" his cause 
"seriously," and Willoughby said that the General cared only about "the sol
dier's profession." l69 

In his Reminiscences MacArthur himself merely notes that "about this time 
I became aware that my name was being bandied about in the United States 
as a possible candidate for President. " He was fral).ker with Eichelberger, 
who wrote afterward that .. he talked to me a number of times about the 
Presidency, but would usually confine his desires by saying that if it were not 
for his hatred, or rather the extent to which he despised FDR, he would not 
want it. " There are other clues to his real attitude at the time. Raymond 
Clapper interviewed him and cabled home that the General would accept 
the GOP nomination if it were offered to him; MacArthur issued no denial. 
Later, Turner Catledge of the New York Times "detected some jealousy of 
Roosevelt" in him. The · General was carrying on a lively correspondence 
with every public figure boosting him, and even with small-town Republican 
clubs. Then there was the strange fate of Dr. Ege berg's predecessor, Dr. 
Morhouse. As Sid Huff tells it, "Major Morhouse went back to the United 
States to see his sick mother. . . . Asked by a newspaperman if MacArthur 
desired to go to the White House, he answered to this effect, ·No, he is a 
soldier and desires to march on to Tokyo. ' Although Mo.rho use is a grand 
chap and had been with MacArthur since Corregidor, he was summarily 
bundled out of that office and connection with MacArthur was severed. " 
Huff concluded that the presidential "idea wasn't unpleasant to MacArthur, " 

d pres~ntly he had fresh evidence of it. It was a very small matter. Huff 
bad to take a quick trip home to the States. "While you're there," the Gen
eral said, "keep yo~r ear to the ground." The aide assumed he meant the 

residential boom. , On his return he told the General, "One of the things 
people asked me was this: ·why does MacArthur carry that cane around all 

time? Is he feeble?' " Later Huff observed, " Maybe it was a better job of 
eporting than I thought then, because the General never carried the stick 

again." 1 70 

If he swaggered a little less without it, he retained his other dramatic para
rnalia, particularly his corncob pipes, which grew larger and larger, and 
sunglasses , which made him look enigmatic and dashing. Newspaper 
tographers were encouraged to take his picture; the larger a paper's 
ulation, the more amenable he became. Diller and Lehrbas, a former 
spaperman, became two of the busiest officers on his staff, setting up, 

· . ss conferences, arranging interviews, and - most controversially - cen
. g correspondents' dispatches even more heavily than before . Reporters 

. re encouraged to rely on MacArthur's communiques, which, as the presi
tial primaries approached in the United States, became as lush as the 

"' v Guinea jungle. Some of them deeply offended the Australians, who no-



ticed that whenever Gls were doing the fighting, the troops were identified 
as "American," but when they were diggers they merely became "Allied." 
The ripest passages were the subject of much mirth among marines, who 
composed a parody of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" which began: 

Mine eyes have seen MacArthur with a Bible on his knee, 
He is pounding out communiques for guys like you and me 

And ended: 

And while possibly a rumor now, 
Some day 'twill be a fact 

That the Lord will hear a deep voice say, 
"Move over, God, it's Mac. " 171 

One day the General told Eichelberger that he couldn't understand why 
Eisenhower's subordinate generals were pictured on the covers of Time and 
Life, while his own field commanders never were. Eichelberger wrote 'ills 
wife, "this makes me laugh." There was, of course, no reason why he and 
Krueger shouldn't have been as famous as Bradley and Patton, or why Aus
tralia's Blarney couldn't have been as familiar to American readers as Brit
ain's Montgomery. But MacArthur's communiques, with few exceptions, 
were all about MacArthur. In a shrewd letter to Miss Em, Eichelberger 
explained that the General "not only wants to be .a great theater co_mmander 
but he also wants to be known as a great front.;.line fighting leader. This 
would be v,ery difficult to put over if any of his particular leaders were 
publiciz.ed." Thus, he continued, "he leaves the impression with the people 
back home that he has been the one who has been doing the frontline fight
ing. This does not mean that he does not appreciate what I have done or that 
he does not give me a lot of mental credit. He just wants it all for himsel£ 
Unless one understands this dual feeling on his part of wanting to be a great 
strategic . . . and also a frontline leader it will be impossible for anyone to 
understand the setup here." 172 

0 

"They're afraid of me, Bob," MacArthur said to Eichelberger, "because 
they know I will fight them in the newspapers." By "they" he meant thal 
mysterious coalition of enemies who, as he saw it, had long been schem · 
to stab him in the back. Now the plotters had been joined by Thomas E. 
Dewey, Wendell L. Willkie, and Harold E. Stassen, his principal rivals fo · 
the GOP nomination. He believed he was more than thefr match because he 
thought of himself as a wizard at managing news. This conviction was large}} 
based on his performance as the army's popular public-relations man on the 
eve of World War I. But that had been a wholly different situation. Then he 

had been selling the draft act to Washington correspondents who wanted to 
believe in it. Now he was selling himself to war correspondents who re
sented the heavy-handed tactics of Diller and Lehrbas. 173 

Even MacArthur's admirers were troubled by the censorship. The two 
aides "adored MacArthur almost to the point of idolatry," Kenney wrote. "To 
them unless a news release painted the General with a halo and seated him 
on the highest pedestal in the universe, it should be killed. No news except 
favorable news, reflecting complete credit on an infallible MacArthur, had 
much chance of getting by .... They didn't trust the newspapermen to in
terpret MacArthur properly." Eichelberger said he "never understood the 
public relations policy that either he or his immediate assistants established." 
Barbey observed that "there was no place in the Southwest Pacific for two 
glamorous officers," that the press was told tQ concentrate on the commander 
in chief, to the exclusion of ~veryone else. Once, when the General made 
the extraordinary complaint that Roosevelt was acting "as if he were direct
ing head of the Army and Navy," Halsey commented that MacArthur 
seemed to be suffering from "illusions [sic] of grandeur," a flaw which in the 
admiral's opinion explained his unhappy relationship with most members of 
the press. 174 

Of course, the attempt to manipulate the reporters didn't work. "As a gen
eral thing," Kenney notes, "MacArthur's publicity has not been good," and 
Egeberg observes that "MacArthur was a man with a relatively poor press." 
The correspondents and their editors refused to be flimflammed; the people 
sensed the attempt to hoodwink thein. It was one thing for the General to 
rule the S~uthwest Pacific with an iron will - to the immense good fortune 
of his country's cause and the soldiers whose lives he saved by his great 
skill - but it was something else to inveigle voters. His pretense that the 
.MacArthur-for-President movement was entirely the work of other people, 
that he wasn't interested in leaving his command, was bound to be exposed 
eventually. As James MacGregor Burns has pointed out, everything de
P,ended on his supporters' "retaining control of their boom for the General, 
-eeping his name out of the presidential primaries, and timing developments 
so that he wo1:1ld be summoned to higher duty by the Republican conven
tion." This was spoiled by an ad hoc group of amateur MacArthur enthusiasts 
in Illinois, led by a prominent Chicago attorney who entered his name in the 

ate's presidential preference primary. Wood, very upset, sent him a certifi
cate, requiring his signature, which would have withdrawn his name. But 
~lacArthur was confident of his popularity among his countrymen. He 
~·ouldn't sign it. So everyone knew that his hat was in the ring, with his ap
proval.175 

Next his name was printed on the Wisconsin ballot. Votes would be cast 
here before Illinois. It was regarded as the key primary that year; it was also 
lacArthur' s home state, insofar as he had one. The other candidates were 

campaigning hard there, and the General, because of the high profile his 



Honolulu for a political picture-taking junket." He said, "In the First War, 
never for a moment left my division, even when wounded by gas and or
dered to the hospital. r ve never before had to turn my back on my assign
ment." Only three officers accompanied him, and he had brought no docu
ments, for he hadn't been told the purpose of the conference, or even who 
the other participants would be. Later he told Red Blaik that he had ":ra
dioed ahead as to what the meeting was about" arid what staff he should 
take. The reply had been concise: the meeting was "top secret, no prior in• 
formation could be given," and he needed no staff. All he knew, he said, w 
that two weeks earlier George Marshall had ordered him to meet "Mr. Big 
in Honolulu. 181 

Yet he should have guessed who "Mr. Big" was - who else, in Mac
Arthur's eyes, was bigger than himself? - and his reference to a '.'politi 
... junket" suggests that he really knew what was afoot, and what would 
discussed. The one great Pacific issue confronting American ·strategists t 
summer was where to strike next. MacArthur wanted to reconquer the Phil
ippines. King recommended bypassing the archipelago and invading For
mosa instead; he saw no reason to risk becoming mired in the great l 
masses of the islands. The dispute had been almost a year in the makin 
The previous October Eichelberger had heard in Hawaii that once Mac-
Arthur had reached the equator, the admirals wanted the war against Ja 
to be "their show and no one else's." The decision could be deferred 
longer. In grumbling about the coming meeting, MacArthur was bar 
being consistent; he had earlier requested permission to fly to Washington 
plead his case. 182 . 

Characteristically, he saw this as a contest between himself and everyo 
else. Two weeks before sending him to Oahu, Marshall l\ad strengthen 
this conviction, pointing out that "bypassing is not synonymous with a 
donment" and admonishing him for permitting "personal feelings and Phili 
pine political considerations" to cloud his judgment. But in fact Roosevelt° 
military advisers were sharply divided on the subject. MacArthur was at o 
end of the spectrum; King at the other. Field commanders of all services · 
the Pacific tended to agree with the General, while Marshall and Hap Ar
nold leaned toward King, though individuals changed their minds from we 
to week. By the week of the Honolul'u conference, Marshall was beginni 
to side with MacArthur. Hap Arnold, eager for B-29 bases on Formosa, con
tinued to support King. Nimitz, wavering, instructed his staff to draw up 
plans for assaults on all possible objectives, in9luding the Japanese homeland~ 
he had begun to listen to Halsey, who wanted to seize Luzon, ignore For- · 
mosa, and pounce on Okinawa. The Joint Chiefs reflected the general confu
sion. Four months earlier they had favored an invasion of Mindanao in 
November. Now they were inclined to believe that they didn't need Min
danao. Yet MacArthur had been told to prepare for an invasion of Luzon in 
February 1945 and Nimitz for a landing on Formosa .that same month. 

Roosevelt was a patient man, but this sort of thing couldn't go on fore ver. 
lling Stimson and Knox that he knew the opinions of the Pentagon, he said 
. had resolved to have it out face-to-face with his two commanders in chief 
the Pacific. The only other senior officer to be present during their Hawai

talks would be Leahy. The Chiefs were dissatisfied, and justifiably so. It 
one thing for the President to confer with Churchill and Stalin, who had 

be coaxed into taking this or that course of action, and something else 
· for him to leave the continental United States for discussions with 
erican officers who had to obey orders. If he was already familiar with the 

ntagon' s views, vacillating as they were, he knew those of MacArthur and 
imitz, too. The General later told Eichelberger that he believed FDR's 
tives were "purely political. " Harry Hopkins and Robert Sherwood 

ed with him, and most historians concur. Samuel Eliot Morison, an ex-
tion, writes that Roosevelt wished to "exchange ideas with the senior 
y and Navy commanders in the Pacific, and if possible to reach an 
ement," but there is every reason to believe that the President had 
hed his decision before the Baltimore left San Diego. The blunt fact is 
he was running for a fourth term, and being photographed with Mac-

. ur and Nimitz would be . more impressive to his constituents than pie
s of him politicking at the Democratic National Convention. Though the 

neral might not be the first choice of voters in Republican presidential 
aries, he was still a national hero. If FDR had shrunk from exploiting 
popularity, he would have been a poor politician. 183 

Roosevelt knew how to make a great entrance; a huge crowd of Hawaiians, 
had been alerted to his approach, cheered as the Baltimore docked at 
P.M. on Wednesday, July 26, and fifty high-ranking military officers, led 

Xiinitz and Lieutenant General Robert C. Richardson, the commander of 
· itz' s ground forces, mounted the gangboard. But MacArthur could be 

atic, too. Though his B-17 had landed an hour earlier, he had stopped 
e home of the absent Richardson, who would be his host, to drop off his 
tte bag and, as he later told Blaik, take a leisurely bath. Of course, an 

rly could have delivered the bag, and the bath could have come later. 
· .way, however, he would be the last officer to board the cruiser. Accord
to Samuel I. Rosenman, who was a member of FDR's party, Roosevelt 
just asked Nimitz if he knew the General's whereabouts when "a terrific 

omobile siren was heard, and there raced onto the dock and screeched to 
op a motorcycle escort and the longest open car I have ever seen. . . . 

car traveled some distance around the open space and stopped at the 
gplank. When the applause died down, the General strode rapidly to the 
gplank all alone. He dashed up the gangplank, stopped halfway up to ac
wledge another ovation, and soon · was on deck ·greeting the Pre si-
t "184 n. 

~acArthur was wearing the leather flying jacket Kenney had given him. 
ahy writes in I Was There: "I said to him jokingly, 'Douglas, why don't 
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